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assault,
battery
Basketball player
faces a June 3
circuit court date

k

KIM CAtfTOfUslaff photographer

Karl Whichard ('91), a One Day, One University cameraman, catches the essence of JMU at midday on Tuesday while filming footage for
the 30-minute video. The commons is always bustling around lunchtime when students sit on the hill or eat lunch with friends.

Every step you took...
The One Day crews watched, took footage for unique video

H

EATHER NELSON
staff writer

Crew members of One Day,

One University attempted
to find out Tuesday what
happens when 14,000 students
stop being polite and start
getting real.
In an effort to get a glimpse at

what JMU is really like on a
typical day, students in digital
audio and digital video
production classes sent about 15
camera crews, with an average of
four members, out on location to
film all across campus.
Cameras were seen in D-hall,
in the post office, in classes, on
the commons and everywhere
students could be found

congregating around campus.
So what did students think of
their opportunity to be captured
on film?
"I think most people are really
confused. They don't notice the
camera until it's right on top of
them," senior Jessica Fry said.
From what she observed, once
people noticed the cameras, they
tried to avoid them.

Senior Todd Keith worked on
one of the film crews. "It's like
people are trying to act normal,
but they're aware of the
cameras," Keith said.
Freshman Julie Larned said
the filming of students as they
went about their normal routines
reminded her of footage she had
see VIDEO page 11

ELLY HANNON
news editor

A reserve forward on the
men's basketball team was
arrested and charged with one
count of assault and battery on
March 29.
Junior Kevan Johnson, 21, of
Preston, Md., was arraigned on
the charge in Rockingham County General District Court on
April 1.
Johnson pleaded not guilty
and was released on $250 bail. A
hearing was set for June 3.
A female JMU student filed
charges against Johnson on the
afternoon of March 26, alleging that Johnson engaged in
abusive behavior against her
during an incident that reportedly occurred at about 2:30
p.m. on March 26 at a Hunter's
Ridge townhouse.
Sherman Dillard, the JMU
men's basketball coach, said he
had never dealt with an assault
and battery case in his 21 years
of coaching. "We really have to
wait until the hearing to decide
anything, and then we can
address the situation," Dillard
said. "He still has to go through
the due process of the law, but
I'm not really at liberty to discuss this at length."
Tom Martin, interim director
of athletics, said he was unaware
of the charges against Johnson.
He therefore declined to comment on the charges.
Assault and battery is a class
one misdemeanor. Maximum
sentencing is one year in jail
and/or a $2,500 fine.
Commonwealth Attorney
Douglas Stark declined to comment on the case.
Johnson also declined to comment on the case.
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allegedly attacked a JMU student at the Pi Kappa Phi fraterCampus police report tie fotowing: nity house on April 2 at 12:15
a.m.
Intent to Distribute ConThe victim then went to the
trolled Substance
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
• Hilton 8. Burw#H, 19, of house for immediate attention
Hampton, was arrested and of his wounds. He was later
charged with Intent to distribute taken to the Rockingham
marijuana on March 31 at 12:29 Memorial Hospital emergency
p.m. in Potomac Hall.
room by his parents on April 2
at 7:30 a.m. JMU police offiAggravated Assault
cers took photographs of his
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physical wounds.
This case is currently under
investigation.
Underage Possession of
Alcohol
• Lindsay S. Yoweil. 18, of
Charlottesville, was arrested
and charged with underage' possession of alcohol on March 30
at 9:45 p.m. in Potomac Hal.
• Ann T. Salsbury, 19, of Charlottesville, was arrested and
charged with underage possession of alcohol on March 30 at
9:45 p.m. in Potomac Hall.
• Daniel E. Brewer, 20, of
Columbia, Md., was arrested

68

~" 'Scop

and charged with underage possession of alcohol on April 3 at
1:30 a.m. in the Sigma Pi fraternity house.
• Jeffrey A. Davison. 20, of
SayvHIe, N.Y., was arrested and
charged with underage possessk>n of alcohol on April 3 at 1:30
a.m. in the Sigma Pi fraternity
house.
• Brian Powell, 20, of
Metuchen, N.J., was arcested
and charged with underage possession of alcohol on April 3 at
1:30 am. in the Sigma PI fraternity house. •
see POUCE LOO page 11

• Bible Study, 8:15 p.m., Wesley Foundation, 690 S. Mason Street,
call Ben at 434-3490
• Brown Bag Lecture Series: Preparing for International Travel,
12:30 p.m., Warren 404, health passport program, call x3407

•

• Fellowship Dinner, 5:30 p.m., Wesley Foundation, 690 S. Mason
Street, call Ben at 434-3490
• Folk Group practice, 7:30 p.m., CCM House (1052 S. Main St.),
sponsored by Catholic Campus Ministry, call Tom at 433-6428
*JMU Clarinet Choir Concert, 8 p.m., Anthony-Seeger Auditorium, call x3481 or x6863
• JMU/GTE Athletic Academic Honors Banquet with Scott Norwood, 6:30 p.m., Godwin Hall, tickets are $15, call x3853
• Lambda Rising meeting, 6.30 p.m., Maury G-l, call Daniel at 4336411
• "One Day, One University: A Video Chronicle of JMU," premiere,
7:30 p.m., Grafton-Stovall Theatre
• New Life Singers, 7 p.m., Wesley Foundation, 690 S. Mason Street,
call Ben at 434-3490
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• Planetarium Show, 6 and 7 p.m., Miller 102
• UBP Public Relations/Marketing Committee, 5 p.m., Taylor 306,
call Eunice at x7822
• Young Democratic Socialists meeting, 8 p.m., Taylor 302, call
x2537 .

FRIDAY, APRIL 9

• EARTH meeting 5 p.m., Taylor 305, call Warren at 438-1210
• Fellowship and Praise, 5:30 p.m., Baptist Student Union, call 4346822
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Susan Shifflett, x8069
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the life of four JMU students
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• pg. 14 — House Editorial:

bins on campus
• pg. 15 — Darts and Pats

. pg. 28-25 — "One Day" in

Boys' Choir of Harlem comes to

• Bible Study, 7 p.m., Baptist Student Union, call 434-6822
• InterVarsity Large Group, 7 p.m., Miller 101, e-mail Sarah at
wauersb@jmu.edu
• JMU Breakdancing Club, 6 p.m., UREC MAC room, e-mail Chris
at martincg@jmu.edu

', APRIL 10
• The Boys' Choir of Harlem Concert, 8 p.m., Wilson Hall Auditorium, tickets are $20 and $22, call x7000 for reservations

WEATHER
FRIDAY:

Sunny, high 76°F, low

50°F.
Partly cloudy, thunderstorms, high 75°F, low 50°F
SUNDAY: Sunny, high 66°F, low
46°F.
MONDAY: Partly Cloudy, high
65°F,low45°F.
SATURDAY:

SUNDAY, APRIL 11
* Center for International Programs Annual Cuisine Night, for all
international students, 6 p.m., Baptist Student Center, call x6119
• Evensong sung by the Madison Singers, 5 p.m., Emmanuel Episcopal
r
Church, call x3481

CLASSIFIEDS

Fast-food, coast-to-coast
Average cost in selected cities of a fast-food meal (1/4 - pound cheeseburger,
larger fries, medium soft drink, excluding taxes):
New York
Honolulu
Washington
San Francisco
Seattle
St. Louis
Atlanta
Los Angeles

$5.68
$5.16

Miami

J4.30
4.27

Chicago

Dallas
THOMAS SCALA/.ienior artist

14.97

1 EAT§!
4.36

USA Today

MARKET WATCH
AMEX

12.09
close: 717.30

NASDAQ

ft 18.74
" close: 2544.43
Wednesday, April 7,1999

S&P 500

|9.0
close: 1326.89

How to place a classified:
Come to The Breeze office
weekdays between 8 a.m.
and 5 p.m.
Cost: $2.50 for the first 10
words, $2 for each additional
10 words; boxed classified,
$10 per column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday lor
Monday issue, noon Tuesday
for Thursday issue.
Classifieds must be paid in
advance in The Breeze office
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CISAT to adopt Master's program
SCHEV committee reviews JMU proposal to extend education

I

NGELA HAIN
staff writer
CISAT presented a proposal to the
State Council of Higher Education
for Virginia (SCHEV) to initiate a
master's program.
The proposal was submitted earlier
this year and is currently being reviewed
by a SCHEV committee. The proposal
will go for a full council vote in SCHEV on
April 20.
G. Paul Nardo, director of communication for SCHEV, said that nothing indicates that JMU will not be approved.
"I think there is a high likelihood that
JMU will get the program approved,"
Nardo said. "JMU is in full compliance of
all of the committee's standards."
Director of ISAT Richard Roberts said
there are three main groups of graduates
the program would hope to serve."The goal of the master's program
will be to serve teachers who want to
teach technology in grades K-12, serve
technology'people who want to be reoriented in their technology knowledge,
and serve the CISAT graduate who
wants a deeper understanding (5f their
major," Roberts said.

He also said a master's program in
integrated science and technology would
raise the awareness of the ISAT program
and allow the university to better serve
the state.
"We think a master's program will
have a lot of accountability to the school
and is part of our responsibility to serve
the state," Roberts said.
J
Roberts said Gov. Jim Gilmore (R) has
voiced an interest in creating more technology positions statewide in industry
and business in Virginia. A master's program would aid in the training of individuals to fill these positions.
The program was designed by looking at the qualifications the industry is
looking for in graduates and creating a
program that will meet those qualifications. The proposal presented a curriculum complete with core classes and a
main focal area. The main focal areas are
biotechnology, energy systems, engineering/manufacturing, environment,
information knowledge management,
and science and technology in society,
Roberts said.
"The program is a 30-hour program,"
Roberts said. " Four hours are core classes,
12 hours are spent in a concentration and

six hours are composed of thesis work."
There has also been a lot of student
interest in a master's program, Roberts
said. About 12 people, from JMU as well
as outside of the school, have inquired
about the extent of the ISAT program.
Most of the inquiries have come from
workers who want to develop more technology skills, he said. ISAT has a running
waiting list of graduates who would like
to join the master's program if the proposal is granted.
"I think an ISAT master program is a
great idea," freshman ISAT major Mark
Chapman said. "ISAT has such a promising program, I would definitely be interested in doing graduate work at JMU."
Junior ISAT major Elizabeth
Harnandez said, "I think the problem is
that not many other schools know about
the ISAT program at JMU. A master program would allow other people to know
more about the program and would provide some, publicity for the program."
However, Harrisonburg may not offer
the employment opportunities mat graduate students might be looking for.
"I don't really want to go to grad
school at JMU because Harrisonburg does
not have any large technology companies

that would hire you and help pay for you
to continue your education like other locations have," senior ISAT major Christy
Federline said.
If the master's program is granted, the
college will have to hire two additional
faculty from the start.
Additional faculty might be added
depending on how large the program
grows. .
"If this proposal is granted, the program could be approved for next fall,"
Roberts said. "The only thing that could
delay the program would be the hiring of
the faculty."
No money will come out of the current
university budget to fund the program,
Roberts said. However, Douglas Brown,
vice president of academic affairs, will
assist ISAT in finding funds. Ultimately,
Brown will be responsible for providing
funds.
Richard Whitman, dean of the College
of Arts and Letters, said that no other colleges at JMU have expressed an interest in
starting a master's program, so other
departments have submitted proposals.
Any program that wants a master's program can design a program and submit it
to SCHEV.

SGA announces positions open to
students, amends its constitution
ATHER NELSON
SGA reporter
The Student Government
Association made six minor
changes to its constitution at
Tuesday's Senate meeting.
Internal affairs committee
chair Tory Jenkins presented six
bills that the Senate passed unanimously. The bills amended the
constitution and by-laws to more
accurately reflect the way Senate
already operates, Jenkins said.
The eligibility and duties of
both the SGA parliamentarian

and web master were amended. "scholarships" for executive -contact the SGA office at x6376.
Applications for director of class
The bill clarified the position of board members.
government
are due tomorrow,
Also
at
the
meeting:
parliamentarian by stating the
committee
applications
are due
•
Applications
are
available
in
position is elected by the current
and newly elected executive the SGA office in Taylor Hall April 23.
board and the student holding Room 234 for a variety of posi- • The Buildings and Grounds
the position must be in good tions for next year. Applications Committee announced that JMU
standing. The web master must are being accepted for director of grounds keeping is looking for
be present at all Senate meetings class government, parliamentari- organizations to adopt flower
an and seats for a variety of beds on campus.
now.
Organizations would be
The title "commuter" senator administrative commissions and
responsible
for the upkeep of a
committees.
was amended to "college" senaparticular
flower
bed and would
Positions
are
open
to
all
JMU
tor, Chesapeake and Potomac
have
a
plaque
recognizing
their
halls were added as recognized students.
adoption
of
the
bed.
For a more complete list of
campus senatorial positions and
Interested groups can contact
"stipends" was changed to committees and commissions,
Brian Watts at ivattsba®jmu.edu
• The Junior Class Council is
expecting a reply from the
Alcohol and Beverage Control
Board this week in regards to the
Senior Pig Roast on May 1.
Heather Herman, director of
class government, has been
working with the Junior Class
Council and administrators to
submit a proposal that would
still allow alcohol at the event.
"We're going to have a 'no
tolerance' policy," Herman said.
The proposal states that students
over 21 would be limited to
three beers and no one that has
been drinking ahead of time will
be allowed in, she said.
"We're trying to set a good
MEGHAN MONTGOMERY Isiaff photographer
example and still let people have
fun," Herman said.
addresses the Senate at Tuesday nights meeting. Runoff elections

SGA election chair Marie Lyons
for SGA president and secretary were held yesterday.
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Sun. Apr 11

Men. Apr 12

Tues. Apr 13

Wed. Apr 14

Thurs. Apr 15

Fri. Apr 16

Cheese Grits
Scrambled Eggs
O'Brien Potaloes
Bacon
French Toast
Cream ol Tomato Soup
Broccoli Stuffed
Chicken Breast
Supreme Sauce
Rice

Beef Barley Soup
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Spinach Quiche
Mashed Potatoes
Turkey Gravy
Carrots
Mixed Vegetables

Cream ol Broccoli Soup
Chicken Patty Sandwich
Tomato Herb Sauce
Baked Cod Giardeniere
Potaloes au Gratin
Spinach
Lima Beans

Turkey Rice Soup
Chicken Nuggets
Cheese Enchilada
Casserole
Spanish Rice
Broccoli
Dilled Carrots

Oeam ol Musnroom aoiv
Turkey Cutlet
Brown Onion Cream Sauc«
Sloppy Joe Sandwich
Macaroni and Cheese
Cabernet Rice Medley.
Stewed Tomatoes
Peas

nnooe isiano ummt
Chowder
Fried Fish
Turkey Broccoli
Supreme
Steak Fries
Mixed Vegetables
Summer Slaw

Com & Lima Bean

Samosas, Tzatziki

Black Bean Cake with

Vegetarian Sloppy Joe

Wheat Berry Chili

MAMA MIA:

Lasagna w/ Meat Sauce
Spaghetti with Spinach
and Ricotta Sauce

Manicotti
Penne w/ Tomatoes
and Peppers

Tortelini with Tomato,
Mushroom Sauce
Pasta with Creamy
Peas and Ham

Farfalle with
Mushroom Caccialore
Calzone

Ravioli
Pasta wth
Peas and Tomatoes

Oriental Chicken Salad
California Wrap
Chinese Noodle Soup

Caesar Salad
BBQ Beel Wrap
Garden Vegetable Soup

Taco Salad
Small Turkey Wrap

XD

Exhibition Salad:
Wrap:
Soup:

Mexican Com and Bean Soup

Cobb Salad
Italian Wrap
Zesty Minestone Soup

Chicken / Pasta Salad
Mexican Wrap
French Onion Soup

Is

Grilled Chicken
Chicken Patty Sandwich

Turkey Burgers
Zucchini Strips

Grilled Chicken Breast
Grilled Reuben

Veggie Burger
Tuna Melt

Grilled Chicken Breast
Popper

Turkey Burger
Grilled Turkey
on Italian Bread

Grilled Chicken Breast
Grilled Cheese

Sirlion Tips
■iTorlellini Alfredo
^JlEaa Noodles
1 Broccoli
^^IZucchini and Tomatoes

Roast Pork Loin / Gravy
Chicken Shrimp Stir Fry
Rice
Green Beans
Creamed Onions

Tomato Basil Beef Stew
Chicken Fajilas
Roasted Potatoes
Corn
Sauteed Onions /
Pepper Medley

Fried Chicken / Gravy
Roast Lamb / Gravy
Brown Rice
Green Beans
Yellow Squash

Roast Beef / Gravy
Chicken Caccialore
Mashed Potatoes
Onions Rings
Spinach

■■I Counfry Vegetable Slew
oouscous

Ouesadillas -

Singapore Noodles

Pasta and Vegetable
Casserole

Sweet and Sour
Chicken
Spaghetti and
Meatball Casserole
Rice
Broccoli
Sesame Vegetables

Thai Vegetable Curry

Popcorn Shrimp
Chicken Sausage
Jambalaya
Rosemary Red
Potatoes
Peas and Pearl Onions
Succotash
Spanikopita

Baked Cavatelli
Rotini w/
Broccoli and Tomatoes

Linguini with
Garlic Cream Sauce

Radiatore with Sweet
and Sour Onion Sauce
Stuffed Shells

Meatballs in Sauce
Spaghetti with
Parmesan and Peas

Baked Ravioli
Pasta with
Peas and Tomatoes
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Sat. Apr 17
Scrambled Eggs
Creekbank Potatoes
Bacon
French Toast
Chicken Noodle Soup
Hoi Roast
Beef Sandwich
Mashed Potatoes
Green Beans
Cauliflower
Mexican Vegetables

Curried Chickpeas

Campus Cooking
April 20, 1999-4-7p.m.
Gibbons Hall, Line 6
Learn to cook a three course meal with
the talent of Chef Steve and the nutritional analysis
by Michele Cavoto RD
Meal will include an appetizer, meat entree, salad
and dessert. We invited you to come, learn, and
enjoy this three course meal.

YOU G-dTTh Ef\T h

MON- FRI

Tasty egg salad with your
choice of fixin'sl

6" Sub: S2.09
12" Sub: $3.4^

Aluminum

Beer Bottles

Beverage Cans
Aluminum Foil
Aluminum Foil
Baking Containers

Household
Batteries
place in clear plastic
wrapper in recycle bin

Plastic
Steel Tin
Food Containers

ONLY PLASTICS
LABELED
#1 AND #2
Milk jugs
Beverage bottles

7:30 A.M.-IO A.M.

BREAKFAST PLATE SPECIAL

Scrambled Eggs, Bacon or Sausage & Potatoes
$1.99

■6" SUB £3.39
12" SUB S5.49
ROLLUP S3.70

Glass

(All colors brown,
green and clear)

HOT BREAKFAST
SERVED FROM STONE WILLYS

The JMU favorite with seasoned
chicken, guacamole, sour cream and all the
fixin's on fresh baked bread!

Names, social security number of the person
making the reservation are required. Call Leslie
Mongold at x8076. Admittance by using a regular punch. Door Price ( DD, DD Gold) is $20

Juice Containers
Ketchup Bottles
Food Containers
Wine and Liquor
Bottles

MARKET

PAIITA SUB

Reservations Required!

HARRISONBURG
RECYCLING
ACCEPTABLE
MATERIALS

.

.

MADISON AVE
COFFEE BAR AND BAKERY

TRY OUR DELICIOUS
WITH TOPPING

6 oz. $1.35
8 OZ.

$1 .75

Paper
All Newpaper
Brown Bags
Printer paper
Notebook Paper
Misc Paper
(All need to be dry)

STRAWBERRY
CHEESECAKE

$1.30

NOT ACCEPTABLE
MATERIALS
Stryrotoam
Any unmarked plastic
Plastic marked #3, #4, #5, #6 or #7
Plastic Bags
Cardboard
(waxed corrugated boxes,
pizza boxes, etc.)
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Potomac Hall racks
up several violations
ARA HAFEK
staff writer
Potomac Hall has been saturated with various university
policy violations and illegal acts
ranging from grand larceny to
destruction of public property
this semester.
According to The Breeze
"Police Log," Potomac Hall has
had nine reported incidents of
larceny, four incidents of underage possession of alcohol and
four incidents of destruction of
public property since January.
This is twice as many violations as other residence halls and
four times as many as the hall
had last semester.
Potomac Hall has 419 residents, with both freshmen and
upperclassmen. Eagle Hall has
438 residents,, all freshmen, but it
has had no cases of destruction
of public property, two cases of
theft and four incidents of underage possession of alcohol.
With the recent rise in violations, JMU police and the Office
of Residence Life have been
closely monitoring the residence hall, especially during
the weekends.
"If there is a need to increase

scrutiny of an area, we do it,"
said Alan Macnutt, director of
public safety. "We're devoting
more attention to (Potomac Hall],
but we're not doing so at the
expense of other residence halls."

POTOMAC VIOLATIONS
WHO: Potomac Hall residents
REPORTED INCIDENTS:
Nine incidents of larceny, four
incidents of underage possession of alcohol and four incidents of public property
WHEN: Since January 1999

Maggie Evans, director of residence life, said she doesn't
know why the hall has seen such
an increase in violations, but this
situation is not unusual.
"In any given year, there's a
hall with more violations," Evans
said. "The staff does their best to
control the situation."
Bonnie Maitland, hall director of Eagle Hall, said she
learned at a weekly hall directors meeting that the increase in
reporting of violations to the
large amount of time campus
police spend patrolling the
CISAT side of campus.

"Campus police are always
there," Maitland said. "I don't
think Potomac has any more violations than any other hall on
campus. It shows up more in the
P-log because they are constantly
being patrolled."
Several said distance between
Potomac Hall and the rest of
campus causes students to stay
in and drink rather than go out,
contributing to more violations.
"I think we have so many violations because we're so far away
that we think we aren't the center of attention and can therefore
get away with more," sophomore Potomac resident Amanda
Emerson said.
Sophomore resident Megan
Sheppard said she thinks
Potomac Hall has a large number
of violations due to the efficiency
of the staff.
"Our staff is really great, they
are tight and prompt to turn people in for disruptive behaviors,"
she said.
Resident advisers in Potomac
refused to comment on the situation other than explaining that
the staff is working with both
ORL and campus police to
resolve the high number of student violations.

Yearbook staff hiring
The Bluestone gears up for next year
The application consists of seven "questions
about the applicant's experience, skills and ideas
for next year's yearbook. Along with the application, applicants must also submit a resume and
cover letter addressed to Bailey and Crocker.
Interviews will be set up with all applicants.
"The interview is an opportunity for people to
bring in examples of their work,"Morris said
The Bluestone usually becomes the number one
commitment outside of classes to people involved
__________ with it, Morris said. The
1998-'99 yearbook staff consists of 14 people.
hopefully allow different perThe organization of
spectives to be heard. It will
Work on the yearbook
starts at the end of August
also make the yearbook more the Staff flOS been
of a collective effort and allow
>f when students return to
school. The final product is
for work to be evenly distrib- completely redesigned.
uted, Morris said.
usually completed close to
"I think it [the team setJeff Morris the end of the school year,
up] should work out really
next year's editor-in-chief Morris said.
well," said Wendy Crocker, ,
The 1998-'99 yearbook
co-editor of the 1998-'99 yearbook.
should be available the last week of April or the
Applications to work on The Bluestone are now - first week of May. Distribution will be held on the
available for the positions of photo director, pho- commons and possibly at Zane Showker Hall and
tography assistants, designer, copy editor, student CISAT. Morris said the yearbook will be 432 pages.
life section editor, classes section editor, sports sec"Hopefully people will be pleased with it,"
tion editor, organizations section editor, writers Bailey said.
and photographers for each of the sections, busi"This year is a turning point," Crocker said.
ness manager, and web page manager.
''The writing and coverage are much
The applications are due tomorrow. However, better/'Crocker said.
The Bluestone is willing to extend the date if interestThis year there are a lot more in-depth pieces
ed people call the office. "We would like to give and more interesting stories, Morris said.
anyone interested a chance," said Leah Bailey, coBailey said, "We tried to make it more of what
/
students want to look at and more fun."
editor of the 1998-'99 yearbook.

ORIESHOMPER
contributing writer
The Bluestone, JMU's student-run yearbook, is
currently accepting applications for next year's staff.
"The organization of the staff has been completely redesigned," said Jeff Morris, classes section
editor and next year's editor-in-chief.
The staff will be organized so section editors,
writers, photographers and designers all work
together as a team, Morris said. _________
Working in teams will ((

KM CXHTOR/sttiffphotographer

Students and faculty tried to find their center Monday and
Tuesday as they walked the Labyrinth in PC Ballroom.

Labyrinth
offers direction
ELISHATR1PLETT
contributing writer
Students seeking direction
Monday and Tuesday headed
for PC Ballroom. They found
their way not to a speaker but to
11 concentric circles painted on
the floor.
Students and faculty walked
the Labyrinth this week, an event
sponsored by several campus
religious organizations.
The Labyrinth is series of concentric circles painted on a huge
canvas sheet that wind their
way to the center of the
labyrinth, which is the place of
enlightenment
The purpose of the
Labyrinth is to offer individuals
an escape from the trials of the
world and take time to contemplate and think about their
lives, said Lynn Connette, caretaker of the Labyrinth.
"It is a prayer walk .. . offering to college students a calm,
meditative place to be," she said.
Those wishing to walk the
Labyrinth are given a brief orientation and then proceed through
the three phases of the
Labyrinth, usually in groups of
five to 10 people.
"It's nice to have a sense of
walking with others," Connette
said.
The first phase is walking
toward the center of the
Labyrinth, during which people think of their troubles and
are encouraged to lay them
aside and move on.
Once a person reaches the
center of the Labyrinth, they usu-

ally stay for a time, meditate and
seek a direction for their lives, or
they just enjoy the peace and
solitude the Labyrinth offers.
People then retrace their
steps until they reach the outside of the Labyrinth and complete their "journey."
Connette said some people
enter the Labyrinth hunched
over while others exit it dancing.
"It all depends on the person's state of mind," she said.
"Everyone has a unique experience."
Rick Hill, Presbyterian campus minister, was involved in
bringing the Labyrinth to JMU.
He said he wanted to share the
experience of the Labyrinth with
college students.
"Everything is chaotic and
students don't have the time to
sit and just think," Hill said.
"We are all spiritual beings
and that spiritual dimension
needs care."
He also said he wants to
find different ways to let students come and take care of
their spirits.
The Labyrinth offers students
an opportunity to care for their
spiritual needs in their own personal way through a very unique
experience, he said.
The Labyrinth that visited
JMU has been to other college
campuses including Mary
Baldwin College and the
University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill. The intricate design
that makes up the Labyrinth is a
replica of the original Labyrinth,
which is located in Chartres
Cathedral in France.

Got news? Call x6699.
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Saturday Night for Live

WRESTLING
at Godwin Gym at 8pm! Order your tickets
in advance and it only costs $5 (with JAC
card, limit 2)\ Get them at the door for $10!
and...

speaking of Saturday Night Live, don't
-

forget to see comedian

Brever
this Monday in Wilson Hall at 8pm!
Advanced tickets are $10 (with JAC card,
limit 2) or get them at the door for $15!
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Strolling through
Rose's garden
One Day tags along with JMU President Linwood Rose
INAMONTEFUSCO
news editor
?:18 a.m. JMU President Linwood Rose tries to act casual as a
crew of five students set up to
film in his home for One Day, One
University. His wife, Judith, prepares bagels and orange juice for
their breakfast in front of the camera. Their kitchen at Oakview is
immaculate, with display cases
filled with china and a breakfast
table complete with decorative
plates, elaborately folded napkins
and candles at each place setting.
As the crew continues to test
lights and plan shots, Judith worries about how to look natural.
She and Rose decide to come up
the stairs together and the film
starts rolling.
"Bagels not in?" Rose asks.
Judith pushes the lever down
oh the toaster, and the two stare
pensively at the toaster for a few
moments. The conversation turns
to their schedules for the day —
Rose's is especially busy, with
meetings and events lasting until
9 p.m.
8 a.m. Rose enters his office in
Alumnae Hall and looks over his
planner and other papers as the
crew sets up again. His office is
elegant but simple, with dark lacquered furniture and unobtrusive
paintings. Two model cars, a JMU
golf ball and pictures of his family
are displayed on his desks. "Jesus
Cheo: Using Ancient Wisdom for
Visionary Leadership" and
"Madison College: The First 50
Years 1908-1958" also sit nearby.

8:15 a.m. "We've got a busy
day today," Rose says to his assistant, Geoff PoJglase, and his
administrative assistant, Donna
Burch. Rose pulls up the JMU
home page on his computer as the
cameras start filming. The three
discuss his plans for the day, and
Polglase arranges to accompany
Rose at some of the meetings.
Rose will have to limit his time at
all his engagements.
"The visit to the baseball game
will be really quick," Rose said. "I
may run home for a few minutes
between Arts Week and Phi Beta
Kappa, just to freshen up."
Rose, Polglase and Burch
review tomorrow's plans and
never look up as the cameras
move around.
8:30 a.m. A meeting with Sherry King, acting director of alumni
relations, and Mitch Moore, vice
president of development of
alumni relations, begins. King
walks in and sits in the wrong
seat, at an angle where the camera
can't reach her. Take two: Rose,
King and Moore are more lively
as they enter this time, and everyone sits in the right seats. King
gives Rose an overview of the
upcoming Reunion Weekend on
April 10 and 11 and preps, him for
his speech.
"Can you get me tidbits on
each of these classes, so it's more
personal, when I speak?" Rose
asks.
10:10 a.m. Rose meets with
Steve Knickrehm, assistant vice
president for resource planning,
Winfield Hunt; director of facili-

ties planning and construction;
Thor Sigfusson, program manager for facilities planning and construction; and Charles King, vice
president for administration and
finance. They discuss progress on
various construction projects,
such as the new CISAT building,
the forthcoming parking deck and
the Alumni Center.
"Do you just want the highlights?" Hunt says.
Rose says, "We'll start with the
first project, and if we need to
move faster, I'll say something."
For the next hour, they look
over blueprints and go over
details of the planning and construction stages for the projects.
11:15 a.m. Fifteen minutes later
than planned, Rose meets briefly
with three representatives from
Campus Crusade for Christ.
"You all got your lines ahead
of time, right?," Rose says as the
girls eye the camera and lights
surrounding them.
Rose asks the representatives
basic questions about their organization and is then presented
with a survey about his relationship with God. Rose doesn't blink
an eye, but answers all the questions slowly and carefully.
Rose says the single thing he
absolutely had to do in life was
be a good father and described
Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior.
Both his responses warranted a
"good answer" from the CCC
members.
12.-07 p.m. Rose heads to D-hall

KATIE Y/llSOtihenior photographer

JMU President Linwood Rose looks over plans for the proposed
Alumni Center in his office Tuesday while being filmed by crews.

for lunch, and encounters a Student Ambassador giving a tour to
a group of prospective students.
Rose stops to chat for a few minutes, then proceeds to D-hall and
goes in the back door. He passes
through the kitchen, talks to
employees and even uses the
mysterious "Hand Sanitizer,"
which consists of two deep holes
with spinning brushes and water.
In the dining room, Rose picks up
a lunch of a sandwich, French
fries and apple pie and sits at the
end of a crowded table to eat.

years," Warner says. "His first job
was as an assistant director for the
Office of Residence Life."
Rose gives each member of the
class note cards with 14 points
that he feels help him to be a better leader and briefly described
each point. Rose later remarks
that the only disappointing part
about his presentation was that he
didn't have enough time to more
thoroughly discuss his lecture
with the class.
5:03 p.m. The first annual Arts
kicks off at Duke Hall as
Rose dedicates the outdoor
gallery and gives a short speech.

vWeek

KATIE WlLSON/senior photographer

JMU President Linwood Rose and his wife, Judith, eat breakfast and catch the news in the paper
Tuesday morning at their home, Oakview, before going off to work.

2 p.m. Polglase and Burch
come in for another meeting, and
Barbara Castello, vice president of
university relations, joins them.
8:20 p.m. Rose ends his work
Castello reviews the plan for com- day giving a speech at a meeting
mencement and other upcoming with Phi Beta Kappa members
events as Rose spends the majori- .from the JMU faculty and the
Harrisonburg community.
ty of the meeting just listening.
"I said I'd try to be provocative
3:04 p.m. Rose meets Judith at tonight, and it happened that this
the baseball game against Rad- is Oie day we'd be filmed by any
ford University. The camera films number of One Day, One Universithem as they go to their seats, ty crews," Rose says. "I hope you
Rose/checks his watch — he only will pardon this intrusion,
has about 20 minutes before he although I think they are being
has to present a lecture to a class.
quite discrete."
Rose focuses his presentation
3:45 p.m. Rose arrives at the Mod- on "Education or Training vs.
ular building to guest lecture for Education and Training." Rose
Health 359, Leadership and discusses the importance of the
Health. Mark Wamer, vice presi- balance between teaching student for student affairs and the dents skills and teaching them
regular teacher of the class, intro- how to think and be good people.
duces Rose as "a colleague and
friend" with experience in many 9-30 p.m. More than 14 hours after
he left, Rose returns home to the
facets of leadership at JMU.
"Rose has been here for 23 presidential home at Oakview.
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7/irtn™n
SALES
8:00-7:00 Mon.-Fri.
8:00-5:00 Sat.
SERVICE
7:30-5:30 Mon.-Fri.
8:00-12:00 Sat.

Neon Highline Sedan

PARTS
7:30-5:00 Mon.-Fri.
8:00-12:00 Sat.

Breakfast Combo
Shmuffins,
Hash Brownz, Any
Size Coffee, $1.99

433-1600
QUadna
Jeep Eagle
Chmla o Plrnoutn

Jeep Wrangler

17115. Minn, HjiTODntHiij*

533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
1825 S. Main St. •574-3178

Making it easier everyday!™

g r e

Ndverf^.

week

James Madison University
April 11-19
tee i'/ W&ik Iffir you.

Sunday, April 11
/

New
Arrivals
*Nike
* Adidas
* Candies
* Sketchers

HABITAT 5K FUN RUN"
11 a-m., Upper Convo parking lot
Fee $5
"HUSTLE FOR

MONDAY

Basketball
and
Volleyball

Crest Drawing-1-5 p.m.
Boys and Girls Club Field Day

TUESDAY
Tricycle Race- 4 p.m. (at AKA)
Foodeating Contest- 5 p.m. (at KI)
All Greek Social at Mainstreet

-ALL WEEK-

On the Row

WEDNESDAY
Roberts Webb Center Carnival Day
GREEK Blood Drive —

THURSDAY
Greek Sing - 6 p.m., Godwin Hall
Tickets $2

FRIDAY
All Greek BBQ - 5-7 p.m.
featuring The Blue Gems
Apple Eating Contest - 5:30 p.m.

SATURDAY
On non sale items

Greek Games 12 p.m. (AT)
TUG-O-WAR & Obstacle course

JAR WARS
All week on the
Commons

MONDAY April 19

SHoes
2475 S. Main St. . 574-4206
Rt. 11 South, Next to Pharmhouse

Mon.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. 11-5

THE 1999 GREEK AWARDS, 5:30 P.M., PC Ballroom
Invite Only
Please contact your chapter delegate for any further information

Tjygfarf1"
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Roll out the red carpet...
One Day, One University video premieres tonight in Grafton-Stovall Theatre
Pop Quiz,
Hot Shots
What do you know
about IMl .'
Since One Day. One University
took the time to chronicle a day
in the life of JMU, The Breeze
wants to test all of you to see
how much you really know about
this fine institution we call home.

TRUE fc FALSE
Two points for each right answer:
1) JMU was one of the last universi■ use the Dining Dollars system.
2) Before the Greek system was
itod at JMU. D-hall was the
ll center ot campus
3) D-hall served beer when the
drinking age used to be 18
4) In the early days when it was still
Madison College, women were
allowed to wear shorts on campus
5) Every dorm used to have a
house mother
6) The Greek houses used to be
located on Patterson St'
7) The fust president of this school
was G Tyler Miller
8) On Sundays, the women had to
rjn - up for dinner
9) Room checks occurred every
other night
10) One of the turn •
the
Quad runs from Wampler Hall to
Jackson Hall

BONUS QUESTIONS
Five points awarded for each correct answer (25 bonus points if you
get every answer right in the questions with multiple answers):
111 Name all five JMU presidents in
order (25 points)
12) Name five former JMU football
players to play m the NFL (25 points)
13) Name the first student to attend
this institution, the date she enrolled.
the first academic building, the first
residence hall and how many women
it housed (25 points)
14) What did Anthony-Seeger Hall
and Maury Hall used to be'' (10
points)
15) Name the four names this mstitu) points)
16) When was Ronald Carrie' mauled? (5 points)
17) When was Lmwood Rose inaugurated'' (5 points)
18) Where did the Village gazebo
used to be located and what was it
used for'' (10 points)

SCORING
0-80: Get some spirit and ieam
some history
81-160: You're cool and know a
thing or two about the joint
161-230: Borderline scary Might
want to find some activities
230-above: We hope you're a Student Ambassador If not get a life'!!
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KATIE WILSONIsenior photographer

(k) Videographer John Hodges ('78) and field producer Dylan Boucherle set up a shot during their day following JMU President Linwood
Rose for the segment on JMU's fifth leader in One Day, One University. The team documented Roses entire day from sunrise to sunset.

T\ R A HAFER
staff writer
After 48 hours of near nonstop filming and editing, the
scores of students, faculty and
alumni volunteers that made
One Day, One University a reality will finally have the opportunity to view the fruits of their
labor tonight. The premiere
debuts tonight at 7:30 p.m. in
Grafton Stovall Theatre.
. The premiere is open and free
of charge to all JMU students
and faculty and will be approximately 30 minutes in length.
"I plan to have a packed
house," said John Woody, executive producer of One Day One
University.
The version of the film that
will be shown tonight will be
what students, faculty, and
alumni have come up within the
24-hour time span they had to
work with, Woody said. He said
he hopes to add the final touches to the film after the premiere.
"It will not be the final copy,"
Woody said. "However, it will
be very close to it."
Immediately following the
premiere, Woody said there will
be a reception to recognize and
thank the students, faculty and
alumnae for all the work they
put into the project. "This premiere is mainly a celebration of
all the hard work students, facul'ty, friends and "alumni"have

ing ventures, however none
put into this project," he said.
Woody said he hopes to have have made enough money.
"Raising money for scholarthe film completed and ready to
sell to the public by May. He ships is demanding on the facsaid the film will be sold in the ulty and the equipment we
have," he said. "It's a difficult
bookstore for about $15.
"We would like to have it process."
Johnson said that the One Day
ready by graduation," Woody
said, "but we could possibly One University scholarship
wouldn't be available to stuhave it sooner than that."
Woody said that due to a dents for at least two years. He
donation of the first 1,000 attributed this to the fact that it
videos by Tom Angell, owner takes at least two years to earn
enough
of Inter—————^~~~
money to
f a c e
start
a
an
scholarthe only
ship.
expenses
Directhat the
tor
of
MAD e
Major
>>
Gifts
Debbie
pick up
•
John Woody Wachter
are the
One Day executive producer agreed
with
producJohnson.
tion expenses.
She said two years would be the
All money earned by selling most realistic prediction.
the video will go toward a
Wachter said once the SMAD
scholarship for* a student or stu- department has begun earning
dents in the School of Media money from the project they
Arts and Design.
would have two avenues to
"There is currently no com- pursue in dealing with the formittee formed to deal with the mation of a scholarship fund.
scholarship, so as of now there The first would-be an endowed
are no specifics on the issue," scholarship which must be
George Johnson, director of started with at least $25,000.
Wachter said the $26,000 would
SMAD, said.
Johnson explained that in pre- sit in an account and draw
vious years, SMAD has attempt- interest and 5 percent of that
ed to organize scholarship rais- would go to a student in the

video,

/ p\ io have a packed house. ... It will not
s
\y the final copy ... it
mem has vW// be very close to it.

form of a scholarship.
"An endowed scholarship is
more permanent. Once its start>
ed it is always there," Wachter
said.
Wachter said the other
avenue would be an annual
scholarship where everything
made from the sales of the
video would be split up and
dispersed to a student or students rather than saved over the
years.
"Either way the students are
going to benefit from this,"
Wachter said. "The SMAD
department has a lot of talented
students and faculty and this is
a wonderful way for them to
use their talents."
Johnson said that it is too
early to say which scholarship
the department will form but
that the department will make a
decision once the video is on the
market.

JMU's REEL'WORLD
WHO: SMAD 433 and 434
video crews
WHAT: One Day, One University premiere
WHERE: Grafton-Stovall Theatre
WHEN: Tonight, 7:30 p.m.
OTHER INFO: The front
entrance of Grafton-Stovall is
closed for asbestos removal.
All attendees should use the
side entrance to the theater.
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jmu Recycling Awareness Week f\
Year 3!

**

Celebrated march 22-26

The winner of the dorm
competition is Potomac Hall!
They will receive a free pizza
party!
KEEP RECYCLING!

*W

We want to thank the following organizations for their donations
and support to Recycling Awareness Week: Eta Sigma Gamma, JMU
Health Center, Daniel's, Sigma, Sigma, Sigma, Zeta Tau Alpha,
Theta Rho Chapter, Alpha Chi Omega, Alpha Phi, Alpha Sigma Tau, Pargos,
Massanutten, Key West Beach Bar and Grill, The Biltmore, Applebee s, Ruby
Tuesdays, Pazazz, Boston Beanery, Regal Cinemas, Mr. Chips, Acme Video Club,
Joshua Wilton Inn, Pizza Hut, The Beauty Spa, Simple Pleasures, Subway, Blimpie,
Nautilus, lmago(Merle Norman), Luigi's, Every Body's Gym, Kate's Natural Products,
QIOI.andWXJM

Sponsored by HTH 458 Health Program Planning Class and JMU Recycling

CLEAN WATER
IF WE ALL DO A LITTLE. WE CAN DO A LOT

"*!

Mi
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rogram

JMU College Of Arts and
Letters and CMSS
Present...

Tf^eBojf}s C^oirof Harlem

Saturday, April 10
If you're really concerned
about your health, give your safety
belt a workout. It's the best
exercise we know- to keep you
and your medical costs from going through the roof.

8 P.M.

Wilson Hall
All Seats Reserved-

Student Rush $10 w/JAC (student ID); 2 per ID
YOU COULD LEARN ALOT FROH A DUNNY.'
BUOOi YOUR SARH BE1I

Box Office: Harrison Hall, Mon.-Fri., 1-5 p.m.
For Tickets Call 540-568-7000
Toll Free: 877-201-7543
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Video crews take over
campus for One Day
VIDEO, from page 1

seen of Woodstock.
Lamed said the crews caught
her on film during a
conversation with a friend, and
while it made her uncomfortable
to being talking with a camera
circling, it didn't ruin the
conversation.
Sophomore Alex Varakin said
he thought people tried to put
on a better face for the camera.
During a class in which he was
filmed, he felt that the professor
did subtle things a little
differently for the cameras like
speaking more loudly during
lecture and leaving more time
for questions at the end of class.
Senior Mike Halpern said he
didn't feel students were acting
any differently for the cameras,
since the crews kept their
distance and weren't too
intrusive.
Halpern was caught on
camera while he was stopping for
a snack. "I assure you that when I
put the dollar in the the vending
machine, it was completely
natural," Halpern said.
Sophomore Anthony Little
admitted that he was acting
natural until he noticed the
camera, and then he started to
show off. "They didn't put me
on camera enough," Little said.
"Everyone wants to be a star."
Freshman Crystal Wilkins said
the camera crews affected what
she chose to wear on Tuesday. "I
mean, we could be on CNN or
something," she said.
Freshman Jennifer Surface
said she was surprised when she
first saw the cameras in D-hall.
"I just thought that was kind of
strange," Surface said, "but I
guess D-hall's a pretty big part
of campus life if you eat."
Crew members tried to get an
POLICE LOG, from page 2
Underage Consumption
• A JMU student was judicially
charged with underage consumption of alcohol on Bluestone Drive
on April 2 at 3 am.
Grand Larceny
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a Wack QT OutPost Trail
21-speed mountain bike on March
26 between noon and 4 p.m. from
a bike rack on campus.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a Cannondale (model
M900) mountain bike from a bike
rack located in the basement of
Gilford Hall on April 1 at 4:40 p.m.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly removed $153 cash and a wallet
from a desk In Hanson Hall on
April 1 at 9:59 p.m.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a Samsung VCR, model
SV-300W from a lab in Keezell Hall
bejween March 25 and April 1
• Unidentified individuals alleged-

accurate glimpse of all walks of
student life and all types of
students throughout the day.
Sophomore Amaya Hendrick
said she thought the crews got a
pretty good cross-section of the
student population at JMU on
film, because many people
didn't even know they were
being taped.
Halpern said he thought the
filming caught a wide variety of
people. "Usually, I'm cooped up
in Showker, but I've gotten to
traverse the campus today and
I've seen [the cameras] all
around," he said.
Sophomore Stephanie Nelson
said she thought the video
would be a great tool for
prospective JMU students. "It
would give them a good idea of
what a regular day at school
would really be like," she said.
But not all students were
assured that One Day would be
an accurate look at life at JMU.
"I don't think you're going to
get an accurate glimpse of the
school based on one day," junior
Mike Rodihan said.
Senior George Bagnall said
the real college experience can't
necessarily be caught on film.
"Real campus life is more than a
classroom and a student
union,"he said. "At least for me,
it's going to campus for an hour
and then going home and
continuing life."
Sophomore Ken Ong said he
thought the crews should have
taped on the weekends, too, to
get a full picture of college life.
Senior Dannie Diego said she
felt it wasn't just an ordinary day
on campus. "If I came here as a
prospective student and saw all
the cameras and the Duke Dog
walking around and the bands
and music outside, alt I'd need is
ly stole a wallet containing $120
and personal cards, four video
games valued at $40 each from
two sleeping areas of a suite left
unsecured and unattended in Hanson Hall on April 2 between 9:30
and 10:30 a.m.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a large crucifix, a $30 set of
Sony headphones, an Aiwa walkman tape player valued at $40 and
a Fossil men's silver diving watch
valued at $200 from a room in
Chapplear Hall between March 29
at 6:30 p.m. and April 2 at 8 am.
Petty Larceny
• Unidentified individuals allegedly
stole a parking permit hang tag
(Blue Zone 979) from an unattended and unsecured vehicle on March
29 between 7:30 and 11 am.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a JAC card from a backpack in D-hall on March 30
between 7:30 and 7:45 a.m.
The card has been deactivated.
• Unidentified individuals alleged-

a floating tiki bar and I'd think
this was Club Med University,"
she said.
Senior Tory Purvis agreed"
that there was a lot more going
on around campus than usual on
Tuesday. "I think it's a little
strange we have picnics and
stuff going on," Purvis said, "but
it gives us all a sense of school
pride to know there's a video
being made about us."
Junior Chuck Yesolitis said he
was impressed with One Day. "I
think they'll do an incredible job
just because of the effort that has
been put in and the talk that's
been generated by it," he said.
Crew member senior Josh
Tumquist said the filming turned
out better than he had expected.
He said wherever the crew went,
there was always a lot of pointing.
"D-hall was fun," he said. The
crew he was on filmed in D-hall
twice but didn't get to eat either
time while they worked.
Senior Josh Adams said his
crew did stage a couple of things,
such as moving students around
to get a better shot. "I think a lot
of people knew about the
filming, so they weren't caught
too off-guard," Adams said.
Camera crews started filming
as early as 5 a.m. on Tuesday to
catch maintenance and staff
members arriving for work.
While some crews had specific
itinerary planned out for their
day, other groups roamed around
collecting sound clips from
students about their lives at JMU.
Most students who were
asked said they would be very
interested in seeing the finished
product or buying the video.
"I'd appreciate looking back
and seeing what my school
looked like in 1999," Larned
said.
ly stole a wallet containing $3 cash
and personal items from an unsecured and unattended cubby in
UREC on March 31 between 8:50
and 9:50 p.m.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a commuter parking decal
(C97147) from a vehicle parked
near CISAT and South Main
Street on April 1 at 4:10 p.m.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole/a light oak rocking chair
from Taylor Down Under on April 1
at 11:45 am.
• Two JMU students were judicially charged with petty larceny for
stealing a Rockingham Memorial
Hospital sign on April 3 at 2:30 am.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly
stole the letter "Y* from the JMU
entrance sign at the comer of Carrier Drive and University Boulevard
between April 2 at 11:30 p.m. and
April 3 at 4:52 am.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a parking decal between

KATIE WILSON)'senior phototirupher

(I r) One Day field producers Sam Jeffrey and Chris Vinetti log tape
yesterday in the "war room" with producer Kory Juul's help.

O N I

DAY

YES

NO

Opinion
Poll

Did you see camera crews?
82%
18%
Did you know what
was going on?
67%

33%

Did you try to get on
camera?
12%

88%

Do you think One Day,
One University is a good idea?
94%

6%

April 5 and April 6 at 8 a.m. from a
JMU employee's locked vehicle
parked either in H-lot, Valley Mall,
MoteJ 6, A-lot or Motel 6.
Destruction of Personal Property
• Unidentified individuals allegedly broke the lens out of a tail light of
a vehicle parked in Z-tot on March
30 between 5 and 6:20 p.m.
Destruction of Public Property
♦ Unidentified individuals allegedly
damaged a smoke detector in
White Hall on March 30 at 4:54 am.
Suspicious Activity
• Campus police observed a subject peering into a window of a
sorority house across Newman
Lake on Greek Row at 1:52 a.m.
A prowler was observed behind
Bell Hall by a resident of the hall on
April 3 at 8:30 p.m.
Uttering
♦ Elyse M. Gaumer, 18, of Boiling
Springs, Pa., was arrested and
charged with littering on April 2 at 3
am. on Bluestone Drive.

MICHELE JOHNSTON/graphics editor

Harassment
• Unidentified individuals allegedly urinated and threw lit cigarette
butts into an open window on the
ground floor of a residence hail on
April 1 at 1:35 a.m.
False Fire Alarm
• Unidentified individuals allegedly activated a fire alarm by placing
a burning match into a smoke
detector in White Hall on March 30
at 4:54 am.
• Unidentified individuals pulled a
fire alarm in White Hall on April 1 at
2:54 am.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly pulled a fire alarm in Potomac
Hall on April 1 at 3:27 am.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly pulled a fire alarm in Garber Hall
on April 2 at 2:13 a.m.
Number of parking tickets issued
between March 29-April 5:1,087
Number of drunk in public charges
Since Aug. 27:97
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Applications available for the
1999-2000 Editorial Staff

Due tomorrow

Positions available:
Position descriptions available with applications.

Phofo Director
Photographers' Assistant
Designer
Copy Editor
Student Life Editor
Classes Editor
Sports Editor
Organizations Editor
Campus Life Photographers
Sports Photographers
Organizations Photographers
Campus Life Writers
Sports Writers
Organizations Writers
Webpage Manager
Business Manager

Applications, cover letter and resume
due by 5 p.m. Friday, April 9.
Questions? Call Leah, Wendy or Jeff at x6541.
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Clinton vows to continue warfare

V

NATO escalates bombing campaign, Kosovar refugees trapped at border
ROBERT A. RANKIN
&BARRYSHLACHTER
Knight-Ridder Newspapers

As NATO took advantage of clearing
skies Monday to escalate its bombing of
Yugoslavia, President Clinton warned that
there will be no end to the warfare until
his terms are met
"We are prepared to sustain this effort
for the long haul. Our plan is to persist
until we prevail," Clinton said at the
White House.
Yugoslav
President Slobodan
Milosevic "could end it today by stopping
the killing," withdrawing from Kosovo
and permitting refugees to return home
under the protection of an international

security force, Clinton said, but he
stressed that nothing less will do.
Meanwhile,
in
neighboring
Macedonia, more than 100,000 Kosovar
refugees are trapped at border crossings,
blocking the likely route that NATO
troops would use to enter Kosovo, a
proving of Serbia, itself one of two states
comprising Yugoslavia.
Macedonian authorities are moving
people away from the border at a rate of
only 5,000 a day. Unless the situation
improves it will take more than a month
to clear Macedonia's border enough to
open Kosovo's southern roads.
As ethnic Albanians — approaching an
estimated 400,000 in the past two weeks
alone - kept flooding out of Kosovo,

Clinton and NATO officials in Belgium
outlined plans to cope with what the president called "a humanitarian disaster."
The first shipment of 500,000 daily
food rations for the refugees arrived in
Tirana, Albania, on Monday, Clinton said.
U.S. forces will ferry such missions daily
to Italy on C-130 transport planes, then
ship the supplies to border refugee camps
by helicopter.
In addition, the first of four shipments of tents is to leave Travis Air
Force Base in California soon, Clinton
said. NATO officials in Brussels,
Belgium, said they have "established a
number of centers with tented villages,
and these are now beginning to fill."
The United States began making plans

to house some 20,000 Kosovar refugees
temporarily - likely at a U.S. military base
at Guantanamo Bay in Cuba. Nations of
the European Union have agreed to
accept some 80,000 refugees, although
many say they are unwilling to leave the
region for safe havens. Eventually all
refugees are to be returned to Kosovo
under NATO plans.
As refugee relief efforts expanded,
NATO's round-the-clock bombing
intensified.
Allied aircraft attacked targets in
Sombar, near the Hungarian border, in
Novi Sad, Yugoslavia's second largest
city and around Nis, near the border with
Kosovo, a defense official said, speaking
on condition of anonymity.

Students experiment with Easter 'peeps'
110LLEGE PRESS EXCHANGE
\) wire service
Haven't worked your way through
that Easter candy yet? You may want to
reconsider that post-holiday indulgence.
Before eating another Peep — those
marshmallow birds and bunnies that
appear in stores around Easter — you
might want to consider the findings of two
researchers at Emory University.
On a sugar buzz after downing one too
many of the colorful, spongy creatures,

Gary Falcon and Jim Zimring set out to
explain them.
They dropped Peeps into boiling water
and were astounded that they didn't dissolve. In fact, the only liquid researchers
tried that the candy couldn't withstand
was phenol, a chemical used to dissolve
proteins.
That led Falcon, a computer administrator, and Zimring a medical student, to
conclude that Peeps aren't mostly sugar
after all. They are made of gelatin, sugar
and corn syrup.

After that initial discovery, the pair
decided that Peeps needed to be tested
more rigorously. They submerged them in
liquid nitrogen, and yes, the Peeps froze.
They tested the candy's reaction to lowpressure environments by stuffing them
into a vacuum and watched them shrivel.
They also decided that Peeps, often
found at springtime parties, should be
tested for their reaction to cigarettes and
alcohol. When a Peep was floated in rubbing alcohol with a lit cigarette in its
mouth, it wound up a ball of charred goo.

Falcon and Zimring, inspired by John
Glenn's recent mission, said they want to
eventually study the effects of space travel
on the aging Peeps population. They're
not sure how they'll get the birds into
outer space.
The researchers, both 29, didn't receive
any grant money for their tests but said
they were carefuUto use scientific methods. They used an Emory lab with
approval from school officials' who said
they were watching the ongoing studies
with amusement.

JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY

Digital PCS

A Proud Sponsor Of
The First Annual

Long Distance

Internet

Cellular
Paging
Wireless Cable
Telephone Services

J

Walk/Run

Valley Mall
and

To benefit Central Valley Habitat I'or Humanity

600 University Blvd.

$50 Prize

Sunday
April 11,1999

To the first place male and female

11:00 a.m.

to winner of a random drawing

Upper Convo Lot
Inlb? T.J. a 4JJ-7228
Flelch (S> *7447

432-6353
www.intelos.com

$50 Prize
$100 Prize
(o the JMU organization with the
most participants

Hosted by the JMU Greek
Week Committee

EASY

TAMES MCHONE
antique

Kwct

75 Court Square • Harrison burg, VA 22801
540-433-1833 • e-mail: chiago<a)rica.net

Finding toll free calling.

Get Intelos digital PCS service with toll free long distance to anywhere in the
continental US. Come in to CFW Intelos to learn about our unmatched digital
clanty and privacy, Voice Mail, Caller ID and more. Toll free long distance with
Intelos. One more way to bring more people together.
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NOW - GET UNLIMITED INTERNET ACCESS
FOR 14.95 PER MONTH!

bring more
people together.
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EDITORIAL

BREEZE
'To i/te press alone, chequered
as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs
which have beat gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
—James Madison
Editor
Managing editor
Ads manager
Technology manager
Art director
Production manager
News editor
News editor
Asst. news editor
Opinion editor
Asst. opinion editor
Style editor
Focus editor
Asst. stylejfocus editor
Sports editor
Asst. sports editor
Copy editor
A*st. copy editor
Photo editor
Asst. photo editor
Graphics editor
Advisers

Courtney Crowley
Kelly Whalen
Brandon Hedrick
Greg Pfeil
Dylan Boucherle
Rick Harman
Kelly Hannon
Gina Monlefusco
Brian Westley
Melanie Jennings
Amy Bafumo
Jenny Stromann
Megan Ross
Alison Manser
Mike Gesario
Jason Mclntyre .
Marcia Apperson
Steven Landry
Alex Vessels
Laura Lindsey
Michele Johnston
Flip De Luca
Alan Ncckowitz
David Wendelken

EDITORIAL POLICY
The htnise editorial reflects the <)pinion of die
editorial board as a whole, and is not
necessarily the opinion of any individual staff
member of the Breeze.
Courtney Crowley ... editor
Kelly Whalen... managing editor
Melanie Jennings... opinion editor
Amy Bafumo ... asst. opinion editor
Letters to the editor should he no more rhan
500 words, columns should he no man than
800 words, and Kith will he published on a
space available basis. They must be delivered to
The Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday.
The Breeze reserves the tight to edit for clarity
and space.
The opinions in this section do not nccessatily
reflect the opinion of the newspaper, this staff,
or James Madison University.
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One Day we can come together
Maybe you noticed all the tion. You should be there, too. And around the state will be here
camera crews on campus when we say "you," we mean tonight to cover the event. CNN
yesterday and were won- everybody.
even called to find out if the
dering what was up. Or maybe
If you re a SMAD major, you cable network could get footage
you tried to get yourself noticed by should definitely be there. No of the video and the event. Why
saying "hi" to everyone and your excuses. Actually, it doesn>t mat- in the world is everyone so intermom in the faces of cameramen. If ter what major or year you are; ested in this project?
you got your mug on screen or not, we should all be there to make
Simple. It's never been done
here's what is going down: Grafton-Stovall a standing-room before and it's an unbelievably
Students in SMAD 433 and
huge undertaking that's
434, as well as a whole slew
of professionals, have spent
a,
the last two days filming and
editing One Day,
One
T
a nbIa2ingthe
University a truly unique pro- Qfe • We should all DC there trai1' this Hme in SMAD Project that chronicles a day in the
fessor
John
Woody's
f
life ofJMU and its students.
tO make UraftOnStOVall a advanced video and audio
This video was shot for
».
,
„ production classes.
24 hours Tuesday, edited Standing-WOm OYlly VeitUC
But this project is not so
all day yesterday and is
simple. In fact, the One Day
now ready to be unveiled.
only venue.
crews sifted through more than
At 7:30 p.m. in Grafton-Stovall
This project has been in the 900 minutes of video yesterday
Theatre, the One Day crew's hard works all semester and shines with six video editors and two
work will be on display when the light on each and every one of mixers. You do the math, 900
30-minute video premieres. It is you — the crews didn't miss any minutes of tape stripped down to
one of the greatest chances we aspect of life here in the land of 30 in 24 hours — it's amazing
have to show our support for this happy faces.
this got done in the first place,
university all year. Many people
It's 30 minutes of free entertain"When people ask how it's
will be there to show their sup- ment, and you never know, going I say I don't know,"
port for MU, including JMU maybe you'll see yourself up on Woody said in the April 1 issue
President Linwood Rose and sev- the big screen.
Gf The Breeze. "It's a mystery it'll
eral members of the admimstraMajor media outlets from just happen "

.

"Actually, it doesn t matter ^^S^^Z
what major or year you
}K^ ,

Topic: Do you think recycling bins in student rooms will be beneficial?

CAMPUS
SPOTLIGHT

AMELIA TABER/staff photographer

"Yes. I think
people will be
more likely to
recycle if they
have bins right
there in front
of them."
Meghan Engelbert
sophomore, CSD

"No. It ivill just
add to tlie clutter."

JeiT Dickau
junior, kinesiology

"Yes, because we
have one in our
room this year
[in
Hoffman
Hall] and we
always use it."
Lauren Bain
freshman, dance

"Sure. It'll give
us something fun
to do on Friday
nights."

Luke Treaster
sophomore, ISAT
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A solution to the 'Intersection of Terror

Frustrated by traffic jams and timid drivers, one student devises an answer to the problem
The other night I found myself in a
perilous position, a position I have
found myself in more than a handful
of times since moving off campus this year.
There I was returning from an early dinner
run to The Festival, anxiously watching the
clock as it ticked, minute by minute, closer
toward 6 p.m.
I was torn between my desire to be
home in time for the opening credits of
"The Simpsons" and my survival instinct
to live to see another day. My roommate,
between bites of french fries, was trying to
convince me that the best method in a situation like this is to just close my eyes and
drop the hammer, "Days of Thunder"
style. However, two buses to my right
were blocking my view of traffic turning
left, and the bus coming down the hill was
showing no signs of politely stopping to let
me (and the other 23 cars behind me) pull
out. I got home at 6:08 p.m.
By now, I'm sure many of you know
the intersection to which I'm referring.
Actually, I'm sure most of you have cheated death more than once at the intersection
where the road to ISAT meets Port
Republic Road.
I can name more than a few times when
I've inched my way out into the intersection ever so slowly, only to encounter
some knucklehead racing his friend up the

Port Republic hill, bearing down on me at Food Lion and another new housing complex opening, it's not like we're going to
about twice the speed limit.
I don't know how it happens, but every see a reduction in the flow of traffic.
In fact, I'm sure Wal-Mart will decide in
night between 5 and 6 p.m., that intersection (in fact that whole Port Republic Hill) the near future that what Harrisonburg realturns into a big sloppy mess. Traffic is ly needs is another superstore . . . one that
backed up so far up the hill that I can look really will dwarf the Wal-Mart on East
out my porch and see cars sitting in the Market Street and totally put a monopoly on
consumerism in
intersection
the community.
between Devon
Since it's not
Lane and Port
like they can
Republic Road.
move
the
Usually
— Steven Glass
Interstate
81
about once a
on/off ramps,
week, the line is
backed up all the way to South View there really is no immediate solution to the
Apartments because of an accident that problem. I know last year they were thinking about a stoplight at the "Intersection of
occurred at the bottom of the hill.
Terror"
(as I fondly refer to it), but figured
Viewing this mess makes me wonder
out
that
doing so would interrupt the
what the Harrisonburg city engineers were
thinking when this debacle of an intersec- "flow" of traffic along the street. (And we
wouldn't want to interrupt the flow of all
tion came into being.
•
They hacl to have foreseen what a fiasco those cars sitting still on the hill, now
that intersection would turn into once they would we?)
However, I believe I have the solution
let contractors turn the Port Republic Hill
in to a student's paradise. It's not hard to to the problem. In fact, this article is an
figure out what could happen when you announcement that I'm running for the
add 3,500 college kids to a road merely position of mayor of Harrisonburg in the
next election. I'm running on the platform
equipped to handle town traffic.
The problem is, there is no simple solu- mat I have the solution to the "Intersection
tion to the problem. People will continue of Terror."
Yes, vote for me and I vow to you that
to travel on Port Republic Road, and with

Breeze Reader's View

Darts A Pals are
submitted anonymously
and printed on a spaceavailable basis.
Submissions are based
upon one person's
opinion of a given
situation, person or
event and do not
necessarily reflect the
truth.

DARTS
PAT
Dart...
A "get-some-common-sense" dart to those students who cross South Main Street without looking
both ways.
Sent in by an irate motorist who would like to keep
the flow of traffic continuing smoothly.

there will never be another tie-up caused
by people trying to get onto Port Republic
Road again. My plan? Reroute the road
coming from ISAT around Texaco and
Mobil, behind Forest Hills, where it could
outlet in the middle of the hill. I know
what you're thinking, "Why didn't
Harrisonburg think of this?" I know, I
amaze even myself sometimes. This way,
we can at least eliminate the congestion
caused by cars trying to get on Port
Republic Road at the bottom of the hill.
Now I realize this may create a problem
for Forest Hills residents who would have
to cross a street to buy more beer at
Blimpies, but at least this way I can get
home in time for "The Simpsons."
In the meantime, I will wait at that
intersection until the day comes that my
fragile life is taken away at the hands of a
knucklehead speed racer.
Until that happens, I will wait every
night behind some timid person in a red
Volvo who doesn't understand that if you
just move out into the intersection, cars
have to stop.
Anyway, it's not like I have anywhere
to be. I'm a SMAD major; It's not like I'm
going to be able to get any classes any
time soon.
Steven Class is a sophomore SMAt>major.

Dart...
A "pick-on-something-your-own-size" dart to the
jerk who was chasing ducks at Newman Lake with
a bat.
Sent in by a student who doesn 't think those poor
animals appreciate being your ball.
V

Dart...

Dart...

A "Happy-Easter" dart to the selfish thief who stole
the Easter eggs from Moody Hall last Monday,
crushing a little boy's hopes.
Sent in by a CSD graduate student who hopes the
dime and piece of candy were worth it.

A "you-need-help" dart to our two immature
roommates who stole and destroyed the tricycle of a
young Harrisonburg resident.
Sent in by two students who know that it's people
like you who create problems between JMU
students and Harrisonburg citizens these days.

Pat

Pat

Pat

A "thanks-for-all-you-do" pat to student assistants
Emily Shapiro and Katrina Madison. You are super
workers and we enjoy having you on our team!
Sent in by your co-workers in "A " section of
Residence Life who really appreciate you.

A "thanks-for-saving-my-brakes" pat to whoever
changed the stop sign to a yield sign by CISAT.
Sent in by a student who is thrilled because her
travel time to Wal-Mart has been cut in half.

An "I'm-happy-chivalry-still-exists" pat to the
guy who gave up his seat on the bus for me the
other day.
Sent in by a student who was thankful for your
generosity after such a tiring day.
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Police should serve and protect U.S. military
As children, some of us played that
game "cops and robbers." However, no
one wanted to be the robbers. The cop
was the guy everyone had to be ... the
"good guy" of the bunch. Even growing
up as a kid, I had some aspirations of
becoming a police officer. Even as recently as this year, notions of applying to a
police academy had surfaced in my head.
Nevertheless, I have somehow been discouraged from making such a decision.
The recent incidents of police brutality in the news have me""vtjondering if
our law enforcement's aim truly is to
serve and protect. I question the
judgment of those we put in power
to protect the community and
enforce the law. Are we to believe in
or fear them?
I have family members and
friends in law enforcement, and I also
mentioned an interest of my own. But
how can I feel secure in my community,
knowing that we've hired the "best"
people for the job, but still hear of police
brutality? Are our law officers trained to
protect the innocent or harm them?
The incident in New York saddens
me. An unarmed man was shot at
approximately 40 times. Was he wanted
for a committed crime? No. Was he a
known felon? No. So much fire power
was used that the wall behind him collapsed. Was this an unnecessary action?
Yes. Again, is the job of law enforcement to serve and protect or to brutalize
and murder our citizens? Instances like

these go on and on.
I mentioned that the issue of police
brutality has been a discouraging factor
in becoming a part of law enforcement.
But, in a way it has become an encouraging and motivating influence. If I did
pursue becoming an officer, I could
have a voice and make a step towards
stopping this unjust practice. I would
definitely serve and protect my fellow
man, as the oath I would take demands
me to do. Making sure situations were
handled rationally would be my

Breeze Reader's View
— Chris Carter
approach. But I find myself wondering,
would this make any difference at all or
would it just make me a "marked
man?"
Well my desire to become a police
officer has definitely turned out to be a
childhood fantasy. I guess make-believe
television like "Law and Order" displays the behavior police are supposed
to exhibit, while real television has
numerous showings of the Rodney King
video on different news shows displaying the behavior that some police actually practice.
How could we solve this problem?
Do we need to more carefully screen
those applicants to the Police Academy

since they are going to be our protectors? Maybe the problem is with the system of punishment for officers who
behave unethically. Maybe it's too
lenient. I am saying we must use the
same punishment for police officers
who commit certain crimes as we do the
civilians who commit the same crimes.
Maybe we need to make some changes
in the structure of the programs that
train future police officers.
What is the answer to whether or not
our communities are actually safe? Are
we forced to protect ourselves? It
seems as though becoming a police
officer as an African-American poses
two concerns: being a marked man as
a "black" and as a "pig."
Rodney King was victimized during
a traffic stop almost a decade ago by
the Los Angeles Police Department's
finest. New York City's finest have
decided to heighten police brutality by
murdering an innocent and unarmed
man. Something must be done to stop
this unjust behavior.
By all means, I am not saying that all
police officers are bad. These people are
chosen to put their lives on the line each
day to protect our communities. I
admire such a person who is courageous enough to do a job like that. But
it's cowardice for a man to take advantage of his esteemed position and abuse
his delegated power. Murder is murder.
Chris Carter is a senior sociology major.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Libertarians find alcohol
policy hypocritical
To the editor
Recently, we the members of the
JMU College libertarians, launched a
protest of the school's newly adopted
drug and akohol parental notification
policy. We did so through a petition
and signature drive that collected the
signature* of students opposed to the
new policy.
Our goals in undertaking this project
weretomform thestudenrnodyandto
protest the school's new policy, an obvious infringement on the rights of all students under the age of 21. As legal
adults, all 18-year-old students should
be entitled to the same rights of privacy
and independence that non-students
enjoy. The school's new policy completely ignores the bask rights and freedoms of so-called "adults" in an illbegotten attempt to curb underage
drinking through scare tactics.
Our question for the school administration is: "How can JMU expect to prepare its students for the real world
when its 'innovative' new policy is
aimed at tying students closer to
parental control than ever before?" And
while this hypocrisy certainly bothers
us, our main concern is me ramifications involved with denying legal
adults their freedoms and liberties in
the name of curbing underage drinking.
Although reducing alcohol abuse is
certainly an admirable goal, we mink
that there are better ways of going

about mis than notifying the parents of
students. As libertarians, we are deeply
concerned with the seemingly endless
encroachments upon our individual
freedoms, and we would like to share
these concerns with the student body at
large. Anyone interested in discussing
this and other like topics are welcome to
come join us for our club meetings
every Tuesday night at 8 p.m. in Keezell
Room307.
DavidMu8en
mnranan
«eo***y
Libertarian Club Treasurer

Article said to be overly
critical towards bands
To the editor
1 was disappointed with the unprofessional attitude of Svetlana Mazur's
article, "Bands' battle fights domestic
violence" in the April 1 issue of The
Breeze. I found her article a cruel and
inappropriate commentary on Alpha
CW Omega's "Battle of the Bands."
Mazur spent two paragraphs of the
article ripping apart "West Water
Street," a band that played that night.
She used words such as "confusingly
debilitating" when describing the
band's sound and I found that very
insulting. In her article, Mazur mentioned two things that convinced her
mat "West Water Street" wiB never be
more than an opening act. I found that

to be disagreeable.
Mazur's first mistake was that she
took an article that was supposed to be
about a contest that raised money for a
worthy cause, and turned it into a negative review of "West Water Street"and
college musk in general Mazur's second
mistake occurred when she said that the
rendition of the Rolling Stones' "Rolling
Stone" was a blasphemous attempt in
the first place. Since Mazur holds the
song on such a high pedestal she may
like to know that the song was actually
written by Bob Dylan. If Mazur is going
to make these claims/ she should at least
get the facts right It stains her credibility.
Being in a local band myself, I
understand that not every person is
going to be a fart Bands have to learn to
deal with criticism. But, I also know that
there is not as much support for the
local Harrisonburg musk: scene as mere
should be. Mazur may not like "West
Water Street/1 but there are a tot of people who do and many of them paid a
ticket to hear mem mat night
There are also a lot of people who
have not yet heard this group and
might like the band some day.
However, now the views of could-be
fans might be biased after reading
Mazur's inappropriate commentsMusicians should be praised for having
the courage to get on stage for a worthy
cause. Don't criticize them to death.
Chris Rota
sophomore
SMADmakx

interference in
Kosovo bad policy
. The other day I picked up a copy of
Newsweek with a cover story on the situation in
Kosovo. The article featured a U.S. military pilot
on the cover with the headline, "Where Will It
End?" The answer that immediately came to my
mind was: when too many Americans tragically
die in vain.We are dealing with a centuries-old
conflict that will continue long after our intervention ends. This is what happens when Bill
Clinton, the man who can barely manage his
personal affairs, tries to manage the affairs of
other countries.
The argument for intervention tends to go
something like this: We own the world's largest
military and have a moral obligation to use it to
prevent genocide from occurring. This argument
is fallacious on two counts; the first is that we
are dealing with genocide. According to most
estimates, around 2,000 ethnic Albanians have
been murdered. To be sure this is tragic, but six
million people were killed in the Holocaust. If
2,000 qualifies as a holocaust, how does the

Breeze Reader's View
— Colin Grabow
Clinton administration explain its nonintervention in Rwanda when 500,000 people were slaughtered? Secondly, we should be willing to send
humanitarian aid for sure, but sending the U.S. military is no kind of solution. Humanitarian problems
need a humanitarian response.
Military intervention in the internal affairs of
other countries is bad policy. Does anyone else
remember the television footage of a dead U.S.
soldier being dragged through the streets of
Mogadishu, Somalia? Can no one else recall the
241 Marines who died in Beirut? Have we forgotten the over 50,000 U.S. personnel who died
in Vietnam? If we have not learned our lesson
from these engagements, then they have died in
vain. Our objectives in Vietnam, Beirut and
Somalia had the best of intentions, but they all
ended as disasters. Why do we think that a
quick bombing campaign can end the deeply
rooted hate in Kosovo?
Speaking of the bombing campaign, think
about this — no country in history has accomplished its political objectives with air power
alone; not once. This means we have a choice:
admit failure or send in ground troops. With the
prestige of the U.S. on the line, you can bet a few
lucky Americans will be singing Christmas carols in Kosovo. I suppose if you think about it, we
already have ground troops in the region, three of
them to be precise. I am referring of course to the
three captured U.S. soldiers. So what are these
guys exactly, prisoners of war? But if they are
prisoners of war, doesn't that imply that we are at
war? If we are, Congress sure didn't declare it.
By the way, can someone explain to me why
Kosovo is so special? Why aren't we trying to
end the civil war in Sudan? Why do we support
the government of Indonesia, which has killed
an estimated one-third of the population of East
Timor since it took over in 1975? Why didn't we
stop the genocide in Rwanda? Many say it's
because World War I started there. Yeah, right.
WW1 started because a bunch of countries that
had no business in the area got involved anyway. Sound familiar?
Colin Grabow is a senior international
affairs major.
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Reel World: A look at editing One Day
JTtlSTIN PHILBIN
[contributing writer
After shooting footage of JMU from 4 a.m. to 11:30
p.m., SMAD's advanced digital video and sound students, professional, student and alumni volunteers,
begian the most difficult phase of producing One Day,
One University— the editing.
Sixteen separate film crews began filming at various times on Tuesday, April 6 until the last crew
checked into base in Anthony-Seeger.
About 79 one-hour digital video tapes were used
during the filming. Although some were from preshooting, the majority of the tapes originated from the
combined student and professional crews on Tuesday.
John Woody, the SMAD associate professor coordinating the video chronicle, said each team was
equipped with a video camera, tripod, miking system
and lighting kit.
"There were 16 shotgun mikes, »10 wireless mikes,
almost 20 lighting kits and four different varieties of
tape formats," Woody said. Many of the professionals
and alumni stated that in their experience, they had
never been on a shoot with four video formats.
Among the equipment used were DVCs (Digital
Video Cassettes), DV Cams, Beta Cam SP and the Mil.
David Gallatin, sports media relations, loaned some
equipment to the project.
"[Gallatin] really came thru," Woody said. On
loan were some very high tech cameras from the
sports media department that allowed for higher
quality filming.
Because there were various types of video used,
some crew members worked to equalize all the
footage appearances.
Aside from Tuesday's filming the One Day, One
University students have been pre-shooting and editing since February. Senior Brian Higgins, animator,
said he had been working steadily for the last two
weeks on 11 seconds of animation.
Higgins said, "I've been working five to eight
hours a day on this project. Lately, it's been more like
10 to 12 hours." When editing of the animation is
complete, the computer will take 12 to 24 hours to
render the frames that were created.
Senior Michael Porter, one of four student producers, said, "It is going to be constant editing until the
premiere. We already have the script lined out. What
we have to do now is sequence the shots and line
them up with music and audio tracks." Also, transitions have to be implemented and titles added.
However, the footage has to be accessed.
Once a crew had checked in after their shooting
was finished, their first phase of editing begins. Each
chosen shot is logged by recording the actual number
of the first frame that is called the in point. The last
frame of the shot is then noted and is the out point.
The major nerve center for the One Day, One
University, project was in Anthony-Seeger's room 13
where many students had spent countless hours and
will spend even more.
With 16 crews each filming at about 50 to 60 different places, there were more than 1,000 setups for the
day. Each setup consisted of almost 15 shots.
Woody said, "Roughly, there were 15,000 different
shots for the day ranging from one second to one minute."
After crew members log all the footage, it is then
binned, or categorized on an editing system. The in
and out points are recorded into the program for the
next step, digitizing.
Digitizing occurs when the computer controls the
VCR, finds the recorded points from the log and
begins a real time capture of the video to the hard
drive using Apple Quick Time.
"We use very fast hard drives call arrays," Woody said.
"It can play back full screen digital video clips." These
machines are considered very high caliber editing tools.
Around 2 a.m. yesterday about 20 crew members
were working to log and digitize their work.

"I would not leave this building tonight without
setting up a schedule for tomorrow or tonight for digitizing" Woody said.
Each group would need between 30 minutes to
two hours per tape in order to log the video. Then, the
digitizing would take another 20 minutes.
With almost constant work, the logging and digitizing phase was being completed at 2 p.m. yesterday.
Only after that work is completed can the actual editing process begin.

ONE DAY
All the digitized work is then moved to a master
editing center inside the nerve center in A-S 13 to a
smaller room with even higher quality machines.
'There are about four to six critical editors waiting to begin, while over 100 people are working on
the logging and digitizing," Woody said. Once the
central editing system has everything loaded, then
the editing process begins. In accordance with the
script, the shots are sequenced and then mixed with
sound and music. .
After the master edit is at a point were the producers are happy with it, the data is moved to digital
sound mixing to clean and balance tracks. Sounds are
enhanced, music is mixed and the project is finalized.
This is sound sweetening. Because of the time constraints, Woody said he thinks the project might not
make it to this stage.
However, without the sweetening the mixing will
be done on the video editing for the premiere.
Although the sound can be enhanced, the video mix
will be more than adequate. In the next few weeks, the
project can be fine tuned before being released on tape.
Woody said he is excited that future SMAD students will be able to access the footage and use it for
their own purposes.
"It has a shelf life of at least a year," Woody said. "This
really is the first fully documentary look at JMU life."
The film will run approximately 26 minutes with
about six minutes of animation. Unfortunately, some
good sequences will not make the final cut.
"My challenge is getting it done," Woody said. "I
had a ball. It was an honor."

PHOTOS
Top by senior photographer Dylan Boucherle.
From left to riant: Field producer Anthony Faust,
production managers Casey Houtz and Kory Juul,
vldeographer/editor Danny Woodruff.
Bottom by staff photographer Katie Wilson.
Field producer Eric Larsen editing early

Wednesday morning.
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Boys Choir of Harlem back again
Energetic choir to present variety of music at their second JMU appearance
ARIATHESTRUP
contributing writer

M

The world-renowned Bays Choir of
Harlem will entertain audiences at
Wilson Hall on Saturday at 8 p.m. The
Choir is being presented by the JMU
College of Arts and Letters and the
Office of Multicultural Student
Services. The Boys Choir of Harlem
last performed at JMU in 1992 to a
sold-out audience.
"The Boys Choir of Harlem is a
very energetic and enthusiastic group
of young men and their ability to present a real variety of music is impressive.," Jerrel E. Weaver, the executive
assistant of the College of Arts and
Letters said.
The Boys Choir of Harlem was
founded by Walter Turnbull in 1968 to
give inner city boys and girls with little opportunity the possibility to realize their creative potential through
music.
The program uses music as an
engine for change in children's lives.
With performance as "a hook" to capture their attention, the Boys Choir
gives them the ability to extend their
musical and a/rtistic successes to
achieve in academic and social areas.
And they have been deemed successful. The choir has been praised by
New York Times and Boston Globe critics for their expertise, grace and talent.
The choir is also internationally
recognized for its virtuoso performances and its innovations in the
thousand-year-old art of the boys
choir.
Their range is impressive, moving
from Bach and Mozart to music by
more modern composers such as

Bernstein. African-American spirituals, gospel, jazz, pop and hip-hop are
also genres that the Choir performs
regularly.
The JMU concert should include a
variety of musical genres and demonstrate the range and talent that has
earned them the respect of the world.
Much of the critical and popular
acclaim that has been given to the
Choir is due to their magnetic and
energizing presence on stage.
JMU student Melissa Hicks has
attended two performances by the

Three Asian tours have included performances in Japan, Singapore and
Hong Kong.
Since the Boys Choir of Harlem has
been in existence for three decades,
the Choir has helped celebrate some of
the most significant milestones in the
late 20th century.
They performed at the centennial of
the Statue of Liberty, Nelson
Mandela's first visit to the United
States and Pope John Paul's Sunrise
Mass in Central Park. Stars from every
genre of music have collaborated with

((

The Boys Choir of Harlem gave an
engrossing and marvelously eclectic
concert... every style was lovingly plumbed
for its strengths and possibilities. The rounded
enunciation so thrilling to hear in Bach was
as well done as the complex scatting in
modern compositions."
Bay State Banner
Boys Choir of Harlem. "The Choir is
such a breath of fresh air from other
children choirs, they really know how
to move the audience and get everyone into it," she said.
The Boys Choir tours three to four
times a year and averages 100 engagements in 24 states yearly. They have
done nine European tours and have
been invited to perform at some of
Europe's most prestigious venues,
such as London's Cathedral of St. Paul
and Amsterdam's Concertgebouw.

the Choir live, on audio and video
recordings.
The Choir began as a 20-member
church choir, and since then it has
grown into an artistic and educational
institution.
The Boys Choir of Harlem Inc.
comprises a boys choir, a girls choir,
The Choir Academy of Harlem that is
a college-preparatory public school,
student and family support services
and a Summer Music Institute. The 35
to 40 boys who appear in the boys

Performing Choir will be performing
for JMU on April 10.
Membership to the Boys Choir of
Harlem is open to all children regardless of race, creed, color or sex.
Participants in the Choir come from
all boroughs of New York City; however the majority of the children are
from Central Harlem.
Seventy-five percent of the children are from single parent households, 70 percent are from households where some form of entitlement is the primary source of income
and 97 percent fall into the "at-risk
for high school dropout" classification of the US Department of
Education.
Choir staff visit local Harlem elementary schools to audition children
along with open auditions at the Boys
Choir's facility and in community setting sand at local stores.
The Boys Choir of Harlem Program
(PACES) incorporates performance,
artistry, counseling, education and
student development, complemented
by supportive services and special student enrichments. All of this hard
work benefits the Choir members and
their audiences.

MUSICAL
INTERLUDE
WHO: Boys Choir of Harlem
WHAT: A concert sponsored
by the JMU College of Arts
and Letters and the Office of
Multicultural Student Services
WHERE: Wilson Hall
WHEN: Saturday, 8 p.m.
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Olde Mill Village
located at 11A South Ave.

(540) 432-9502 °

Still Available!
Olde Mill Village still has one full unit available, as well as spaces for individuals.
Get off campus, into the real world with a spacious, fully furnished apartment
with large closets, washer and dryer, refrigerator with ice-maker, microwave and more!

To A Great
Group Of
Students
from JMU Bookstore
and CSE Bookstore

National Student
Employment
week
April 4-10

Lease now and get
$50 back! or Get a Double Bed!
Pedal on the level - no hills to
climb or interstate to cross
Only four blocks to campus
Energy efficient hear pumps
Mini-blinds on </// windows
Stain resistant wall-to-wall
carpeting
Paved parking spaces
Pre-wired for telephone

Deadbolt lot k\ and door
viewers on all apis
No sliding patio doors

Telephone & cable outlets in

Basketball < omt

rani a
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Well-lit parking lots and
walkways

('onvenient bus service to
campus and the Valley Mall
Full-time management and
maintenance
Park at your apartme'ntnot blocks awav
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Communications Adelpluu
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• Individual accounts
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ARTS
WEEK
CTTEVEJANZEN
[^contributing writer
A small group of students and faculty
gathered on a sunny but windy afternoon
in front of Duke Hall Tuesday to hear
President Linwood Rose kick off the firstever Arts Week at JMU. Rose also dedicated the outdoor sculptures on the Duke
quadrangle.
Rose recognized many people who
made Arts Week possible, including its
two student organizers, Facilities
Management staff, the University
Program Boarcf and many talented and
dedicated students and faculty.
Among the individuals Rose recognized as vital contributors to Arts
Week were JMU students Kristin Reed
and Tim Hartman.
Both junior English majors cochaCred Arts Week. They organized
most of the event.
Reed said she and Hartman first
thought about an Arts Day last semester.
"We knew we really wanted to unify the
arts," Reed said. "As our ideas grew, it
moved from one day to an Arts Week."
Hartman, who is the assistant editor of
the arts magazine gardy loo'., said he
thinks Arts Week is a turning point for the
arts at JMU. "It brings people from different disciplines together to talk about a
common subject," Hartman said. "We 're
seeing it as an annual event."

Reed said she thinks Arts Week is
"[happening] at a crucial time with a new
president and
the Centennial
Commission."
JMU has grown by 23 percent since
1995, and Rose said that means the university must now "focus to catch up to
that growth." He pledged his commitment to the refinement of existing facilities, recognizing the importance of arts to
both the university and the community.
The three sculptures dedicated on
the Duke quadrangle are part of the
Outdoor Sculpture Invitational sponsored by the school of art and art history, UPB, Sawhill Gallery and
Facilities Management.
Because of their visibility from busy
South Main Street, the sculptures represent a link between the community and
the university. The sculptures, "Angels
Gate" by Jim Galucci, "Requiem" by
James Florschutz and "Multiplicity" by
Leah Jacobson, were picked from a
national invitational that included more
than 200 applicants, Rose said.
The outdoor sculptures will remain at
JMU on a rotating schedule and will be
replaced by new art in 18 to 24 months.
Art Department Dean Cole Welter
introduced Rose and expressed his
hopes that this will be the first of
many Art Weeks. "Any respectable
university must be deeply involved in
fine arts," Welter said.
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PHOTOS
(Clockwise from upper left)
1) President Rose and Art
Deportment Dean, Cole Welter
kick-off Arts Week.
2) 'Angels Gate' by Jim Galucci
painted steel; 1994
3) 'Requiem' by James Florschutz
wood, stone and steel; 1997
4) Multiplicity by Leah Jacobson
lacquered oxidized
steel; 1996-*97
Photos by Alex Vessels,
Photo Editor
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Looking For It' at Theatre II
JENNIFER SIMMONS
senior writer
Searching for theatrical entertainment in the 'Burg? Look no
further than our own Theatre II
where a collection of four oneact plays, "Andre's Mother,"
"Yesterday's
Window,"
"AmericanSaint" and "Sure
Thing," are being presented by
senior director Jessica Wegener,
aptly titled "Looking For It."

E VIE W
Produced in a similar fashion
to the annual Director's Fest,
Wegener's production is a step
above the fall one-act festival in
both professionalism and for the
most part, artistic content.
Although "Looking" is by no
means an example of flawless
theater, it is an honest and wellintentioned event, giving credibility to Wegener as a director.
In "Andre's Mother," senior
Allison Coleman (Andre's mother) delivered, by far, the most
moving performance despite her
character's complete lack of lines.
Still, Coleman shows to what
emotional and passionate lengtlis
she can go to to reach the audience.
With every facial expression, every
carefully selected movement, I
could see the untold story of the
fights, the fear, the betrayal and the
sadness behind her character's relationship with her deceased son.
It was a marvelous performance, one that Coleman
seemed to have trouble living up
to in the following play,
"Yesterday's Window."
Her character, while still
interesting, never attained the

dramatic quality she achieved in
"Andre's Mother."
But if "Yesterday's Window"
lacked a standout performance,
it made up for it as a wellorchestrated unit. Coleman and
freshmen Mike Setti and Katie
McShane handled the abrupt
scene changes and unrealistic
style of "Yesterday's Window"
with fluidity and grace. Much of
this can be accredited to production designer and graduate student, Maria Stylianou.
"Yesterday's Window"has an
effectively cohesive design that
serves the play well. The ethereal-looking bed and impressionistic window frame hanging in
mid-air work wonderfully
together with simple lighting
specials as well as Coleman and
McShane's costumes.
The images Stylianou created
with co-lighting designer, Jax
Messegner, were striking. It is at
this point in the night when I
realized that the pre-show music
was more than just filler
between shows. It is an intergral
parrof the performaces.
It wasn't until I noticed my
breathing had slowed and my
heart was beating in time to the
music did I realize that sound
designer and composer senior
Casey Cichowicz had created
what many shows in Theatre II
try to do but fail. Cichowicz
designed a soundtrack appropriate for the play being produced.
While not every piece of
music made absolute sense to
me, I found the sound elements also aided well in the
transitions between plays.
Unfortunately many scenic
moments preceding transitions seemed too rushed.
Often, rather than let a

poignant pose linger, the
lights would go to black or
change rapidly before I could
fully take in a scene.
It is during the third play,
"AmericanSaint," that "Looking"
begins its assertion into comedy,
albeit a darker humor.
Sophomore Austin Bragg
plays misguided monk Brother
Vincent, looking for The Virgin
of the Valley in Vermont. Enter
"virgin," a.k.a. Bettina Smooches
(junior Lori McKinney).
Bragg earlier portrays the
father of Andre's lover in
"Andre's Mother" and gives
touching and gentle performance.
Although Bragg has many
humorous moments and a welldelivered opening monologue,
he often falls into the trap of
playing "Austin Bragg acting out
a character" opposed to being
the character, a danger that many
young actors encounter. Setti
also wrestles with this problem,
having his strong moments on
stage give way to the "Setti character."
The only nagging problem I
had with "AmericanSaint" is
perhaps a textual one. I've never
heard of a Vermont redneck, yet
the script directly references the
state the play takes place in and
the dialogue sounds so backwater Tennessee it contradicts itself.
But I quickly got past this
thanks to an intriguing and
believable performance by
McKinney as 13-year-old Bettina,
the adolescent prophet.
After a quick costume
change, McKinney finished the
night of plays alongside junior
Lee Schadt in "Sure Thing."
McKinney and Schadt work well
together in this light and
see WEGENER page 24

Often considered the classic
text detailing the fall of man and
introduction of evil into a peaceful world, "Paradise Lost" is so
influential that it's studied as a
component of the graduate
course (ENG 653) on John Milton,
its writer. As part of JMU's Arts
Week, there will be a reading of
"Paradise Lost" this Saturday, at
1 p.m. in Moody Lounge.
Dubbed "Milton Madness," this
is the first of its kind at JMU.
"I've been teaching Milton
for some time and I know from
a[n) [Internet] list serv[erj that
I'm on that marathon readings of
'Paradise Lost' are kind of tradition," said English associate professor Cynthia Gilliatt. "I
thought 'Why not do it here?'"
"Paradise Lost," written by an
elderly and blind Milton, who
dictated the epic poem to an
assistant, chronicles the fall of
man from the grace of God. The
poem attempts to account for evil
in the world.
"When Milton wrote Taradise
Lost' his expectation probably
was people would read it aloud,
probably not all at one place, but
it's meant to be heard as well as
read on the page," Gilliatt said.
The reading will close Arts
Week, an event that kicked off
Tuesday when Dr. Linwood Rose
dedicated the outdoor sculpture
area between Duke Hall and the
Music Building as a gallery. An
open forum between faculty and
students discussing the arts at
JMU was also held Tuesday
night. Other activities including
poetry readings and art exhibitions have run through the week.
"It being Arts Week turned
out being a matter of luck as well
as intentionally," Gilliatt said.
"We needed to find a place and a
time we could do it. . . [that)
would be sort of comfortable for
the long haul. And this was one of
the days that was available. That
it works out being a final, ending
event for Arts Week is sort of our
good luck and Milton's."
Junior English major Tim
Hartman, Arts Week co-organizer
and associate editor of literary arts
magazine gardy loo!, said, "Milton
Madness is a great end for Arts
Week. We are glad to have the
English graduate students participating. They have set a challenge
for themselves and it will be fun to
watch them accomplish it"
Gilliatt and English instructor
Sharon Higby organized the
event and are co-sponsoring the
reading. Some students from
their graduate classes that are
studying Milton are reading
aloud, but anyone who wants to
read is encouraged to come.
"Anyone who vvfeuld like to

show up and read for a little bit or
read for a lot, we're going to tryj
and figure out some way of passJ
ing the reading on person to person," Gilliatt said. 'The idea is to
have a big basket of apples for the]
climactic moment of book nine od
Eve eating the apple. We're jus
sort of playing it by ear."
Books are usually not rea
aloud frequently at JMU, at leas
with any sort of tradition.
"The other book that I'm aw;
of, although not at JMU, are fans
James Joyce on Blooms Day, tl
day the action in "Ulysses" is sui
posed to have taken place, which
even more daunting in my mini
than 'Paradise Lost,'" Hartma
said. The readings had been doi
at the University of Richmond
other schools
"There are many spontaneoi
things that can occur when
group of people get togethe
especially artists. The text conr
alive because you are given th
benefit of inflection and canter,
Hartman said. He also said thei
have been readings of origin
works but he could not reme
ber an event like this.
Milton is best known in c
leges and high schools
"Paradise Lost," a work th
took years to write. Milt
believed it was his duty frdi
God to write the poem abo
Satan's fall from the ranks
heavens, going from angel
devil and then marshalling o
demons and devils in an attemj
to dethrone God and claim hed
en for their own. Adam and
are tempted by the devil, ch
ing to eat the forbidden
from the tree of knowled
resulting in expulsion from
paradise-like Garden of EdenJ
Hartman said he think
reaping will benefit those
participate as well as those
don't. "In undergraduate li
ture classes, you don't often
a work like 'Paradise Losf
way through. You sort of
it, and I think much of the
of the book is lost. Events
this can often rejuvenate «
dent's interest in a subject fii
they study it on their own,"
said. "I would like to see peoplt
look for diverse ways to support
the arts. For me, this is a very
interesting event because it
a book I had ever considfl
such a performance."
When asked about tifl
future readings, Han
answered "I would like fl
'Crime and Punishment' flfl
the original Russian, bu
again, I am also a Russian
Students won't be e
for attending the "Patj
Lost" reading, some are
writing papers for class i
the experience, but all will
the opportunity to expert
unique performance at,
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Deltapalooza a charity affair
Philanthropy Carnival will include music, dance, cookout, games

i

MELIATABER
contributing writer

The Tri-Delta sorority chapter at JMU
will host their Philanthropy Carnival this
Saturday to raise money for children's
cancer research.
Deltapalooza will take place on
Godwin Field from 11 a.m. until 5
p.m. Tickets cost $5 in advance and $7
at the gate.
The carnival, which will include
music by JMU's a cappella groups,
dance performances, cookout style
food and games, is co-sponsored by
the University Program Board. All
proceeds benefit St. Jude's Children's
Research Hospital.
The Blues Tones will kick off the day's
events with a performance at 11 a.m.
Note-oriety will perform at 11:40 a.m., followed by Exit 245 at 12:20 p.m. The
Dukettes will dance at 1:15 p.m. and
Mudd Catt Jones will play from 2 p.m.
until 4 p.m.
Throughout the day, there will be
booths set up with opportunities to
participate in various games like sumo
wrestling, rock climbing, a dunk-tank,
bouncy-boxing, fortune-telling and
face painting.
Philanthropy Chair sophomore
Beth Wilkin said she thinks it will be a
fun day for everyone. "But it has been

a process to learn all about the planning that goes into it."
A lot of work is involved in reserving Godwin Field, getting band contracts, providing food, filling booths
with games and publicizing the event,
Wilkin said.
The sorority's two philanthropies
are children's cancer research and
women's scholarships.
After attending the March Against
Cancer in Washington, DC. this fall, Tri
Delta members chose to focus on the children's cancer cause.
They made contacts at the March and
realized the "astronomical" costs of medical treatments, Wilkin said.
They also got a chance to see firsthand
who the carnival would benefit.
"Helping children was definitely the
route we wanted to take," Wilkin said.
"Seeing the children's faces won us over."
Tri-Delta's other goal is to have every
sister involved in the event, according to
Wilkin. The members are all doing a job,
from acting as liasons for the bands to firing people up and coaching games.
"I think it's really impressive the
way everyone's pulling together,"
said Tri-.Delta sister sophmore Lisa
Allgaier. "There seems to be a lot of
energy." She is helping with the
booths at the carnival.
Tri-Delta member sophmore Ashleigh
Beam said, "I think it's going to be really

fun. I'm excited about it." She is signed up
to do ticket sales at the gate and to help
with set-up and clean-up.
Money for the cause is raised in
different ways. Ticket sales and Tshirt sales will contribute to raising
money for the cause.
JMU fraternities and sororities have
bought booths. Each group gets to set
up any game they want in their booth.
The other chapters have been very generous and have come up with some creative ideas, Allgaier said.
Tri-Delta is going to award points
to the other fraternities and sororities
at the carnival.
Points will be given on the basis of
attendance, spirit, decorations, most
popular booth and number of T-shirt
sales.
The winner will be announced at
the end of the day and whichever
Greek organization has the most
points will co-sign the check to St.
jude's Children's Research Hospital.
Tri-Delta didn't get many sponsors
for the event, Wilkin said. This is their
first big fund-raiser arid they intend to
start planning for a Spring 2000
Deltapalooza as soon as school starts
up again in the fall.
"I'm really interested to see in the
future where this carnival goes," Wilkin
said. She said she hopes that Deltapalooza
will be a huge event in the future. "It has a

lot of potential."
Tri-Delta also intends to make the
carnival a family event in the future.
"I really hope we can get the
involvement and support of all of the
JMU community and Harrisonburg
community as well to help St. Jude's,"
Beam said.
The sorority is proud of their decision to hold the carnival. Having fun
and raising money for a good cause is
a great combination, Wilkin said.
"After all, everyone enjoys being a
kid again," she said.
Tickets for Deltapalooza can be purchased at the Warren Hall Box Office.

DELTAPALOOZA
WHAT: A charity carnival, including music, dance performances,
cookout-style food and games.
WHERE: Godwin Field
WHEN: Saturday, 11 a.m. to 5
p.m.
WHO: Co-sponsored by Tridelta
and UPB. All proceeds go to St.
Jude's Children's Research
Hospital.
TICKETS: $5 in advance at the
Warren Hall Box Office, $7 at the
gate.

Grafton-Stovall Theatre presents

Yiiwift*' %mi%u
i/*-

Pick from one of the movies listed
below (or suggest something that we
didn't think of) and we'11 show the
most popular pick the weekend of April1
23rd & 24th!-

Office Space
Frida
Patch Adams
200 Cigarrettes
Simply Irresistible
Contempt
Waking Ned Devine
Virus
A Simple Plan
At First Sight
(other)
Return your completed ballots (this
piece of paper) by April 10th to the
G-ST box office (during a movie) or
the UPB office (Taylor 203)

DELIVERY
11 a.m. - 1 a.m.
till 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

$5.99
LARGE ANY ONE TOPPING

Day Buffet

Night Buffet

Monday - Thursday
11 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Monday - Thursday,
4 D.m. - 8:30 p.m.

$*.»»

$3.99

w/ purchase of beverage
Must show JAC card

The Best Pizza in Town ... Honest/

433-0606

Located in Clover-leaf Shopping Center
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The Breeze

'Matrix' an intelligent sci-fi flick
II

RENT BOWLES
Breeze film critic

What is the Matrix, you ask? I don't
think I want to give it all away. What I
will say, though, is "The Matrix" is one of
the best damn science fiction films I've
seen in a long time.

E VIE W
The movie may not be as stylistically
unified as, say, "Dark City" or Ridley
Scott's classic noodle-scratcher, "Blade
Runner," but at least the Wachowski
Brothers, Andy and Larry, saw fit to actually write a script. And the one they've
delivered is so chock-full of intelligence
that it's almost disconcerting: intelligent
sci-fi? Nah, that's an '80s thing. Well,
folks, not anymore.
Sure, it takes a little snatching from
Greek mythology, religious scripture,
cyberpunk novels and "Hong Kong"
action flicks to pull it off, but when it's
delivered with the infectious geek-boydrooling-at-the-mouth Zeitgeist that fills
"The Matrix" to the brim of coolness, who
really cares?
The Wachowskis' story, a complex
post-apocalyptic cyber-thriller mixed with
a little, bit of 'The Terminator" and a run
through the John Woo filter, is a corker.

Essentially, it posits, when we look in the
mirror we're not seeing ourselves as living organisms moving through the de
rigeur of 1999. Rather, we're standing in
elaborately fabricated and sensorycharged virtual environments fed into the
brains of a dormant embryonic crop of
humans harvested by a race of artificialintelligences-gone-wrong for our bioelectric energy. Everbody got that?
That's right, Cameronites, the
machines took over, and we're all just a
line of Duracells. Sometime in the early
decades of the 21st century, mankind
developed artificial intelligence, and
became so dependent upon its existence
that when the insurrection arrived we
were defenseless. Decades later, a small
group of freedom fighters, led by a cryptic
fellow named Morpheus (Laurence
Fishburne), managed to remove themselves from the Matrix and now await the
arrival of the prophesied "One" who will
release humankind from slavery and lead
them to the last free-computer civilization beneath the Earth: the mythical paradise called Zion. That is, if the "sentinels" and "agent programs" don't get
them first.
The Wachowski Brothers, former
comic book writers who wrote, executive
produced and directed "The Matrix," are,
at least in this case, a rarity. They've only
directed one other film, the 1996 softporn-with-a-plot lesbo-noir thriller
"Bound," in addition to writing the weak
Sylvester Stallone vehicle "Assassins."
But with "The Matrix" the

Wachowskis hit the great big sci-fi nail
Fishburne is such a good actor, though,
directly on the head: Every moment of that he forces Reeves to keep up in every
wonder, shock and adrenaline in "The scene they share.
Matrix" comes from the writing. The visuThe supporting cast performs
al effects are quite astounding, and the respectably (especially Hugo Weaving's
action scenes, unbelievably choreo- bad guy), and leather-clad Carrie-Anne
graphed by martial arts expert Woo-ping Moss admirably kicks the hell out of people
Yuen, are eye-popping and heart-stop- while maintaining her sexuality, although
ping, but they all exist to service the story. her character is a little obscure (probably the
All the Internet fanboys who call the . result of scenes left on the cutting room
Wachowskis Gods of Woo-ness are miss- floor — of which there appears to be more
ing the point entirely. And in these days than one). It's nice to know the Wachowskis
of outer space crap like "Armageddon" think ahead: "The Matrix" is reportedly the
and "Wing Commander," such devotion first part of a trilogy.
"The Matrix" has "kicking the hell out
to narrative strength is so invigorating it
of
people"
to spare, though, in a handful
makes me want to leap onto the back of
of
comic
book
action scenes that deliver
my seat with as much joy as Robert
such
a
charge
it's
no wonder people call
Benigni at last month's Oscars.
But you know there has to be a down- the Wachowskis auteurs (puh-leez!). Yes,
side, and it comes in the form of Keanu the scenes are great, but yes, the
Reeves. Now don't get me wrong: in "The Wachowskis are hacks. But they do it so
Matrix," like 1994's "Speed," Reeves is damn well it sent my wife and I out of the
tolerable simply because he doesn't do theater giddy.
"The Matrix" is a flick so pumped up
much of anything. His character, a
straight-laced programmer named that it can barely contain itself. But the
Thomas Anderson who masquerades in Wachowskis keep everything under concyberspace as the legendary hacker trol, and although the middle third of the
named Neo (anagram, anyone?), may or film is a little slow, it comes from a story
may not be Morpheus' Jesus. The prob- so mind-bogglingly plausible (everybody
lem isn't with Reeves' characterization, remember what science fiction is supbut with his very presence; I stopped tak- posed to be?) that there is little it couldn't
ing him seriously so long ago that it's throw out that wouldn't keep the geek
impossible not to snicker over my pop- inside as happy as a clam.
corn everytime the Wachowskis throw
"THE MATRIX"
him into badass-trench-coat-and-sunWHERE:Valley Mall 4 Cinemas
glasses-kung-fu-killer mode. His preterRATED: R
naturally- aquiline features, however,
RUNNING TIME: 136 minutes
serve the mood frighteningly well.

Wegener
finds 'It'
WEGENER, from page 22
quirky comedy. Schadt is well suited for
this play and gives a stronger performance in this play than as Cal, Andre's
lover in "Andre's Mother."
In "Andre's Mother" Schadt tackles a
monologue that almost lasts half of the
play. His lines were often flatly delivered
as he mistook volume changes alone for a
raise in emotional intensity, with dramatic
pauses pauses so long I began wondering
if he'd lost a line.
However, after seeing his witty and
well-timed dialogue with McKinney in
"Sure Thing," I'm sure all Schadt would
need to improve Cal's character is more
concentration on monologue delivery.
After the play ended I found myself
wondering what the link was between the
four plays. Why were they chosen to be
presented together? Were they all about
living for the moment or about looking
toward improving the future? About disappointment or righting wrongs?
I don't know the answer to that question and I'm not altogether sure if "Looking
For It" has found "It," but in the end their
search for "It" was successful enough.

'Looking For It'
WHAT: A collection of one act plays
WHERE: Theatre II
WHEN: Tonight through Saturday
Times: 9 p.m. and a midnight show
on Friday
COST: $3 at the door

TLC - Fan Mail
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

EMINEM -' Slim Shady IP
2Pac - Greatest Hits
Soundtrack - Gcr
Lauryn Hill - The Miseducation of..
Everlast -- Whitey Ford Sings The Blues
Fatboy Slim - You've Come a Long Way...

Blacfc|treet - Finally...

9. C-Murder - Bos saline
10. Dave Matthews and Tim Reynolds -- Live
11. Roots,-ThingsFallApart
12. Tyrese - Tyrese
13. Offspring - Americana
14. Juvenile - 400 Degrees
15. Outkast - Aquemini
16. Shanice -- Shanice
17. 112 -Room 112
18. Jay-Z ~ Vol.2 Hard Knock Li
19. Limp Bizkit -- Three Dollar Bill, Yell
20. DMX - Flesh of My Flesh Blood of My...
*£ased on CD sates at the'JMU Bookstore

HAVE FUN
AND BOOST
YOUR
RESUME!

WRITE
FOR
STYLE!
CALL
X3846
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TlSi!^1^^!*"11 ^T^Tl °PP°rtunities for JM^ students to enjoy live entertainment both from local bands and bands from across the nation.
WAJMis third annual Mid-Atlantic College Radio Conference (MACRoCk) will offer many opportunities for students to enjoy bands on campus as well as throughout the
uArD?LUrilCOmrn1Ity MACRoCk will feature a variety of musical genres, including progressive rock, metal/hard core rock, urban/hip-hop, roots rock and jazz
m
e e entire communit b
and Gni
™
y' y hosting events at the PC Ballroom, as well as off-campus locations such as JM's, the Artful Dodger, Little Grill and Main Street Bar
iTOnL^iD,^-Lder °f WX'M 'S Particular|y excited about ,he ev«nl "We've got it covered, it really creates a lot of diversity throughout the community," said Weinbender. Not
only is MACRoCk a great opportunity to hear some talented bands and artists, but it is also a great social, as well as educational, opportunity. "You really meet a lot of cool people
[at MACRoCk). A lot of people meet friends from far away," said Weinbender.
MACRoCk will also feature educational events that deal with music industry. Saturday afternoon, "Modulations," a film that traces the history of underground music will be
shown in Taylor Hall. The weekend will also include a giant record label exhibition in the PC Ballroom, as well as workshops on topics such as how to Improve college radio,
broadcasting on the Internet and the like. Students can pay for each show individually or purchase a badge that grants them unlimited access to all MACRoCk events. Badges are
$20 before Friday and $30 beginning Friday. Students can register and receive a badge by visting Plan 9, Town & Campus or outside of WXJM's studios in Anthony Seeger Hall.
For more information you can access WXJM's web site (u7Ww.jmu.edu/wxjm/maaock) or call WXJM at x6878.
MACRoCk is a big weekend, according to Weinbender. "You'll never see or experience anything else like this in Harrisonburg," he said. "We take over the town."
Fmnigan's Cove will also offer some live entertainment for the weekend. Friday, Puddleduck will play at the nightspot. Manager Doyne Routhier plans to accomodate quite a
crowd. "Friday tends to bring a lot of people," said Routhier. The cover is $3-5 and you must be 21 after 9 p.m. to see the band.
The Artful Dodger will also offer some exciting events this weekend. Tonight is the Artful Dodger's bimonthly Poetry/Prose Open Mic Night, where anyone
nd everyone can come out and show off their talents. On Friday and Saturday nights, the Artful Dodger will welcome a variety of bands under the progressive
rock category for the MACRoCk conference.
Main Street Bar and Grill will also welcome progressive rock bands for the conference beginning Friday at 9 p.m. and all students over 18 can enjoy a variety of bands. On
Saturday, Main Street and WBOP 106.3 will present the Wizard of Ozz, a tribute to Ozzy Osboume. Tickets are $8 in advance and $10 the day of the show.
Key West Beach Bar and Grill will offer the usual dance party atmosphere this weekend. Tonight, as well as every Tuesday night, is College Night, in which everyone over 18
is welcome. "If s basically a big dance party," said owner Dan Negm. 'It gets pretty crowded." Friday night is '80s Night, when you can hear all your favorite tunes of yesteryear.
Saturday night at the nightspot is for hip-hop music and requests from the crowd. Tuesday and Thursday are the only nights that you don't have to be 21 to get into Key West.
The Little Grill is also jumping on the live entertainment bandwagon On Friday, the Grill will welcome Skunk Shop Band, to play some of the traditional tunes mat they are
best known for. Saturday, beginning at 9 p.m., the Little Grill joins the MACRoCk frenzy by hosting progressive rock bands.

Compiled by contributing writer Katie Plemmons
Look for "Wawn) bMwae**" each Thursday for a thorough update of local weekend events.

Crab Legs Nite

20 W. Water St.,
Harrisonburg
Mon.-Sat. 11-8 p.m.
Sun. 12-5 P-m.

Jimmy O
Tuesday Night

Call for directions.
433-5550

Recent releases
on sale now!

Oysters $3/ doz.
Wednesday Night
after 4 p.m.

NAS

GWAR
KrayzLe Bone
Naughty By Nature-Hits
Jeff Beck
E&nrily TOJueB TOur(live)
Wu-Tang Records
(compilation)
Beth Orton
Blur
Silverchair

Tons of new & used CDs, tapes, LPs!«Large and giant
posters!« Most new CDs <h3-99 or less everyday!

wamm

Clam Night
Thursday Night
after 4 p.m.

/.

Come in for
Jerry Springer,
5-6 p.m.

Formerly Awful Arthurs
Sam© Owner/N»w Nam©

PuddleDuck
Friday, April 9
10 pm
C/ MJL
#5C

30 W. Water St. Harrisonburg
7 Days a Week, 11 a.m.-2 a.m.

433-9874

SEAFOOD BAR

&

GRILL

—*«•

OA
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The Bret

www.jmu.edu/wxjm/macrock

Hot Water Music

Dragstrip Syndicate

(melodic rock)

(greaser rock)

Decepticonz

The Blue Rags

(too hep ska)

(rockin' roots)

Cross My Heart

Ann Beretta

Semotive rock)

(pop punk)

Royce
Campbell

lack Anger
Movement

Frodus

Atom & his
Package

(diyhip-hoD).

(Mancini's guitarist)
(math rock)

Delta 72

"8 8.2

it:
ill

(music machines)

Lilly's

(Mississippi R&B)

Swank

i'60's brit rock)

Swank

(rock/funk/ska)

Saves the Day

(punk/hardcore/funk)

Engine Down

(DC Metal)

Nothingface

(pop punk)

(Emotive Rock)

*5|

ft

Avatars of Dub
(deep blunted dub)

#

Mid Atlantic*Colleqe*Radio*Conference
•Today is the last day to get a MACRoCk badge for only $20 bucks!!!
Only $20 for over 70 bands! - what a steal.
•Today only: register at Plan-9, Town'n'Campus, or outside the WXJM studios
(Anthony-Seeger Hall).
•After today, badges will cost $30 at MACRoCk...
... or you could pay for each individual show at the door.
Late registrations and all badge pick-ups are at Warren Hall, 3rd floor:
Fri. 3:30-9pm; Sat. 10:30-2:30pm.
See you there!

Th« Breeze
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An updated schedule for WXJM 88.7 FM's

Friday, April 9 9 8:30 p.m.
PC Ballroom (JMU Campus)
FREE with MACRoCk badge
$6 without MACRoCk badge
All Ages
Darkest Hour =
6:10 p.m.
Torn Apart =
7:00 p.m.
All Out War _
7:50 p.m.
Nothingface _
8:40 p.m.
CodeSeven =
9:30 p.m.
Saves the Day S
10:20 p.m.
Latex Generation $ 11:10 p.m.
Hometeam $
12:00 a.m.
Decepticonz o
12:50 a.m.

MACRoCk
Pnmtaive / Alternative R^k
Friday, April 9 0 9 pjn.
Main St. Bar & Grill
FREE wilh MACRoCk badge
$8 without MACRoCk badge
18+ (call Ahead if under 18)
Sums ®
9:00 p.m.
Lilys ?
9:30 p.m.
The Clock* •
10:15 p.m.
Delta 72!
10:45 p.m.
Dragstrip Syndicate ! 11:30 p.m.
Elf Power %
12:00 a.m.
Cash Money!
12:30 a.m.
Olivia Tremor Control ? 1:15 a.m.

6th Grade Salvation A 5:20 p.m.
Zentraedi%
6:10 p.m.
Saturday, April 10 to' 2 p.m.
Main St. Bar & Grill
FREE with MACRoCk badge
FREE without MACRoCk badge
All ages
Two Man Advantage A 2:00 p.m.
Lounge $
2;50 p.m.
Crossed Out Heirs " 3:50 p.m.
Squalweiler •
4:40 p.m.
Commercials S
5:30 p.m.
Saturday, April 10 to 9p.m.
The Little Grill (N. Main St.)
FREE with MACRoCk badge
$5 without MACRoCk badge
All ages
/>
Just Tell Her That I Like Her + 9:00 p.m.
South ♦
9:50 p.m.
Manishevitz+
10:40 p.m.
True Love Always + 11:30 p.m.

Friday, April 9® 8:30 p.m.
Artful Dodger Coffeehouse
FREE with MACRoCk badge
$5 without MACRoCk badge
All Ages
12 Hour Turn ()
8:45 p.m.
Shoutbus *
9:30 p.m.
Rahbrahs #
10:20 p.m.
Frodus *
11:10p.m.
Engine Down ()
12:05 p.m.
Four Hundred Years () 12:55 p.m.

Saturday, April 10 @ 9p.m.
Artful Dodger Coffeehouse
FREE with MACRoCk badge
$5 without MACRoCk badge
Woken By Wire () 9:00 p.m.
World Inferno Friendship Society # 9-.50 p.m.
Stigma Rock Unit • 10:40 p.m.
Atom & His Package % 11:30 p.m.
Swank II
12:30 p.m.

Saturday, April 10 9 2 p.m.
PC Ballroom (JMU Campus)
FREE with MACRoCk badge
Aliases
Submerge ()
2:30 p.m.
Radar Memory A
3:20 p.m.
Error Type: II •
4:10 p.m.
Jazz June ()
5:00 p.m.
Ann Beretta $
5:50 p.m.
Discount S
6:40 p.m.
Hot Water Music • 7:30 p.m.

Saturday, April 10 @ 9 p.m.
Ed Donohue House (323 W. Market)
FREE with MACRoCk badge
$5 without MACRoCk badge
All ages
Think of Tomorrow • 9:00 p.m.
Midlron Blast Shaft () 9:50 p.m.
Walt Lariat ()
10:30 p.m.

Saturday, April 10 9 3 p.m.
Spaghetti House (304 Old S. High)
FREE with MACRoCk badge
$5 without MACRoCk badge
All ages
Sphene +
3:00 p.m.
HARM*
3:50 p.m.
Beans %
4:30 p.m.

Hot Rod Circuit *♦

11:00 p.m.

Joshua ()
Cross My Heart ()

11:40 p.m.
12:20 a.m.

Thursday, April 8, 1999
Calhoun's Restaurant and Brewery
FREE with MACRoCk badge $5 without MACRoCk badge
All ages
Daniel Roberts Trio |||7:30 p.m.
Royce Campbell Trio ||| 8:30 p.m.
JMU Jazz Band |||
10:30 p.m.
JMU Jazz Ensemble U| 11:20 p.m.
Co-sponsored by:
Kappa Kappa Psi
Music Industry Association

BPM / Electronic Music

Saturday, April 10 to midnight
KY's House (639 Walnut In.)
FREE with MACRoCk badge
S3 without MACRoCk badge
All ages
Avatars of Dub !!!

Metal /LnudRnrfc
Saturday, April 10 @ 9 p.m.
PC Ballroom (JMU Campus)
FREE wilh MACRoCk badge
$5 without MACRoCk badge
All ages
Dripping Goss _
9:00 p.m.
Step Kings _
9:50 p.m.
Shed _
10:40 p.m.
Indecision _
11:30 p.m.
Destroyed by Anger _ 12:20 a.m.

MACRoCk MUSIC GLOSSARY
$ pop-punk: very melodic, up-tempo,
happy and poppy music: Green
Day. Blink 182. Sublime. Weezer
! rhythm'n'rock: hand-clappin' mix of
rock'n'roll and blues: Jon Spencer
Blues Explosion, K.I. Burnside,
James Brown, young Elvis
* posl-harcore: aggressive, emotive loud
rock mixing melodic and shouted
vocals: Fugazi, Smashing Pumpkins
* punk: distorted guitar w/ faster drumming; Sex Pistols, the Ramoncs,
Nirvana, Social Distortion, Minor
Threat

Roots Rock / Alternative Country
Saturday, April 10 to 8 p.m.
Court Square Theater
FREE with MACRoCk badge
$8 without MACRoCk badge
Jeremy Wallace A
8.00 p.m.
Angry Johnny X
8:50 p.m.
Speedbuggy X
9:40 p.m.
Chamberlain "
10:30 p.m.
Blacks !
11:20 p.m.
Blue Rags „"
12:10 a.m.
Hip-Hop/Urhin**
Saturday, April 10 to 9 p.m.
JM's Grill
FREE with MACRoCk badge
$5 without MACRoCk badge
All ages
Double J
9:00 p.m.
Infectious Organisms 10:00 p.m.
Mister Destiny
10:45 p.m.
Daiek
11:30 p.m.
Johnny Hardpiece
12:15 a.m.
Black Anger Movement 12:40 a.m.
Realism
1:20 a.m.
JJB
Saturday, April 10 to 7 p.m.

instrumental surf rock w/ emphasis on guitar notes and 60's organ
lines; the Ventures (Wipeout,
Sleepwalker), the Sonics, the Kinks
? British pop-ruck: Beach Boys vocals
meets Kinks, Beatles
= hardcore: Very intense, screamed
vocals, harsh and aggressive
sound; Limp Bizkit, Korn. Rage
Against the Machine
_ mciaj: sheets of dense, redundant guitar chords, growled vocals;
Pantera. White Zombie
() cmo: "emotive" rock w/ changing
moods from slow, mcllodic ballads
to harder, intense; Sunny Day
Real Estate; Foo Fighters, Fugazi
* indie rock: clear guitar notes w/ lighter.

easier distortion, less intensity than
punk and more melodic: Pavement,
early R.E.M.. Mazzy Star
II funk-punk-hardcore: punk w/ horns
and a definite groove; 311. Phunk
Junkeez, Sublime
% future rock: synthesizers, catchy singalongs, high energy. FUN!; Rentals,
Weezer, Dcvo. King Missile. Dead
Milkmen
o ska: high-energy, danceable. upbeat
ska; Mighty Mighty Bosstoncs.
Reel Big Fish, Less Than Jake
:: Mancini's guitarist: Jazz guitar played
by Henry Mancini's previous jazz
guitarist and his trio
!!! techno: blunted post-modern electronic
dub; Chemical Brothers, Aphex Twin
•* underground hip-hop; DJs spinning
records, rappers, and artists creating
original works wilh live instruments;
Pharcyde, Roots, Digable Planets
X cow-punk: southern-twang vocals and
country-western melodies w/ fast
punk beats and guitar distortion:
Reverend Morton Heat. Mojo
Nixon. Dwight Yokham
" '90's cowboy: acoustic guitar ballads
w/ slide guitar, scratch mate
vocals; Goo Goo Dolls; Candlebox.
7 Mary 3
A lonely cowboy: raspy, low male vocals
. w/ slide guitar and clear electric
guitar; Louie Armstrong vocals
meets Tom Waits, George Strait.
,." rag'n roll: foot stompin' vintage
swing w/ acoustic guitar, bass,
piano, drums. Asylum Street
Spankers; Squirrel Nut Zippers,
Phish
III local jazz: JMU students perform as
piano-based trio, Keith Jarred.
Bill Evans; jazz ensemble and

band similar to '30s-'40s bigband sound
First 100 MACRoCk badge holders get
in to Saturday night's Wrestle War at
Godwin Gym FREE!

70-*- BANDS FOR ONLY $20!!!
SEE AD IN TODAY'S BREEZE FOR
REGISTRATION / BADGE INFO
www.jmu.edu/wxjm/macrock

STUDY ABROAD IN SPAIN
(And pay JMU tuition!)
Very limited spaces are available for JMU's exchange program to
the University of Salamanca, Spain for Fall 1999 or Spring 2000.
Requirement: Advanced level of Spanish

YAMAHA

llivo Aazz"

YAMAHA

TRY THE RAZZ SCOOTER.
No TAqs.
No
No

TITIE.

INSURANCE.

NO PRoblEIYl.

Pay tuition to JMU and roorn & board to Nanzan University!
To apply, or for more information, contact:
Cheryl Tobler
Dr. Carmenza Kline
Assistant Director
Professor of Spanish
toblerca@jmu.edu
klineca@jmu.edu
568-6273
568-6946

Early's Cycle Center, Inc.
VIRGINIA'S LEADING YAMAHA DEALER

1921 South High St.
Hafrisonburg.VA 22801

540-433-2585

JMU Office of International Education, Hillcrest East,
568-6419, intl_ed@jmu.edu, www.jmu.edu/intl-ed/

."'
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Meet four stars of...

NE
ONE

UNT

You've seen the ads in The Breeze, you've seen the
inside look at the lives of the four students that wer

ALEX VES.SEI.S//>/i„/« editor

The Student Formerly
Unknown as 'Prince'
BY

FOCUS

EDITOR

There's a second Prince in the
celebrity spotlight, but he wouldn't be caught dead wearing black
eyeliner or a pair of tight black leather
pants. He might, however, sport his
taekwondo uniform if you're nice to
him. Or perhaps his ROTC camouflage,
his fencing uniform, or the shirt and tie
he wears as an SGA senator.
As the One Day, One University camera crew discovered while trailing him
Tuesday afternoon, just about the only
thing freshman political science major
Prince Agarwal doesn't do is prance
around on a stage clutching a microphone.
On top of ROTC, fencing and
SGA, he's active on the Debate
team. Campus Crusade for Christ,
College Democrats and the Honors
Program.
"Academics sometimes get in
the way," he joked about the 17
credits that he manages to squeeze
in between meetings.
"I guess by following me they get a
wide variety of activities that students

MEGAN

ROSS

are involved in," he said. He wasn't kidding. A quick glance at the day's itinerary told camera crew P from the start
that it was going to be a hectic day.
Just before the camera crew showed
up at his dorm room in Chandler Hall
at 2 p.m., Agarwal said he wasn't too
nervous about being followed around
for the next 10 hours.
"1 didn't really feel anything until
today ... I'm not extremely worried," he
said as he cleaned up his dorm room. "I
trust these guys-let's just say I have a lot
of confidence in the editing crew."
From Chandler, senior crew members
Sam Jeffrey (field producer), Adam
Gerow (audio technician), Chris Vennetti
(videographer) and volunteer Joey
Groah trucked off to Market One for
Agarwal's lunch, then hit Taylor Hall for
the two office hours Agarwal is required
to hold as the recruiting director for
College Democrats.
At 5 p.m., the crew sat in for
Agarwal's two-hour SGA meeting in
see ACTION, page 31

Video Still by senior Josh Gross

Here today, gone Tamarow
BY

CONTRIBUTING

WRITER

It was work as usual in David
Wendelken's feature magazine production class last Tuesday: editors
buzzing about the computers,
Wendelken sharing his endless supply
of puns, a camera crew taping the
whole scene . . . okay, so maybe iffoasn't so normal.
A crew of One Day, One University
was there as part of their day following
junior Tamar Anitai. She sat in class as
nonchalantly as she does every Tuesday
and Thursday, as did the rest of the class,
despite the camera's presence. And
when she left to go to work at the First
Year Investigations (FYI) Writing Center
in Huffman Hall, the crew left with her.
"It's been going really, really,
really smoothly," said boom operator Chad Knight."
There was a lot of work involved, and
it seemed like it would be so stressful

JENNIFER

TOTA

and hectic, but it's been a lot of fun."
However, Tuesday was hardly a day
of rest for these SMAD majors.
When asked how things were going
back in the editing suite, senior cameraman Josh Gross replied, "Good, I guess.
No one's crying."
According to senior Sari Wiener, "I've
been up since 4 a.m. and my nerve endings are becoming dull."
The crew began filming Anitai
at 11:45 a.m. when she went to the
bookstore to pick up a blue book,
then followed her to Taylor Down
Under and then on to class. Despite
the entourage behind her, Anitai
didn't feel uncomfortable.
"The crew was very nice," she said.
"The only thing was that I wasn't
allowed to look at the camera. But somesee TAMAR, page 31
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the camera crews around campus-now take an
were voted as most representative of JMU

KIM CA NOTORV'staff photographer

'Michel le'uva dancer
BY

PATRICK HORSVslaff photographer

'Mark'ed for Adventure
BY CONTRIBUTING

WRITER

Mark Chapman, an 18-year-old
freshman from Buffalo, N.Y.,
awoke to a camera crew at 5:45
a.m. Tuesday to become a part of the
one-day video chronicle of James
Madison University: One Day, One
University.

Earlier this semester, Chapman was
chosen via an audition and interview to
participate in the 'One Day' documentary produced by the School of Media
Arts and Design's advanced digital
sound and video classes.
For the first half of the day, the crew
following Chapman consisted of seniors
Danny Woodruff (videographer), Josh
Turnquist (sound engineer), Sari Wiener
(field producer) and Joey Groah as grip.
In the afternoon, junior Jon Schnabel
took over for Wiener and sophomore
Adriane Wagner replaced Groah.
During the day, the crew, or team K,

KRISTIN

PHILBIN

was referred to as "Special K" over the
system of walkie talkies used to communicate between base and the various
filming teams. Other teams chose names
such as "Delta Force" for team D.
"Delta Force" began the wave of renaming that helped to keep the crews lighthearted.
After showering and packing his
bag, Chapman led the "Special K"
crew out of Eagle Hall and said, "Let's
go to breakfast."
Chapman proved to be an energetic
student to follow as he began his day at
D-hall eating breakfast with a group of
friends. At D-hall another crew began to
film the behind the scenes view of
Special K at work.
Among those on the new team were
seniors Phil Pinnette, Greg Diamanti and
see TIRELESS, page 33

STAFF

WRITER

MARGUERITE

In the era of Kenneth Starr, why
would senior Michelle Ferrara sacrifice her privacy for an entire day? For
the sake of art and the hope that One
Day, One University will raise money for
the SMAD department.
A camera crew, consisting of a field
producer, vioeographer, audio technician, and volunteer assistant, woke
Ferrara up Tuesday morning to begin
recording an average day in the life of a
JMU student.
"I think I'm a good representative for
my major, but [all four students] together will represent the assortment at JMU,"
Ferrara said. "Certainly not everyone has
five different classes in a day and then
rehearsal until 10 p.m. Everyone's busy
in college though. That's what college is
all about. Fill it up!"
And she did. Whether it was costume
class, teaching a jazz dance class, or
choreographing a musical for Theatre II,
Ferrara led the camera crew through her
"typical" day. With 19 credit hours and
her involvement in the Contemporary
Dance Ensemble, she felt she had an
interesting schedule to be documented.
"I have a lot of different classes, all

DANIELS

focused in the arts and requiring physical involvement," Ferrara said, as
opposed to math or psychology lectures
that may not be as intriguing for a
movie.
According to her roommate, senior
Angel Brown, Ferrara was selected over
the other applicants because of "her outgoing personality. She's different from a
lot of people on campus. White most students just go on their merry way to classes, Ferrara lights up the halls."
Due perhaps to her theatrical background, the cameras didn't seem to
phase her. "I think that's why she was
chosen," audio technician Patrick
Wilderman said. "She's very animated
and comfortable in front of the camera."
She carried on as usual, stopping to chat
with friends en route to class, passing
notes during a lecture, drowsily crawling
back in bed after hitting the snooze button. She did admit to modifying her
characteristic "hyper, silly" self while
being filmed during her dance classes.
"Usually I'm bouncing off the walls, but
I was a little more low-key because I had
see FERRERA, page 35
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Need a COMPUTER JOB
on CAMPUS?

*W<Htet&U*c4 <%fo«£ fowt* $et
cneclit next teMtettvi?
TftutUfrU Section* *£ 7&CAC &wtA€& <we

Job Description: The Office of Annual Giving seeks a student to join our team as a
computer support technician (CST). The CST provides on-going computer operations
support for the Madison Connection, the calling program of the Annual Giving Office.
Duties include: Downloads flies from Harvest system to CampusCall automated calling
systems; Investigates data errors and reports errors to data entry staff; Performs end-of-day
procedure after calling shifts; Transfers data to the Harvest system to be uploaded; Prints
summary and demographics reports; Prints and Edits pledge confirmation letter*.
System: There are 2 computer database systems that communicate: Harvest is an image
database operating in a HP MPE/IX 5.5 environment The CampusCall system is built in
Oracle and operates in a Windows NT environment Communications between the systems
take place by ASCII file transfers.
Requirements: Attention to detail, computer systems knowledge, night schedule/Sundays.

0 Gain Valuable Experience in Database Management
0 $6.50-$10.50/Hour. Position available immediately!
0 Very Flexible Work Schedule - Night Hours
VA State Applications available NOW:
Warren Hall Info Desk (Student Employment
Kiosk) - Submit applications there!
Deadline: Friday, April 9,1999
Better your chances for an
interview - submit your application early!
i>

P^

rfwUltsuke! Only &*wt&e 7(ttea, *nc &*$€*£«£!
ECON 201 (Principles-Micro) is now listed only as
ECON 201 and not in GECO section. ECON 202
(Principles-Macro) is listed as GECO 200. ECON 270
(International Economics) is listed as GECO 270.
Registration in these courses is open to all JMU students
and you don't have to complete a General Education
package to get credit for these courses. Look in the
Economics or GenEd (GECO) section of the courseoffering booklet for times and index numbers, or call
the Economics Program at x3215 or x3216. (E-mail:
ahmedex@jmu.edu). You may visit our webpage for
further information at http://cob.imu.edu/economics.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: MJ Ramos, 568-3440, e-mail: ramos1mj@jmu.edu
: .MV VTVT-": ■'■'.,'"":":■
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ECON 201/202/270

WANTED:

Computer Support Technician
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Summer Term
at Mason
building success for a new millennium
Enjoy your summer while continuing your academic studies. Located in Fairfax, Virginia, and
just minutes away from Washington, DC, George Mason offers courses in computer science
and engineering, business, nursing, public and international affairs, liberal arts, and more. You
can accelerate a degree program, redo a course to improve a grade, sample another field of
study, or concentrate on a single course. After class, take in the local sites by visiting area
museums, attending a concert, savoring different foods from area restaurants, visiting
amusement parks, and much, much more.
For more information on registering for summer courses, applying to a degree program, or
applying as an extended studies (nondegree) student, call (703) 993-2343, send a fax to (703)
993-4373, or visit our website at http://summer.gmu.edu.
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SUMMER TERM 1999
• Day and evening classes
• Flexible scheduling patterns
• Register by telephone at (703) 993-4468
• On-campus housing, call (703) 993-2720
SUMMER TERM DATES
Session I:
May 24-June 29
Session II:
June 2—July 27
Session III:
July 6-August 10
Session IV:
Dates and times determined
by professor

George Mason University
t] New Enrollee

C Return Enrollee

D Please send me a summer schedule of classes
Name:
Address:
City:
Home Phone:

. I 1

Zio:

State:
Office Phone:

Please fax or mail this coupon to:
George Mason University
Summer Term, MS 5D1
4400 University Drive
Fairfax, Virginia 22030-4444
Phone: (703) 993-2343

Fax: (703) 993-4373

Website: http://summer.gmu.edu
JMU
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Action-packed day
typical for Prince
ACTION, from page 28

Maury Hall for a 15-minute College
Democrats meeting. Still dragging a
boom microphone, video camera,
light and a bag mHo£jeq%mient, the
crew's next stop was Bridgeforth
Stadium for a ROTC meeting, then
they hiked up to UREC for
Agarwal's tae kwon do practice at 9
p.m. Believe it or not, the day wasn't
over just yet-after practicing his tae
kwon do forms, Agarwal spent
another half hour in fencing practice.
The crew didn't part with him until
1,1:50 p.m., when he was greeted
with a stack of phone messages in
his dorm room. Typical day in the
life of Prince Agarwal, right?
"Yeah, pretty much. Everything
was the same except I usually don't
have fencing practice [which was
rescheduled]," Agarwal said. "I'm
trying to be representative of the
community . . . and I think they
might have picked me because I also
represent a minority perspective. I
didn't think I was too exciting but
apparently they did."
After his long day, Agarwal said
he was "so tired - I thought I was
going to die."
The camera crew could certainly
empathize with Agarwal's fatigue.
According to Groan, who spent his
day as a "grip" for two crews, "some
of these guys didn't sleep at all last
night. I was a little bit better off. I
only had to get up at 4:50." He
explained, however, that a SMAD
scholarship-the end result of months
of planning for One Day, One

University- "is an excellent cause to
blow 19 hours of my life on. I'm not
getting credit, I'm not getting paid,
but it's worth it. . . it's a chance to
participate in a great experiment."
Experiment or not, it seemed to
flow like a well-rehearsed production. According to Gerow, one of the
best parts of the day was being able
to work as a team.
"Even though I'm not the director,
I'm still directing some shots. It's exciting because some of the shots that
make it to the video might be mine.
Most professional situations won't
give you that opportunity," he said.
Before marching into each new
setting, the crew quickly discussed
possible shots and put them together
in a matter of minutes. Students in
Agarwal's meetings tried to ignore
the cameras, but according to freshman Michelle Colligan "it was a little
distracting."
"I think people joked around a lot
more than usual," she said about the
atmosphere in the ROTC meeting,
"but it didn't make that much of a
difference."
According to Vennetti, "most people tried not to step in the way."
Gerow noticed that "people don't
realize what gets on [the audio] when
someone slams their notebook down
on the desk, it's loud," he said.
Agarwal said the day went
about how he had expected it to
and, even though it was hectic, he
said he enjoyed it. "In a way I'm
glad it's over, but I'll miss it. I'm
anticipating the film to see how
I'll be portrayed."

ALEX VESSELS/ photo editor
Prince practices his tae kwon do form at UREC as camera crews look on, capturing every
movement on film.

Tamar's diverse schedule makes for entertaining day
TAMAR, from page 28

STEVE GLASS/stuJfphotographer

Tamar captured on tape once again at the JMU Bookstore while buying a blue
book.

times I wasn't sure where it was and I'd
look up and oops, there it was."
"Tamar was a good choice for this pro-,
ject," said her co-worker Sarah Ann 111 at
the FYI Writing Center. "She's so
involved — SMAD, The Breeze, theater,
here. She moves around different sets of
friends so that's good. You can't really
typecast her."
As Tamar walked around campus
with the crew trailing her, she got a few
curious glances from peers. Friends, however, weren't shy about approaching her.
One friend, upon seeing the crew with
camera, boom mike and One Day, One
University T-shirts, came up to her and
asked, "Hey, is this that One Day, One
University thing?"
Knight said, "Not a lot of people have
been showing off for the camera, but just
doing what they normally do. We've
actually captured a normal day."
Wiener said, "It is an extremely ambitious project. There have been a few people who have spent all their time working
on this since January. We've all been so
into it."
Anitai said, "It was an awesome concept. It was cool to see students working
in such a professional capacity, one that

added so much to their own experience."
The camera crew was there to catch
all of Anitai's day, from the trivial to
the peculiar. One unexpected event
caught on tape occurred outside of
Dukes at lunchtime.
"When we were going to lunch, the
Nantucket Nectars man was there out by
his truck. We started talking to him, then
he let us hand out free juice in front of PC
Dukes. So we were telling people we
graduated from JMU and now worked
for Nantucket Nectars traveling around
the country handing out free juice. People
totally believed us. The guy took a picture
of us and is putting it up on the
Nantucket Nectars web page. It was
something that could only happen in college," Anitai said.
One Day, One University not only
allowed other students to catch a
glimpse of Anitai's day, but also let
her see her own day from a different
perspective.
"The day was surreal," she said.
"Although I experienced my own day, I
experienced JMU not only through my
eyes, but through the eyes of the audience
as well. Things are different when you
know people are watching, not in an
obtrusive way, but an open one."
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ONE
ONE

UNIVERSITY

a video chronicle of James Madison University TM

TONIGHT, 7:30PM AT GRAFTON-STOVALL
can be accessed through JMU'S web pax<'

Co-Sponsored

April 10th, 1999

by

UPB

11 a.m.-5 p.m.

Godwin Field
Tickets available at Warren Box Office

$5 in advance, $7 at the field
MUSIC BY:

ACTIVITIES/GAMES:

Mudd Catt Jones

Sumo-wrestling,

&

movie rentals
in the area
CHEAP GAMES TOO!

433-9181
It 33 Easl (next toWendy's/across from Pargo's

JMU's a cappella
groups

rock-climbing wall,

Exit 245 and
Notoreity

bouncy-boxing

dunk tank, and
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Proceeds donated to ST. JUDES CHILDREN'S RESEARCH
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Tireless Chapman keeps crew on their toes

HUBERT NATThlaff photographer

Mark Chapman discusses possible camera angles with senior videographer Danny Woodruff. The crew spent 15 hours on their feet, filming Chapman in his classes,
at his softball game, at D-hall and around campus.

TIRELESS, from page 29
Sean Harper (videographer). Their
footage was to be used for WHSV-TV
and other media networks for a look at
One Day, One University during the filming stages.
After a very camera-filled breakfast,
Chapman headed off to begin his prelunch course load. The first class was
Kinesiology 100, Lifetime Fitness and
Wellness, where Chapman was joined
by fellow freshmen Paige Rogers and
Carly Hassinger.
Rogers said, "I can't wait to see Mark
[at the premiere]. We were here when it
happened." Both Rogers and Hassinger
seemed excited to have witnessed the
filming, but admitted to being reluctant
about getting in front of the camera.
Hassinger said, "I think some people
will be natural while some will play for
the camera." The crew following Mark
saw some of both." While Chapman was
natural in front of the camera, many students strived to capture some video time
with various background antics only to
realize the camera was focused elsewhere.
Chapman rounded the rest of his
morning with an English course in
Keezell. He then met some of his friends
from Bible study before heading off to D-

hall again for lunch.
Again, Special K was met with the
WHSV crew at D-hall. Soon Linwood
Rose entered and was followed by yet
another crew. After some brief filming,
Special K broke for lunch.
Woodruff and Wiener used some of
this time to view and log the footage shot
in the morning. Both seemed pleased
with the results and were hoping for similar shots in the evening.
Woodruff said, "The way the morning
footage is, the lighting is very nice. You
can get very good shots in the morning.
In the evening, things are winding down
and Mark will be indoors more.
Nobody's going to be as happy as they
were earlier."
However, the afternoon produced
some equally good footage. After lunch,
Chapman began with an ISAT course and
then headed to the Music Building for his
last class of the day, Music in America.
Chapman then went back to Eagle to
change before dinner. This time, he chose
Market One for variety.
Finally, Special K found themselves at
UREC as Chapman began his work as a
referee. Of the two soccer games scheduled to take place on the indoor court,
both ended in forfeit. However, one
team did scrimmage.
Chapman said, "My brother went to

JMU, but I wasn't really excited about
going here. I wanted to go somewhere
else but I didn't get in. This was my only
choice, but it turned out awesome
because I love JMU." He embraced the
school by becoming very active.
Beside being a member of the Campus
Crusade for Christ and InterVarsity
Fellowship, Chapman also referees soccer,
football, volleyball and basketball for
UREC and he has played intramural football and soccer. Currently, he is on an
intramural softball team.
Around 8 p.m., Chapman got off work
and walked to the astroturf behind UREC
to play in a softball game. Although the
other team did not have enough players
and had to foreit, everyone who had
arrived played a scrimmage.
Aside from his activities, Chapman is a
geography major. "I want to do environmental studies. I really care about the
Earth." For a student who was unsure
about which college to attend, he managed to obtain a strong foothold at JMU.
Chapman seemed willing to try anything , and when asked about the video
chronicle, he said, "I saw an ad in the
paper and a friend told me about it."
Actually, Chapman's friend had wanted
to do the chronicle for himself, but it was
Chapman who was called back for an
interview. "He was kind of mad about it,

so we're having lunch with him today."
The audition and interview process
was extensive in order to get a flavor for
JMU life. Chapman described the interview as a lot of fun with some really nice
people. "They had a camera on my face
during the interview so 1 could see my
face across the room. It was weird."
It is doubtful Chapman will ever forget his experience with One Day, One
University. For two videographers, it will
be hard to forget Chapman's interview.
Woodruff and Matt Tricano both recall
Chapman being asked a very unusual
question: "Why are flamingos pink?"
Chapman answered, "Because they eat
shrimp." The weirdest thing of all was
that he was right.
Woodruff stated, "It's true. Flamingos
are naturally white." Although the question may have been a bit unconventional,
it made Chapman one of the more memorable candidates.
At the end of the day, after being
awake and around campus for 15
hours, attending five hours of class, eating on campus three times, refereeing
one hour of soccer and playing one
hour of softball, one crew member
asked Mark what he wanted to do now.
Although a bit tired, Chapman
replied, "I want to go play a game
of volleyball."
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Ferrara packs in full day for following camera crews
FERRARA, from page 29
to teach today's jazz class." In
regards to being filmed in a leotard for ballet, she felt at ease.
"I've been preparing for that
for a while. The camera hides no
thigh chunk. I don't care though.
This is me."
For the most part she tried to
act as if the cameras weren't there.
It became difficult
at various times of
the day, however.
"It was really
weird when they
were in my bedroom and then got
me brushing my
teeth and the foam
dripping down my
arm," Ferrara said.
"That was a new
experience."
For the rest of
JMU campus, it was difficult to
ignore the paparazzi swarmed
around Fefrara. The friends,
classmates, and professors who
were forewarned were generally
able to continue with their routine. But when the camera closed
in for extreme close-ups, a visible annoyance or self-consciousness became evident. When
walking through campus, other
students would either bring up
the cameras or dodge the scene

all together. Ferrara tried to
change the subject or encourage
them to carry on ordinary conversations. In large groups, like
rehearsal, people would giggle
or get out of the way if the camera focused on them.
After the cameras packed up
and went home at 12 a.m.,
Ferrara could finally relax. "I
couldn't imagine a
camera on me 247. There's so much
coordinating
involved. It started
to get old because
we'd have to do a
take over and over
and the crew
would have to
keep fixing my
microphone."
As for the premiere on Thursday night, "I'm
not worried about
them putting me in a wierd
light, just how I'll come across
[on screen]," Ferrara said.
"If they paint me in any sort
of light, it will be busy and
silly." Mostly, she's anticipating
the chance to compare her day
with that of the other three students.
"I know what I go through
every day, but I have no idea
what other students go
through."

>

KIM CANTER/ staff photographer

Michelle didn't mind when the cameras filmed her before her dance rehearsal, "it was really weird
when they were in my bedroom and then got me brushing my teeth," she said.

Mention Cartoonists
The Breeze needs You!
Funny cartoonists please

samples of comic strips to:

The Breeze
c/o Graphics Editor
Anthony Seeger Hall,
basement
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am*phib«i*ous:adj.a: relating to or
adapted for both land and water;
b: trained or organized for such
action <amphibious forces>

BIATHLON
an amphibious experience
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Dukes fall apart in ninth
UMBC scores nine runs in final inning to defeat JMU13-5
DAVID BUCK
contributing writer
The University of MarylandBaltimore County tallied nine
runs off of eight hits in the top of
the ninth to beat the JMU Diamond Dukes yesterday 13-5.
JMU (1M9-1) entered the ninth
inning of their game yesterday
leading 5-4.
UMBC crushed JMU senior
pitcher Ryan New in the ninth.
The Retrievers didn't hit well,
but they slapped pitches where
the Dukes couldn't get to them.
"Ryan did what he does,"
JMU head coach "Spanky"
McFarland said. "He got them to
hit ground balls, but they just hit
the gaps."
The Dukes had multiple
grounders go up the middle in
the last inning, and a couple
found the gap between the first
baseman and the bag. The
Retrievers seemed to find every
whole on the field.
"That's baseball," McFarland
said. "Sometimes it can be frustrating."
Despite the discrepancy in
the score, the Dukes had only
four fewer hits than UMBC, but
the problem for the Dukes was
the men they stranded on base.
In their half of the ninth, UMBC
was extremely efficient, getting
nine runs from only eight hits,
and leaving only one man
aboard when the Dukes finally
got the third out.
JMU was the opposite of this,
MK'HVA.F. JOlMSTONIwriiorphotographer
racking up 14 hits, but getting
JMU junior center fielder Bryan Johnson dives back into second base during the Dukes' 10-7 win over Radford University Tuesday.
only five men across the plate.
"We hit the ball real well Johnson went 3-4 with three doubles and 2 RBI in the game. JMU hosts the College of William & Mary this weekend.
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Off Campus Next Year?

Don't get stuck with Huge Utility Deposits!
Buy your UDAP Contract NOW!
(Before the End of the Semester!)
On sale for $25 in Cash or Flex
at the Warren Hall Box Office,
M-R 8:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
Call Off-Campus Life at x6071 for
More Info.
You MUST be a Full Time Student with
NO HOLDS!
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JMU tennis rolls past George Mason
AGDA SALAZAR
llA(
rantributinx writer
The JMU men's and women's
tennis teams dominated Saturday afternoon: the men swept
George Mason University 7-0
while the women gave up only
one match, defeating the Patriots
8-1.
"I figured we would win,
looking at the results, but I also
knew it was about winning
when you should," JMU men's
head coach Steve Secord said.
"With American [University,
which the Dukes defeated 8-1
Friday], I knew [the Mason
match) could go either way. The
guys showed a lot of heart staying in the match."
Secord said the team's
strength lies in its ability to play
the game consistently.
"I think as we're going
along, we're showing the competitive, emotional and mental
consistency," he said. "Along
with the physical skill, they are
able to keep themselves together and win."
Top-seeded Luis Rosado
defeated GMU's Jonas Furucrona in two sets, sweeping
Furucrona 6-0 in the first set.
The second set was a different
story for Rosado, who gave up
five games to Furucrona before
going into a tie-breaker that gave
Rosado the extra energy.

"I'm always really good in
the first set, [I] always win from
the beginning," Rosado said.
'It's usually in the second set
that my opponents start fighting
back, but I can usually pull out
the win."
For Rosado (12-6), successfully competing against both American and George Mason meant
stepping up his serving and
return game.
"I was serving pretty well
today," Rosado said. "My opponents usually have very good
serves, so by now I'm used to
returning hard serves."
Secord said that while Rosado can aggressively attack from
the beginning, he also gives his
opponents room to earn points.
"It's hard for him," Secord
said. "He doesn't have the kind
of game that is serve and volley,
he's not 6-foot-6, putting volleys
away, but he does put pressure
and he does force the issue."
In other action, JMU freshman Andrew Lux defeated Alex
Vettraino 6-2, 7-6 with a tiebreaker in the second set; senior
Brian Nelsen beat Juan Luzardo
7-6, 2-1; freshman Gerd Utecht
was victorious over GMU's Landon Schaefer 6-4, 6-1; junior
Jamey Elliott beat the Patriots'
Chris Rivera 6-4, 6-4 and JMU
junior Tim Brown won 6-0,6-1.
"I don't think we were as
worried with GMU," Brown

said. "We were confident after
we beat American the day
before. Everyone really stepped
up their game and Andrew Lux
played real well."
Rosado said, "Going into the
tournament I think we are going
to have more confidence because
we are a more solid team now."
Utecht said, "I think what has
been helping us is that because
we are all different, we are all
using our own different qualities
to win on our courts. I played
aggressive from the beginning to
very last point and didn't give
him [Schaefer] a chance to get in
the game."
With CAA Tournament only
weeks away, the team's position
on the rankings chart lies on several possible situations.
A win on Saturday against
East Carolina University and an
American win over ECU would
give JMU a fourth place conference ranking.
The JMU women's team
also proved to be a powerhouse
Saturday as the Dukes defeated
the women of GMU 8-1. The
win follows a loss to Virginia
Commonwealth University Friday afternoon.
"We were happy with how
we played today," head coach
Maria Malerba said. "And we
have been playing good tennis."
see JMU page 43

CINDY TlNKER/staJJ phuiogrupher

The JMU men's tennis team shut out CAA-rival George Mason
University Saturday, 7-0. The women also beat GMU, 8-1.

Intramural Softball at the hot corner
He's put behind him the memories of a rough Little League baseball career
It's that time of year again.
The time of the year where they
do their annual spring cleaning
down in Durham and remove
our esteemed editor Courtney
Crowley from Duke head coach
Mike
Kyevcshylkdhgji's
wazhoo. More importantly,
however, it's a time when the
sun is shining, the flowers are
blooming and the baseballs are
flying. That's right, flying. Off
the bat of Mark McGwire, Albert
Belle and that big guy on the
opposing team last night in my
intramural softball game, but I
will get to that later.
For most people this is a
good time of year, especially if
you're a baseball fan. For me,
though, this is a time for flashbacks. Painful flashbacks. Deep,
dark memories of baseballs
careening toward my, my, well
you know, at speeds ranging
close to 100 mph. And me, a
skinny kid with a hat too big and
a glove too small watching it all
the way. That in itself is enough
to scare a kid.
It's the mental anguish really
though. So maybe I wasn't the
best player on my Little League
team. I guess that's pretty obvious. Maybe I didn't hit bombs.

I

Okay, so I've never hit a bomb.
Ever. But do you know the
sleepless nights I've had to deal
with just recounting that dreaded evening of June 4,1989?
It was a muggy Northern Virginia night at the ball park as I
tossed the ball to myself while
the rest of my teammates on the
Braddock Road Athletics played
catch. It was then that the
opposing coach of the Cardinals walked over to my manager, may he rot in hell, to
explain the situation.
"We don't have enough
guys," the Cardinal manager
said. "We're down one and
we might have to forfeit."
"Don't be ridiculous, we'll
play," my coach said. "We'll just
give you Seth."
I didn't really believe what I
had just heard. Maybe I just didn't want to believe it. To this day
I still am not sure, but the fact
remains that at that moment in
my life 1 was smaller then Stuart
Little. It was a "Wonder Years"
moment. Where everything is
moving in slow motion except
the camera closing in on your
face — only I didn't have a Winnie to cry on.
Unfortunately, that was the

defining moment of my baseball
career. That made me forget
about uncountable embarrassing
strikeouts, my two career base
hits, and the fact that I was the
"utility outfielder." Meaning
whatever side of the field the
batter was most likely to hit it,
my coach made sure to position
me to the opposite side.

Gimme a
Minute
— Seth Burton
I thought that maybe I could
finally put these painful memories to rest until a few weeks ago.
Until intramural softball season.
Sure, it's slow-pitch softball, and
that conjures up nothing but
images of fat, old men drinking
beer and occasionally throwing a
ball, but let me just remind you:
There is nothing soft about that
ball. I should know.
You see, I still have a little
trouble catching that ball, even
though it technically is bigger
than the baseball I so skillfully

avoided in Little League. I have
grown up, however, and
although the ball still heads
toward my, my, well you know,
I've learned to at least stick my
glove down there. Of course, I
man the "hot comer." Third base
for all you softball rookies, and if
a team is looking for the key to
beating good old Rollie Fingers
(that's us), hitting it to third
base probably is a good start
While I have learned to stick
my glove out in front of me
when the ball is coming, the
one thing that I never quite
mastered is hitting. Even with
the big ball, it is hard. Hey, no
less then the greatest hitter of
all time, Ted Williams, called
hitting a baseball the hardest
thing to do in sports.
Granted, he was talking
about a small, white orb hurling
toward the batter at speeds of
over 90 mph while thousands of
fans are screaming. It's not exactly hitting a slightly large ball on
the way down from a four foot
lob while all two spectators and
the umpire say to themselves,
"Not this guy again."
I still have trouble hitting. I
just have to admit it. I will admit,
however, that I have broken my

Little League total of two hits
and with a hot streak in the playoffs I might just pull off a 10-hit
season. Boy, am I pathetic.
Watching me at the plate is
an insult to anyone who has ever
held a bat. I try to remember
what my coach once said. Something like, "Seth, remember to
bend your knees, make sure
your elbow is ... ah hell, what
are you doing? Hey, just don't
swing, a walk is as good as a hit
in my book."
Unfortunately, I have a little
too much pride to walk in intramurals, so I swing. And miss.
My head pulls up wildly, my
arms are never quite fully
extended, and my feet are so
messed up I might as well join
the break dancing club. I resemble the famous Claymation character Gumby at the bat.
But don't go thinking that
just because I struggle, our team
does. Sure, we haven't won a
game yet. Go ahead and rub it
in. Maybe we lead the league in
errors. But Rollie Fingers has
heart. And if that's not enough,
at least the weather is nice.
Seth Burton is the former sports
editor who needs batting practice.
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New York will 'rocket' to Series
/Is the season begins, The Breeze predicts who'll be crowned the kings of baseball
Last season was remarkable, and baseball
will try to build upon its growing fan base
during this year s campaign. Baseball has
already made some headlines this year, first by
playing an exhibitum^gamem Cuba and then
by opening the season Sunday with a PadresRockies game in Mexico. Here's a look at what
to expect in the rest of 1999.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East
1. New York. Prediction: 101-61. Last season: 114-48. Hello: Roger Clemens. Goodbye: David Wells and Tim Raines.
2. Baltimore. Prediction: 88-76. Last season: 79-83. Hello: Albert Belle, Will Clark
and Charles Johnson. Goodbye: Rafael
Palmeiro, Roberto Alomar, Eric Davis and
Jimmy Key.
3. Toronto. Prediction: 84-78. Last season:
88-74. Hello: David Wells, Joey Hamilton,
Geronimo Berroa and Joey Cora. Goodbye: Jose Canseco, Benito Santiago and
Roger Clemens.
4. Boston. Prediction: 79-83. Last season:
92-70. Hello: Ramon Martinez and Jose
Offerman. Goodbye: Mo Vaughn and
Darren Bragg.
5. Tampa Bay. Prediction: 66-%. Last season: 63-99. Hello: Jose Canseco and
Bobby Witt.
With the addition of Roger Clemens to
the pitching staff, the Yankees should
have few problems winning the American
League East tide. Most of last year's team
returns to the "House that Ruth built."
Albert Belle could have a monster year in
Camden Yards. Other than Belle's arrival,
I'm not impressed with Baltimore's offseason moves. Replacing Palmeiro with
Clark was not a good decision. Palmeiro
is getting better with age, while Clark isn't
"The Thrill" he used to be. Delino
DeShields isn't Roberto Alomar either.
Toronto made up for the loss of Clemens
with the addition of Wells and Joey
Hamilton (joining Cy Young Award Winner Pat Hentgen) and the Jays could be a
surprise. Boston did not replace Vaughn
so the Sox's lineup will suffer because of
that. Tampa Bay will have to wait until
next season — maybe even longer.
Central
1. Cleveland. Prediction: 95-67. Last season: 89-73. Hello: Roberto Alomar. Goodbye: Chad Ogea and Brian Giles.
2. Detroit. Prediction: 84-78. Last season:
65-97. Hello: Dean Palmer, Gregg Jeffries,
and Karim Garcia. Goodbye: Luis Gonzalez and Joe Randa.
3. Minnesota. Prediction: 75-87. Last season: 70-92. Goodbye: Paul Molitor, Pat
Meares and Alex Ochoa.
4. Chicago. Prediction: 73-89. Last season:
80-82. Hello: Paul Konerko. Goodbye:
Albert Belle and Robin Ventura.
5 Kansas City: Prediction: 69-93. Last season: 72-89. Hello: Joe Randa. Goodbye:
Dean Palmer, Jose Offerman, Hal Morris
and Tim Belcher.
Cleveland is a virtual lock to win the
AL Central, probably the worst division
in baseball. Like the Yankees, the Indians
chose to keep last year's team intact. The
addition of Alomar finally gives the Tribe

a solid second baseman The Tigers have
a good young team but lack the pitching
to compete with the upper echelon teams
Tom Kelly always has the Twins better
than most predictors feel they will and
Brad Radke is a solid number-one starter.
Chicago seems to be getting worse with
each season. The trio of Belle, Frank
Thomas and Robin Ventura was supposed to make the Sox the team to beat in
the Central. That didn't happen and now
only Thomas remains in the Windy City.
Kansas City just doesn't have the money
to compete with teams like Cleveland as
evident by their lack of activity on the
free-agent market.
West
1. Anaheim. Prediction: 89-73. Last season: 85-77. Hello: Mo Vaughn and Tim
Belcher. Goodbye: Gregg Jefferies and
Allen Watson.
2. Texas. Prediction: 84-78. Last season:
88-74. Hello: Rafael Palmeiro Goodbye:
Will Clark and Todd Stottiemyre.
3. Seattle. Prediction: 81-81. Last season.
76-85. Hello: Mark Leiter, Butch Huskey,
Jose Mesa and John Mabry.
4. Oakland. Prediction: 72-90. Last season:
74-88. Hello: Tony Phillips and Tim
Raines. Goodbye: Rickey Henderson and
Ed Sprague.
The race between the Angels and
Rangers should be tight. Both picked up
great first basemen during the off-season.
Anaheim has one of the best young lineups in baseball with Darin Erstad, Tim
Salmon, Jim Edmonds, Matt Luke and
Vaughn. Texas probably has a better starting pitching rotation although neither
staff is spectacular. Seattle didn't make
any
significant
moves and their
bullpen is still a
"blown save convention." The powerful offense of Ken
Griffey Jr., Alex
Rodriguez, Edgar
Martinez and Jay
Buhner will carry
the team, but we've seen in the past that
you can't win without pitching. Oakland
has a group of talented young players in
Ben Grieve, Jason Giambi, John Jaha and
Matt Stairs but won't be near playoff contention this year.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East
1. Atlanta. Prediction: 94-68. Last season:
106-56. Hello: Brian Jordan, Bret Boone
and Otis Nixon. Goodbye: Denny Neagle
and Michael Tucker. Andres Galaragga is
out for the year.
2. New York. Prediction: 90-72. Last season: 88-74. Hello: Robin Ventura, Rickey
Henderson, Bobby Bonilla and Allen Watson. Goodbye: Todd Hundley, Carlos
Baerga and Butch Huskey.
3. Montreal. Prediction: 74-88. Last season: 65-97. Hello: Orlando Merced.
4. Philadelphia. Prediction: 73-89. Last
season: 75-87. Hello: Ron Gant and Chad
Ogea. Goodbye: Ricky Bottalico and
Mark Leiter.

5. Florida. Prediction: 58-104. Last season:
54-108. Hello: Mike Lowell. Goodbye:
Edgar Renteria.
The Braves acquired another big bat in
Brian Jordan, a lead-off hitter in Otis
Nixon and finally got a quality second
baseman in Bret Boone. But, this doesn't
make up for the loss of Andres Galaragga.
With Galaragga out for the year, the Mets
have a chance to catch the Braves. Overall
the Mets may have a better hitting team
than the Braves, but New York's staff is
nowhere near as good as Atlanta's. Some
how Montreal remains respectable
despite seemingly losing talented players
each year. Maybe Felipe Alou is the
National League's version of Tom Kelly.
If the Phillies start off poor, Curt Shilling
will be traded and the team will continue
to sink to the depths of the National
League. Florida can't get any farther
away from the championship team than
they were two seasons ago.
Central
1. Pittsburgh. Prediction: 86-76. Last season: 69-93. Hello: Bernard Gilkey, Brian
Giles, Brant Brown, Pat Meares and Ed
Sprague. Goodbye: Tony Womack.
2. Cincinnati. Prediction: 84-78. Last season: 77-85. Hello: Greg Vaughn, Denny
Neagle and Michael Tucker. Goodbye:
Reggie Sanders and Bret Boone.
3. Chicago. Prediction: 81-81. Last season.
90-73. Hello: Benito Santiago and Hideo
Nomo. Goodbye: Brant •Brown. Kerry
Wood is out for the season.
4. Houston. Prediction: 80-82. Last season: 102-56. Hello: Ken Caminiti. Goodbye: Randy Johnson.
5. St. Louis. Prediction: 78-84. Last season: 83-79. Hello: Eric
Davis, Edgar Renteria
and Ricky Bottalico.
Goodbye: Brian Jordan, Ron Gant, Delino DeShields and
John Mabry.
6. Milwaukee. Prediction: 73-89. Last season: 74-88. Hello: Jim
Abbott and Alex Ochoa. Goodbye: John
Jaha and Bob Hamelin.
Pittsburgh has a solid outfield of Brant
Brown, Al Martin and Brian Giles and
some quality infielders in Ed Sprague and
Kevin Young. And in this division a staff
of Francisco Cordova, Pete Schourek and
Jason Schmidt could be enough to win.
Cincinnati too is trying to regain their
winning ways. With Greg Vaughn,
Dmitri Young and Michael Tucker in the
outfield and Barry Larkin at short the
Reds could compete. Again, if Denny
Neagle and Pete Harnisch are healthy, the
staff is good enough to be at the top of the
division. Chicago suffered a big blow
with Kerry Wood's season-ending injury.
Houston returns the "Killer B's" but lost
Randy Johnson and Moises Alou is out
for four or five months. The Cards losses
outweigh the gains. Maybe the Cards'
front office (and fans) are happy anyway,
after all they are selling tickets in St. Louis
at a record pace. Some guy named McGwire. Milwaukee's Jeremy Burnitz had a

solid season last year but doesn't have the
supporting cast it takes to win. For example, name me a starting pitcher on the
Brewers. I rest my case.
West
1. Arizona. Prediction: 93-69. Last season:
65-97. Hello: Randy Johnson, Todd Stottiemyre, Steve Finley, Tony Womack and
Luis Gonzalez. Goodbye: Devon White
and Bernard Gilkey.
2. Los Angeles. Prediction: 90-72. Last
season: 83-79. Hello: Kevin Brown,
Devon White and Todd Hundley. Goodbye: Bobby Bonilla and Charles Johnson.
3. San Francisco. Prediction: 82-80. Last
season: 89-74. Hello: Scott Servais and
Alan Embree. Goodbye: Shawon Dunston, Joe Carter, Orel Hershiser and Rey
Sanchez.
4. San Diego. Prediction: 78-84. Last season: 98-64. Hello: Reggie Sanders, Shane
Mack and Dave Magadan. Goodbye:
Kevin Brown, Greg Vaughn, Joey Hamilton, Steve Finley and Ken Caminiti.
5. Colorado. Prediction: 77-85. Last season: 77-85. No major signings or losses.
Go ahead, laugh again. But then read
this: a starting rotation that has Randy
Johnson, Todd Stottiemyre, Andy Benes
and Armando Reynoso plus a lineup of
Travis Lee, Matt Williams, Jay Bell, Steve
Finley, Tony Womack and Luis Gonzalez.
Yeah, the Dodgers spent the money on
Kevin Brown but it looks to me that the
D'backs bought the western division title.
L.A. picked up a winner in Brown but still
has a weak rotation. The Dodgers have a
great outfield with Raul Mondesi, Gary
Sheffield and Devon White and a solid
infield with Eric Young, Eric Karros and
Mark Grudzielanek. This should be a very
close race. San Francisco remains
respectable despite very thin pitching. San
Diego did its best to imitate the Marlins
and disband after a successful year. The
Padres lost two top pitchers in Brown and
Joey Hamilton. They also lost their slugger, Greg Vaughn. The Rockies have pop
with Larry Walker, Vinny Castilla and
Dante Bichette but the pitching staff
makes that stuff about the ball traveling
better in Mile High very believable.
The Series
The Orioles will take the wildcard, but
the Yankees and Indians should renew
their intense post-season rivalry in the
American League Championship Series.
Pitching wins games and unless Cleveland gets Curt Shilling they won't win.
In the N.L. take the D'backs. They
have the talent to beat the wildcard-winning Mets and the Braves in the playoffs.
Few people know the Yankees better
than Arizona manager Buck Showalter.
Plus Randy Johnson killed the Yanks in
the'95 Wild Card Series.
But the "Rocket" and the Yanks will
quiet the D'backs. Plus the Yankees have
the most well-balanced lineup in the
game. Yankees win 25th World Series.
Mike Cesario is a junior history and
SMAD double major. He remembers October
26,1996, like is was yesterday.
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Web IT and Web Creative positions

Paid Summer Internships
Q summer web internship here will pay dividends far
beyond the check you take home.
We're Crutchfield, a national catalog and Internet
retailer—like L.L. Bean, and we're growing like crazy.

HEY JMU STUDENTS AND STAFF
DON T GET DUKED BY THE Y2K MONSTER.
LEAVE YOUR COMPUTER WITH SHENANDOAH
ENGINEERING SERVICES. INC...
WE Li GET YOUR COMPUTER READY TO
FEND OFF THE Y2K MONSTER ...
CALL THE Y2K MONSTER BUSTER FARLEY
FENToi AT 434-0406. HIS OFFICE IS LOCATED
BWINDLUIGIS PIZIA 1045 B SOUTH HIGH
STREET
PRESENT THIS AD WHEN YOU COME IN
TND RECEDE $5.00 OFFOF YOUR BILL
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Magazines as diverse as Smart Money, Forbes and U.S.
News & World Report have recognized our website as one
of the top models for e-commerce in the country, both
technically and creatively. The experience you gain here
work on he website that
will prove invaluable.
leads b> industry.
You can also count on a fast-paced, friendly environment
and the possibility of continued employment, part-time during the school year
or full-time after you graduate.
If you're flexible enough to work well both independently and as part of a
team, please apply. Here's what we're looking for:
Web IT Intents—Experience with programming in Microsoft environment
required. VBScript and asp experience is a plus.
Web Creative Interns—HTML experience, plus strong organizational and
communication skills required.
Please submit your resume (and cover letter stating the
position you're interested in) to: Personnel Department,
wa**""' 1
Crutchfield Corporation, 1 Crutchfield Park,
Charlottesville, VA 22911.
Or via email: jobs@crutchfield.com
To team more about us, visit our website: www.cnitcMteW.com

CRUTCHFIELD
The Internet's leading electronics store

til
I
°/c
6% OUt Of 1 W7o
Does not provide Diversity!

YOU can help increase these numbers!
*Siqn up to house a prospective student for African-American Prospective
Students Weekend on April 16-18 sponsored by Students for Minority
Outreach
# Housing Contracts available in Center for Multicultural Student Services
and Students for Minority Outreach office. For more information call
Speedy Fitch at x4470 or e-mail fitchrl® jmu.edu. Stop by the JMU
mailroom today and tommorrow for further details!

Housing Contracts due by April 9th at 5:00!*
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JMU dominates
Mason in tennis
JMU, from page 39
In singles play, sophomore
Sheri Puppo defeated Anne
Mange 7-5, 6-1 in a contest that
changed in leads several times
before Puppo pulled out all the
stops and took the win.
After falling behind 15-40 in
the seventh game of the first set,
Puppo broke Mange at 4-3, took
the lead at 4-4 and took the
offensive, winning the next three
games before giving up one
more game to Mange.
"1 had to be patient, and that
was the key," Puppo said. "In
the first set I was up 4-1 and
then I was down 5-4. I started
making mistakes but then I
came back."
Puppo said a lack of patience
cost her some points but aggressive play and a change in game
strategy let her get back into the
game and earn another win.
"I fell into her game a little
bit," Puppo said, "but I can't do
that, I have to play my game."
In other tennis play, JMU
sophomore Lauren Dalton beat
Bobbi Lee 3-6,6-1,6-2; freshman
Liz Simon defeated Emilie Katz
6-1, 7-5; senior Chrissy Travlos

defeated Darri Thayaprasat 6-4,
6-2; sophomore Sarah Granson
beat Kajsa Jansson beat 6-3, 6-2
and sophomore Carol Culley
defeated Suzy Ihnat 7-5,6-0.
In doubles action, JMU's
team of Puppo and Dalton beat
Mange and Lee, 8-2 and
Granson and Travlos defeated
Katz and Jansson 9-7. JMU's
only loss came when Culley and
Katie Enscow fell to Ihnat and
Thayaprasat 8-1.
Closing their season with
four games this weekend in
Washington, D.C., the women
will play three more conference games that Malerba said
she feels JMU has a good
chance of winning.
"We should win against,
ECU and UNC-Wilmington,"
Malerba said. "And we're also
going up against American.
We hope to come back from
that weekend of games with
four wins."
The women's squad also
faces Georgetown University
Saturday in Washington, DC
JMU's men's team plays East
Carolina University Friday and
Hampton University on
Saturday.

DYLAN IK>l ( IIKRI.K/u morphotographer

The women's lacrosse team continued their tough schedule Wednesday night, taking on the 4th
ranked University of Virginia. At halftime, JMU led 6-4. but the game ended too late to be Included
in the paper. The 5th-ranked Dukes entered the game with a 7-2 record.

What's Up This Week in our
44

Recreational Paradise"?

Adventure

Intramarals

Cftnb at Upper Hidden Rocks
April 10th
COST: $22.40
Register by: April 7
Pre-trip Meeting: April 7, 6:45pm

Entries Due: TODAa
Manager's Meeting: April 12
Time: 4 and 7pm

Entries Due: April 12 -15
Manager's Meeting: April 19
Time: 5pm

Aquatics ft Safety
FfrstAW
AprH9th
Aprll9th
9 -12pm
12pm -5pm
$20
$20
Register by: April 7

Upcoming Event:
UREC BIATHLON
APRIL 24TH
9:30am
REGISTER Ba APRIL 9U
Partldpate In a 5k Run and 1/2 mile
swim. Enter as an Individual or a team.

For more Info, surf onto our website at www.jmu.edu/recreatlon or eall X8700.
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You I aye the foundation
We hove the path to specialization.

STUDY ABROAD IN JAPAN

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND

(And pay JMU tuition!)

School of Nursing

Very limited spaces are available for JMU's exchange program to
Nanzan University, Japan for Fall 1999 or Spring 2000.
Requirement: minimum 3.0 GPA

1

The University of Maryland School of Nursing Master's
program prepares nurses with expertise in a specialized
area of practice *for leadership •for doctoral study.

.rf^
rftrv

Master of Science in Nursing

krnin

rrrn

RN TO BSN/MS

MS

Post-MS

Primary Care Nurse Practitioner Specialty Areas
adult, gervntological, psychiatric, family, women's health,
pediatrics & midwifery
Pay tuition to JMU and room & board to Nanzan University!
To apply, or for more information, contact:
Cheryl Tobler
Dr. Chong Yoon
Assistant Director
Professor of History
toblerca@jmu.edu
yoonck@jmu.edu
568-6273
568-3607

Acute Care Nurse Practitioner Specialty Areas
oncology & trauma/critkal care

Administration/Managed Care, MS/MBA, Community/
Public Health, Correctional Health, Environmental/
Occupational Health, Health Policy, Informatics and
Education*
•POSI-MS only

For more information call

800-328-8346

JMU Office of International Education, Hillcrest East,
568-6419, intl_ed@jmu.edu, www.jmu.edu/intl-ed/

email nursinfo@Darsons.umarylaHd.edu

WhERE will vou bE liviiMq ANC! w/riAT will you bE doiNq JN IATE
Moving off-campus to any of these housing complexes?
Oldel\
Foxhill
NTC

Village

The Commons
Southview

AUQUST?

Pheasant Run
Stone Gate

can make your move in a lot more comfortable

JN|U Network
Internet
Ethernet connection
to each room
Simeon E-mail

SURf'TrlE'NET . . .

52 Plus TV Channels
Private Lines
Free Voice Mail
Free Call Waiting
GREAT RATES
Low Cost Lond Distance
MAl<E pARTy plANS . .

'E' Entertainment
3-HBO's
2-ESPN's
WB Channel
Comedy Central
$38 For All

rzzi
w ATch DAWSON'S CREEI<

All AT ThE SAME TIME
Why hassle with 3 different service companies?
NTC gives you one monthly bill
Technicians on site
Immediate hookup and service
No Deposits
Easy set-up and installs

http://www.ntc-com.com
Sign up online
Call us or we'll call you
564-2502

Sign up for all services before May
Hookups on and ready when you are
Preferred technical support
Save on installation fees
Enter drawings for free service
Win prizes

Th« Breeze
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ATTENTION!
Sophomore Courtney Flynn, and juniors Betsy Hernandez
and Ashlelgh Suarez earned All-ECAC first-team honors,
while junior Kathleen Bellino and senior Jill Hornung were
named to the second team at the ECAC Championships held
March 27 at Brown University in Providence, R. I.
Sophomore Rachel Malinoweki was selected as the ECAC
Scholar-Athlete of the Year for women's gymnastics and
Coach Roger Burke garnered ECAC co-coach of the Year
honors.
As a team, the Dukes placed second out of seven schools
with a school-record score of 191.10, just eight-tenths of a
point behind champion William and Mary.

WE NEED SPORTS WRITERS! YOU
WILL GET PAID AND GET TO WORK
WITH COOL PEOPLE CALL Mike or

Jason at

PRO \\ RHSTLING

.

The National Championship Wrestling Federation will bring
Wrestle War '99 to Godwin Hall on Saturday, April 10 at 8 p.m.
Tag-team newcomers D-O-A will challenge wrestling icons
including Rock-n-Roll Express and Greg The Hammer" Valentine.
Admission is $5 with a JAC Card, $10 for the general public,
and doors open a 7 p.m. Tickets are on sale at the Warren Hall
Box Office, Plan 9, Town & Campus Records and Rocktown
CDs and Tapes. To order by phone, call 568-7960.

IF INTERESTED, PLEASE ATTEND A
SUPER DOOPER MANDATORY SPORTS
MEETING TODJCYAT

WOMEN'S LACROSSE
Senior Megan Rlley is currently leading the nation in points
per game through games played April 4. Riley has 29 goals
and 23 assists, an average of 5.78 points per contest. She
ranks second nationally in assist average (2.56) and is tied for
13th nationally in goals per game (3.22).
This past weekend, the Dukes went 1-1 on their road trip with
a 12-10 win over 16th-ranked George Mason, and a 12-11
overtime loss to top-ranked Maryland.
In the two games, Riley netted nine goals (five against GMU,
four vs. UMD) and had four assists. The Dukes next home
game is Friday, April 9 against American University.

(Located in the
basementf- of,, 'Anthony- Seeger
Hail).

NOW ON SALE AT PLAN 9!

Toxfie id (Racing
in Charlottesville

Tender

April 24, 1999

$12.99 CD
The new CD
from Blur!
"Their most
playful set yet."
—Rolling Stone

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY! • CASH FOB YOUR MUSIC!
In Kroger Shopping Center
1790-96 E. Market Street
Nlon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6-434-9999
http://www.plan9musk.(om

Tickets on sale at
The University Outpost
on Port Republic Road

.mm

I
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Faculty/Staff Appreciation Days
at JMU Baseball!

PLANMNGliiE HOME
IN THE SHENANDOAH VMAJm
*

FOR THE SUMMER?

Saturday, April 10 m,
& Sunday, April 11
Long Field at AAauck Stadium

COMPLETE A YEAR OF ONE DISCIPLINE
DURING THE SUMMER

Both games played at 1 p.m.

Get an edge on your coursework for the fall by taking
classes at Blue Ridge Community College! Earn a year of
credit in some disciplines by completing two intensive
five-week courses this summer.

Dukes
vs.
William & Mary

Registration for summer classes is May 19*20
8:30 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Check out the likely transfer options for each five-week session.
For a more complete course listing, request a class schedule.
1st Five-Week Session
May 24 - June 28

JMU Faculty/Staff
Appreciation Days
sponsored by

2nd Five-Week Session
June 30 - Auqust 4
ENG 112
HIS 122
MTH 157
MTH164
BIO 102
CHM 102
PHY 202

ENG 111
HIS 121
MTH151
MTH163
BIO 101
CHM 101
PHY 201
AM courses must be token in sequence except HIS 122 and MTH J57.

SHENANDOAH VALLEY
REGIONAL AIRPORT

Show your JAC Card
and you and your

For Information on registration procedures
contact: BRCC Student Services
(540) 234-9261, (888) 750-2722, ext. 289
Community College

family get in FREE!

LEADERSHIP CEI EBR/lllCN 1<W
—

OUTSTANDING ADVISER AWARD

Chris Stup
UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD

BURRUSS AWARD

Alternative Spring Break
CCM, PCM, HABITAT, CMSS, CLST

STUDENT COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARD

Jack Neill
CARRIER AWARD

Keith Fletcher/Kara Leppert
OUTSTANDING STUDENT ORGANIZATION

Catholic Campus Ministry

rvj

—

TAYLOR AWARD

Carla Moore
STUDENTS FOR MINORITY OUTREACH

ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAM

Gong Show
RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION

FUNDRAISING / SERVICE PROGRAM

Trip to Uganda
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

Holocaust Remembrance Day
HILLEL COUNSELORSHIP

HALL OF FAME INDUCTEES

Dr. Robert Scott / Suzanne Straub
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LIFESTYLE
HOROSCOPES

Somebody else s impatience could cause you chance of that happening, though. You'll be
io get ott schedule. It you absolutely have to on your toes most of the day. Plan your date
get there on time, you'd better start early.
for tomorrow, instead.

Today's Birthday (April 8) Financial
stress could spur you to take action this year.
Thai's OK. It could help you to become
wealthy. In April, you can see what you want,
but you can't quite reach it yet. By May, the
path should be more obvious, but you start
running into problems. One of those develops
in August and another in November. Use them
to motivate yourself to work harder. In
December, things get relatively easy, but by
January, there's a test. Be prepared. In
February, the worst is definitely over, and by
March, you'll have a whole new point of
view, and possibly a whole new status.

Gemini (May 21-June 21) - Today is a
5 — The important thing to Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) — Today is a 4
remember today is that you need to
— Two very enthusiastic people
be practical. ICII be a lot more fun
could clash mightily today, but
to be wildly impetuous, but that's
you're not afraid. You go right into
not going to work out anywhere near as well
the middle of the battle armed only
for you. It'll be a lot more fun for a little with your wit and charming smile. You might
while, but you could end up flat broke.
charm them both into seeing things
differently, too, but it might take a little longer
Cancer (June 22-Jury 22) - Today is a than you expected. Better pack a lunch.
4 — There's almost too much
opportunity to suit you today. You
might feel overwhelmed. Don't Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) — Today is a
try to manage it all by yourself.
6 — You're learning quickly
You need a good partner with skills
today, and that's a good thing,
complementing your own. Nurture one.
because you need to learn as fast
as you can to keep up with a
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) — Today is a 5 — demanding schedule. There's also a demanding
Ignore a friend who's trying to talk person who's about to drive you crazy. While
you into playing hooky. Today it's you're practicing your talents, also practice
really not a good idea. The controlling of your temper. It'll give you the
workload is pretty intense, and you edge that could make all the difference.
sure are looking for a break, but look ahead
just a little further. This weekend will be much
better for travel and for being with friends. Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) — Today
Right now, concentrate on the job at hand.
is a 5 — If you run into the same
old criticism today, relax. Instead
Virgo (Aug. 23-Scpt. 22) — Today is a 6
of fighting back, look to see what
— Somebody else's emergency
you could give up. Not your point
could get in the way of your plans of view, of course, by maybe the tension in
for today. If it weren't for that, your body. Your smile is so contagious, the
everything would be tranquil, easy others will forget what they were arguing about.
and maybe even a little boring. Not much

To get the advantage, check the day's rating:
10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21 -April 19) — Today is a
4 — Circumstances that seem
beyond your control could force
you to take action. That's what it
feels like anyway. Actually, you're
the one who got yourself into this position,
and you're the only one who can get yourself
out. You won't do that by locking horns with
another stubborn person. Learn what he's
trying to teach you and use it.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) — Today is a
^^^ 6 — If you're traveling today, take
^ CSs care. There will be delays and
[./ they're not all your fault.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) — Today
is a 5 — Looks like good things arc
coming your way eventually. It
/ \/ ) may not seem like that right now.
however. Instead of resisting a
change that seems imminent, sec if you can
manage it instead. Manage to make it work
out in your favor, that is.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) — Today is
a 5 — You're in a bit of a crunch
,(oday, most likely. Looks like
jfly
there's a logjam. Somebody's
yapping at you to move more
quickly, but that might not be possible, unless
you try something different. Go for it.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) —Today is a
6 — Friends and loved ones may
be kind of hard to tell apart today.
Several people you know fit into
both categories. That's good,
because you can have plenty of support to get
through a tough assignment. Relax and
concentrate, and you'll do fine.
-Tribune Media Services

VALLEY LANES
3106 S. Main St. Harrisonburg 434-8721

Precision
Express
GET A10 MINUTE, NO HASSLE,
DRIUE-THRU OIL CHANGE
AND GET AN AUTOMATIC, MIRACLE'
CAR WASH RIGHT NEXT DOOR!
Behind Valley Mall
next to Midas on
Deyene Ave.
just off University Blvd.

(S40) 564 2625
#1 choice of
TOP MECHANICS

&#f^0i1HP#

Wednesday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Cosmic 10-12
Cosmic 10-1 Country
Cosmic 12-2
Cosmic 9:30-11:30

$7.00
$9.00
$10.00
$7.00

4ft
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Thank You!!
Technical Services Would Like To
Thank The Computer Operations
Assistants In Testscoring For All
Their Dedicated Hard Work. You
Really Make The Difference!!

NOW HIRING!
Network Services
is looking for personnel to provide technical
assistance to clients in the CampusNet program
starting this fall. CampusNet is a program that
provides access to the Internet and campus computing
resources for faculty, staff and students. You will
work approximately 10 hrs/wk. Pay will be
$240/month. Duties include:
•

Khalil Ayubi
Mike Brunner
Jennifer Graham
Jim Graziano ***
Mike Preuss ***

Brian Schlemmer
Estelle Tsay
Kazuho Tsuchida
Brian Wit ***

*** Denotes Graduating Seniors.
Congratulations & Good Luck!!!

•

General troubleshooting of Network related hardware
and software.
Installation of supported Internet applications.

Prior networking experience with TCP/IP and Internet
related applications is desired. Email questions to
campusnet@jmu.edu. Further information can be
obtained
from
our
homepage:
www.jmu.edu/campusnet. Applicants should fill out
a state employment application available from
Human Resources. Applications should be sent or
dropped off to Nancy Dauer, Technical Services, Frye
Building , room 208. Application closing date is 9
April 1999.

-

Liberal Arts Students:
Freshmen through Seniors: Majors in Art and
Art History, English, Foreign Languages, History,
Music, Philosophy and Religion, Political Science,
SCOM, SMAD, Sociology and Anthropology,
Technical and Scientific Communication,
'
Theatre and Dance...
"

...This is a Career Fair for YOU!
Event: College of Arts and Letters Showcase
Date: Thursday, April 8,1999 Meet with employers to
discuss current or future
Time: 1:00-3:00 p.m.
job and internship
opportunities
Place: Phillips Center Ballroom

You're Invited!

Check out the Liberal Arts webpage at http://www.jmu.edu/career/Liberal-Arts/aacd.html. Click on "News" tor a list
of currently registered employers- even more are expected.

The freeze
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SOAP OPERA UPDATES
Ail My Children

The Bold and the Beautiful

Bradefl thinks be saved Ryan. He doesn't
get why OiUiftit is so upset. Gillian blamed
Bradcn for Ryan's bout with pneumonia
and for her ultimate break-up with Ryan.
Tad freaksNjpoo discovering Palmer left
Opal with noaing. Opal wonders if she will
ever find hen true soul mate. Max hears
Hayley say slfce wishes Raquel and Max
weren't in their live* and he freaks. Raquel
is the one who calms him down and this
impresses Mate©.

Taylor invites Brooke to dinner and she
brings Pierce as her date. Kimberly is found
by Rick and tells her family Rick made her
realize the ordeal her father went through.
Amber hits the bricks to deliver her baby at
her mother's just in case the child belongs
to Raymond. Rick is confused as to why
she took off. Amber's mother is stunned to
see that she is pregnant. She becomes even
more horrified hearing that the child may
not belong to her husband.

Another World

Days of Our lives

Tyrone catches on that Marky is covering
for Vicky and he won't let that happen.
Marley tells Jake what Tyrone knows. Gary
thinks he may have been the one who killed
Grant. Amanda accuses Hailiday of using
Ah to get to her. She tells him she wants
him out of her life. Later Amanda enters
that garden and Stark appears begging
Amalie to come back to him.

Taylor runs into Eric window shopping at
wedding rings. She reiterates that Nicki will
end up hurting him. Gina arrives in Naples,
(fitches the chauffeur and steals a speedboat
to head for. Capri. Stefano faced with
Vivian's ultimatum has no choice and signs
over the Titan stocks with the stipulation
that they revert to him upon her death.
Marlcna hypnotizes John again trying to
reveal more of his past

As the World Turns
Margo just doesn't get Tom's feelings
towards Emily and she is crushed. Eddie finds
her at the club and takes her borne where
Katie is preparing dinner for him. Eddie
cancels the dinner thinking Margo needs time
atone. Eddie warns Georgia to be careful of
Chris and Margo tells Katie relationships
don't always go the way you planned

General Hospital
Emily is stunned to see that Nikolas is still
with Katherine. She insists her crush on him
is history. AJ wants Tony to testify about
Jason's neurological disorders, but Tony
refuses. His own custody battle is at stake
and he once kidnapped Michael. AJ
believes he is really growing closer to

Carry. Bobbie begs Carty not to let Michael
grow up in the Q mansion. A! and Edward
continue to plot to win Cariy over. Alexis is
flying to Geneva with lax on Nikolas
business and Ned doesn't like this.
Guiding Light
Holly bears that Fletcher intends to remain
in town. This is enough of a cure for her.
She experiences a setback hearing Blake is
back with Ben. Carmen attempts to hire
Ben as her attorney and he worries about
her termination clause. Danny wants to let
Michelle out of the marriage but she holds
on.
One life to Live
Asa proposes to Rene* in full cowboy garb.
Lindsay goes postal when her room at The
Palace is given away. Bo teams up with
Grace for a dance and he claims fate could
bring them back to the dance floor. Kevin
grows suspicious of Grace after she
attempts to write a feature on Sam. Viki
learns Sam and Ben are brothers. Sam is
stunned Ben knows Viki. Christian tells
Asa he will not accept his support and he
and Jessica argue about that.

Port Charles
Karen and Joe catch on to Courtney and
locate Karen's ring in Courtney's top
drawer. Courtney is tipped off by Frank and

announces she just found the ring and
stashed it for safekeeping Julie realizes her
bank account is missing and she vows to
escape from the hospital. Courtney
discovers Marcia Cooper's money is
missing and teams later that Frank tapped
that account.
Sunset Beach
Gabi and Antonio continue to panic that
Ricardo will find the tape. Annie dreams
she is the star in a television show called
Murderer for a Day with Jerry Springer as
the host. Olivia tells Caitlin she turned out
just like Gregory. Caitlin tells Livie it is
because of her. Olivia hires Les Darden
who is Chris Darden as her attorney and
tells Gregory she will win. Gregory is
rattled. Cole begs Olivia not to take Trey
from Caitlin.
The Young & die Restless
The enterprising Victor Newman rebuilds a
carburetor of that broken down truck on that
island- Can the man do it all or what?
Victoria accuses Cole and Ashley of being
in on the takeover bid. Cole is outraged
over her accusations. Al proposes to Alice
and vows to make Cassie his first priority.
Paul and Chris continue to search for Millie.
Tony agrees to be a witness at the
permanent custody hearing.
—Tribune Media Services

wnnomes
Now Leasing & Selling Phase I For Fall 1999!

Call 801-0660 or 877-266-7786 today!
www.pheasantrun.net
\

mm J

MU lake South Main St. and turn left on RoccoAve. just past the 1.2.3 Movie Theater. On Rooco. turn
nght after the Pheasant Run sign and proceed straight ahead on the gravel road to the sales office.
On site sales office open W-Sat.. 105PM, Sun. 10-2PM. and by appointment.

Exclusive telecommunications network offered by
NTC Communicationsfeaturing JMU Ethernet
connections, phone and cable access in each bedroom
Adjacent to Punoell Park and walking trails, basketball
courts, tennis courts, recreationalfields and picnic
areas
Close to grocery stores, convenience stores and
restaurants
Only one mile to JMU
More than four parking spots per townhome
Limited number of brand new townhomes available
for fall 1999
Two story living with all bedrooms upstairs and all
living areas downstairs
Approximately 1500 squarefeet
Four bedrooms and 2.5 baths
Huge eat-in kitchen with all appliances including a
microwave and garbage disposal
Full-size washers and dryers
Living room and den or great room combination
Patio or deck with private storage facility

■■■■MB
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Compare ICafes
A FaellilloM

MINI STORAGE
Private Storage* llooins
"TIAA-CREF sets the
standard in the
financial services industry."

2 Location*

433-1000

- Mone-yMauazine, January 1998

—Morningstar*

Harrison burg

"...America^
Top Pension Fund."

AAA
-S4P and Moody"s
rating tor TIAA'*
—WHiam Rawin. TIAA-CREF Participant

WE'LL ERASE YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.
If you're stuck with a (federally insured)
student loan that's not in default, the
Army might pay it off.
If you qualify, we'll reduce your
debt-up to $65,000. Payment is
either 'A of the debt or $1,500
for each year of service,
whichever is greater.
You'll also have training
in a choice of skills and
enough self-assurance
to last you the rest of
your life.
Get all the details
from your Army
Recruiter.

HIGH MARKS FROM
MORNINGSTAR, S&P, MOODY'S,
MONET MAGAZINE AND BILL.

We take a lot of pride in gaining
high marks from the major rating

operating expenses that are among the
lowest in the insurance and mutual fund

services. But the fact is, we're equally
proud of the ratings we get every day from
our participants. Because at TIAA-CREF,
ensuring the financial futures of the education and research community is something
that goes beyond stars and numbers.

industries.***
With TIAA-CREF, you'll get the right

We became the world's largest retirement organization by offering people a
wide range of sound investments, a

fortable, financially secure tomorrow, with

commitment to superior service, and

choices—and the dedication—to help you
achieve a lifetime of financial goals. The
leading experts agree. So does Bill.
TIAA-CREF can help you build a comtax-deferred annuities, mutual funds. IRAs,
insurance and more.
To find out more, call us at 1800 842-2776.

www.tiaa-cref.org

Ensuring the future

• .

for those who shape it .*"

„ TIAA
w DM. Iff!(QwMri)) TIAACRer l.i I .1 _( h
jMA*.CREFMrf«MWMMa.i,TIAAkNJe»,4nM, IwUPnwll.«nsmHw J.n tn.n *.TI»*Cljr fc

I .u,i>T-i.r-H-.Jl-i'-i"- I

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE:
www.goarmy.com

Call (540) 434-6691

•

iMMira- urn
l/»
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COMICS
Apple & Cucumber/Matthew Balthrop

Your comic
could be here!

The Breeze NEEDS comics!
If you have any great comic strip ideas please submit
them to the Graphics Editor in The Breeze office!
Questions? Call Michele at x6127

r-Hz riMZ 4+M com

Need a date?
Come and get a date of your dreams for
Friday or Saturday at the

Date Auction
ONE
UNIVERSITY
a video i hronicle oj ./nines Madison University

Tonight!!
8 p.m.-10 p.m.
McGraw-Long
Hall Lounge

TONIGHT
7:30PM
GRAFTON-STOVALL
can be accessed through JMU's web page

Questions? Call Chris Fortierx7349
fortiecr@jmu.edu
http://www.jmu.edu/orgs/2002
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Full Set
Fill-in

Open 7 days a week!

Manicure

Monday Through Friday* II a.m.-IO p.m.
Saturday! 7 a.m.-IOp.m.
Sunday: 7 a.m.-9 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday Breakfast* 7 a.m.-Noon

10% off

Open 7 Days a Week!
Mon. - Wed. 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Thurs. - Sat. 9 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sun. 12 p.m. - 5 p.m.
In Town Center
Behind Valley Mall
Next To Sprint

with JAC card

801-8070

1580 S. MairrSt. 540-574-4949

Fiee Hoh\

Pedicure

'With Whirlpool Spa

Waxing

'Eyebrows Also!

Airbrush Styles
also Available!

'Pricing Depends on Style

We Accept Checks and MC/Visa

This Week Only!

■

'

F.vcn thru i company makes
;i product, ihcj also use energj
and natural resources F.verj
lime you make ;i purchase, you
could save some <>l that energy
.mil those resources '( ause
when vou bu\ durable and
rcusabli products, there's less
to throw ;I\\.I\ \iul less to
replace I'or a I ree shopping
guide, please call
|-S()()-(.\I.I.-I.DI

BUY SMART.
WASTE LESS
SAVE MORE
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ACROSS
1 Indication of
healing
5 Sister of Osiris
9 Fonda film
14 Sled
15 Depraved
16 Taboo acts
17 Caspian feeder
18 Opera highlight
19 Turnout
20 Herald
22 Symbolic story
24 Explored
26 Simian
27 Ages and ages
and ages
28 Russian ruler's
realm
32 Low, wooden
platform
35 Scored two under
par
37 Self image
38 Quotes as an
authority
40 Lengthy scarf
41 Getanoseful
43 Tankard filler
44 Preacher's platform
47 Mimicked
48 Lettuce choice
50 Have to
52 Schuss
53 Publication

Thursday, April 8, 1999

57 Artificially high
voice
61 Aromatic
evergreens
62 Shaquille of the
NBA
63 MachuPicchu
resident
65 Pindar's output
66 "Tomorrow"
musical
67 One of a pride
68 Get up
69 Long-handled
spoon
70 Knight's wife
71 Back talk

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21

23 Kick back
25 Bring about
28 Insurance cases
29 Profound
30 Eye covetously
31 Foundry form
32 Flesh mark
33 Metric measure,
briefly
34 News piece
36 Republicans
39 "Malcolm X"
director
42 Bullfighters
45 Module
46 Region of Italy
49 Attack verbally
0 P U S

DOWN
Garbles
Radioactivity unit
Guam's capital
Serbia's capital
Scott hero
Polite address
Homeric epic
Tight closure
Joint protectors
More timeconsuming
Remove knots
Junket
Catch sight of
Arctic surface
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51 Cash hit. "A Boy
Named<_"
53 Ancient Greek
colony
54 Gymnast Ccmaneci
55 Salad green
56 Wormy shapes
57 Young equine
58"_Karen»na"
59 Furnish
conditionally
60 Cash drawer
64 Massachusetts
cape
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SOUTH

UNrVEtSITY
PUCE

pottrnom

• 3 & 4 Bedroom Units

Microwave

• Easy Access to JMU (bus

Washer & Dryer

service)

Dishwasher

• Reasonable Rates

Individual Leases

■
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Units
•Ample Parking

MADISON DfllVl

JMU

f ]N1VERSITV
The Place to Be!
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• Furnished or Unfurnished
!
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Check Us Out:!!
Free Water
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THE BEST IN STUDENT HOUSING F0RTHE MONEY!
• Convenient to Campus
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FLAVOR OF THE WEEK:

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT!
Collegiate Sealers Inc. is currently
hiring students for outdoor work
in Northern Virginia. Earn up

Peach
l.i 'iir .'I

C\MI

IK . i

i
iuMi.|

st. 1988

Right on Wolfe St.
Just past Post Office

to $8,000 this summer. Please
call (703) 471-1500 today to set
up a time to interview and join
our asphalt crews of college
students and recent college
graduates.

Days Left
To finalize your living
plans for next year.

Are you
receiving too
many Breezes
in your

/

Building?
Don't Panic.
Call

568-6127

\

<.M!J

» OMPAN1

EHO Hours • Open every Saturday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

The Breeze
Thursday, April 8, 1999
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR
3, 4, or S BR Unit* Available
Furnished or unfurnished. Rent
starting as low as $150. Apple
Real Estate. Inc. 5404338676.
Unwrslty Place • 3 bedrooms. 2
baths, furnished, washer, dryer,
microwave. Lease 6/1/99 or
8/1/99 for one year. Bedroom
with private bath, $260; share
bath. $240. Water free, no pets.
Deposit required. 4338822.

J-M Apartments
43*1*47 (9am. 8pm)
2 BR apt $400/mo.
or $200/person
3 BR apt. $480/mo.
or $160/person
4 BR apt. $680/mo.
or $170/person
4-5 BR hOUM with garage.
$700/mo.
All »pu ncuCwircll Bridfc
One of lie ckaea complexes to JMUI
Owner/Manager
The good apis, go first,
to come by and tec as!
3 Bedroom Furnished Apartment for '99 - 2000 school year.
W/D included. 1st. 2nd. 3rd
floors available. $240 per
person. Funkhouser & Associates.
434-5150.
One Bedroom ApetOnailtl ■ Close
to campus, available 5/1/99 or
7/1/99. $330. 433-1569.
4 Bedroom Futidewed Apartment for '99 - 2000 school year.
W/D included. 1st. 2nd. 3rd
floors available. $215 per
person. Funkhouser & Associates.
434-5150.

1999 -2000 Rentals
Hunter's Ridge Townhouse 4 BR, 2 Bath, Furnished, 2 Levels,

LARGEST BEDROOMS
IN TOWN!
Fully Furnished! New Carp,,!

$225/bedroom
433-8862
Walking Distance to JMU!
Sublet Fall '99 - Two roofns
available for house on N. High
Street. Newly renovated, fireplace
$200/mo. Contact Sara Sentell at
5742830.
Summer Sublet - 2 4 rooms
available May through early August
Rent negotiable. 438-3634.
Three Bedroom House - W/D
available 8/17/99 lease, deposit,'
$675. 4331569.
Madison Manor - Two bedrooms,
two baths. Completely furnished,
woodburnlng fireplace, ceiling
fans, skylights. Water/sewer
Included. No pets. One year
individual lease $310. $320.
$335/month. Roommate placement,
4338822.
OFFCAMPUSHOUSINC.COM
Mt. View Heights
Hunter's Ridge Townhouses
Hunter's Ridge Condos
Madison Terrace
Madison Manor
Duke Gardens
University Place
Gingerbread House
Madison Gardens
Madison Square
Country Club Court
Funkhouser &. Associates
Property Management, Inc.

434-5150

F.HO

S Bedroom Townhouse - comer of
Mason and Centre*. Call 4335987.
Raymond.
3 Uberal Females - ISO easy-going
roomie starting August. $175.
4333476.

$275/person.
Roommates Needed 91 1/2 Franklin St. and
437 S. Mason St. (Deck House)
227-229 Chicago Ave.4 bedroom duplex. Rent one or
both sides. W/D, new carpet. 2
baths on each side. 4 or 8
people, $225/person.
CALL ANY TIME! 4384800
Two Bedroom Townhouse - Near
campus. W/D, available 6/1/99
lease. $475. 4331569.
267-CS.Ubarty$t-May9 Jurv30
Call 801-0339.

Brand New
Pheasant Run
Townhomes!
Roommate situations
available for full 19991
$250/person, 4

bedrooms, 2.5 baths,
washer/dryer, microwave,
all appliances. JMU ethemet
connections, phone + cable
in each bedroom.

Call today!
801-0660
pheasant9pheasantrun.net

Beautiful One
Bedroom!
Available January 1, 2000
Call Jeff or Heather
574-2683
Summer Sublet - 2 BR, 2 Bath
plush Madison Manor with pool.
Call 5744697 anytime. Must see.
One Bedroom Apartments - Great
condition, W/D, lease available
6/1/99 or 8/17/99. $380 $400.
4331569.
Hunter's Ridge Townhouse - 4 BR,
furnished. Well maintained.
August. $235/pers. 5403712552.
Staying for May or June? Cheap
sublets available in Hunter's Ridge
townhome! Call Claire, 4340135.
Summer Sublet -1-4 bedrooms, rent
negotiable. Tara/Coolio, 4339027.
Lisa, 5640945.

Townhouses
at
Hunter's Ridge
Now accepting applications
for groups of 2 or 4.
Call 434-5150

House, 1173 Harrison - 3 BR or
4 BR. University Court. 3 BR.
**33 2126.
»«*let, 473 Mason St. - 2 rooms
**gL May/June, rent negotiable.
2 Bedrooms, Furnished - Rent
negotiable. May - August. Call
Megan, 5740752.
Fan -99 Sublet - Big bedroom in a
great house close to campus!
$235/mo. Call 568-5526.
1 - 3 bedrooms,
2 1/2 baths, next to campus.
Looking to sublet beginning in
May. Partial sublets available. Call
4335913.
Room Near JMU! $190/mo.
Graduate student preferred.
4342812.
Loc4dr«foraBlc2B1<Apsftinsnt7
Try www.castleproperty.com
564-2659.
Sublease Needed - for fall
semester. $249, negotiable. Fully
furnished apartment in The
Commons. Call Julie, 5642446.
2 BR Apartmeat - 1 block from
campus. Aug. 17. 1999. $490.
2 BR House -1 block torn campus.
June 1 or August 1. 1999. $450.
Contact Carl at Funkhouser &
Associates. 4345150. EHO.
Summer Sublet - nice house in
country near JMU/EMU. No pets,
or smokers, quiet, responsible
only, 8335128.

Hunter's Ridge
Condominiums
& Townhomes
Still some units available.
Call 434-5150

Funkhouser & Associates
Property Management, Inc.
EHO

FOR SALE
Handmade Paper Journals, Cards,
Grftwraps. Morel Gift & Thrift. 227
N. Main.
1991 Bronco 4 x 4 - 35* tires, 7"
lift. 80K, excellent condition.
$7,200. 5744697.

CoMe Pup - Call 8010339.
1993 Eagle Talon excellent
condition,
$7,900. Call 5743238.

white,
43K.

EHO

Little Caesar's Drivers Wanted $6 • $10/hr. W. Market Street,
434-5300.
Earn up to SSOO Per Week assembling products at home. No
experience. Info. 1-5046481700.
Dept. VA.4806.
Summer Positions at Beautiful
Vermont flirts' Camp - Lochearn
Camp, one of the oldest & finest
private camps for girls, seeks
counselors/activity instructors.
Visit www.Mrrjjpage.com/tocheam
for available positions or contact
18002358659.
(.ocrteame^arffVink./tet
CampueNet RNAs Wanted Provide technical assistance to
clients in the CempusNet program.
Work approx. 10 hrs/wk. Pay will
be $240/mo Have strong desktop
computer skills and display a
professional customer service
attitude. Prior experience with
TCP/IP and Internet related
applications desired. Fill out a
state employment application
from Human Resources and send
it to Nancy Oauer. Technical
Services. Frye Building, room
208. Closing information can be
obtained from our homepage link:
www.jmu. edu/campusncl
Please forward questions to:
campusnet9ymu.edu
Summer Jobs $7-$10/hr - working
outside with other students in
NOVA area. Painter, foreman,
marketing positions available. Call
Mark at 7038388000. ext. 269.
Administrative Assistant - Wolf
Trap Foundation. Program &
Production. May through September.
General office assistance, screening
phones, contract processing,
research projects. Windows
software knowledge required.
Excellent interpersonal skills, must
work well under pressure. Mail
letter, resume, and references to:
1624 Trap Road. Vienna. VA
22182. Fax: 7032554008, Phone:
703255-1902. www.vtolf-Uap.org
Small Start-up Newspaper - is
hiring part-time writers and graphic
desgners. Hours and pay negotiable.
Can Chns at 4328281.
Adventure Center In WV - seeks
local part-time rep, generous
commission. Outdoor enthusiasts
recommended. Send resume to:
e-mail rep9aceraft.com or FAX
304469-3053.
Part-time Radio Announcer/

Hardrock IT - Excelent transportation.
grip shift with new rear derailer.
Recently serviced, 432-9086.
Computer, Multimedia Pent. 166 Windows 98. 1.1 gig. hdd, 32
meg memory. 2 meg video, 14"
SVGA. 33.6 ext. modem,
speakers, $550. 540662-3218
or kukanidm@jmu.edu.
Park With Ease - Ride in style.
1995 Honda scooter, $1,200.
4380347.
BeauMM Slnvlw Wedcang flown Beaded bodice, tule shirt, great
condition, $275. Call 434-8734.

HELP WANTED

Funkhouser & Associates
Property Management, Inc

Will nay Cash - for used or
damaged electronics. vCRs. TVs.
home and car stereos, PlayStations,
etc. Call Mike's Electronics.
4348800.

$1,500 Weekly Potential - mailing
our circulars. Free information.
Call 202452-7679.

Board Operator
Contact Frank Wilt
or Steve Williams
WSVA/QI01 Radio

434-0^31
VerStandig Broadcasting
EOE
Summer Employment - ChKd Care *
Wanted: Fun-loving, creative
students to provide summer child
care activities for school-aged
children, primarily within the hours
of 8 a.m. - 6 p.m., weekdays.
ChildCare Connection can connect
you now with parents looking for
this kind of care. So if you plan to
stay in Harrisonburg for the
summer and would enjoy caring for
kids, call us at 4334531.
DJ Wanted for Field Party April 24, 1999. Call PC Dukes,
5683966. Price is negotiable. Food
and beverages will be provided.

Biology, Science,
Education and
Liberal Arts Graduates
No Experience Required
Free Training In a Field with
Superb Opportunities:

LOST & FOUND
Lost SMver Fossil Watch - If found
please call 5685716. Sentimental
value!
Professor Feedrvg 3 Cats - Please
call Cat's Cradle at 879-9615. We
misplaced your number.

Biomedical Information
Technology

SERVICES

Start at 28K. Most people earn
34K within a year, plus full
benefits. IMS. Inc. is offering a

National DJ Connection - Great
party music since 1985! Call
433-0360.

free 4 week programming
course. In the last 2 years.
IMS. Inc. has hired over 90% of
the students who have taken
this course. Courses start
June 7 or July 12. Positions
located In Silver Spring.
Maryland 8 miles outside DC.
Call 888-680-5057.

WWW.IMSWEB.COM
Dance Instructor PoaWons A vasabte for fall '99. Please call 2348317
or 4337127.
Shenandoah River Outfitters - is
now hiring tor summer season for
cook-out cooks: school bus
drivers, able to lift 85 lbs. Must be
outgoing, energetic, and able to
work weekends. 5407434159.

New at The Cadillac Ranch- Exotic
dancers, bachelor party specials,
dance a grams, escorts. Open
Thursday, Friday, Saturday 9 p.m
til 2 a.m. Call 304-249-5068. Rt
21. Sugar Grove. W.Va.
Canoe and Kayak Rentals! Fun on
the Shenandoah River! Student
discounts. Check our website
www. shenandoahnver. com Tube
rentals in summer! 540-7434159.

NOTICE
For more information and
assistance regarding the
investigation of financing business
opportunities & work-at-home
opportunities, contact the Better
Business Bureau Inc.,

at 1800-533-5501.
Web Developers Needed - The
Sapprwe Group is hiring students for
the summer to develop dynamic,
personalized web sites. Experience
in building web pages and
programming required. $10$20/hr based on experience.
Fax resume and web page
samples to 703365-8998 or email MelanieJ@SapphireGroup.com.
Visit www.SapphireGroup.com tor
information about our firm.
Application deadline: 4/19/99
Need a COMPUTER JOB

PERSONALS
ZEE, IA P.. X4> - Thanks for an
awesome St. Patrick's Day 4way!
From A<t>.
Adoption- Happily married,
childless couple hoping to adopt
infant. Will provide loving, secure.
nurturing home. All allowable
expenses paid. Please call Michael
and Helen collect at 7038370912.

■

on CAMPUS?
Offering database management and
communications experience.
Pay $* 50 - $10 50/hour. Starts
immediately See Computer Support
Technician ad in this issue.
Call 568-3440.
Llfeguardsl Now hiring all
positions. Northern VA area.
Training available, full and
part-time. Top payl Call Kelly,
18009682500.

WE WANT YOU!!!
Would you like to spend
the summer working

Private Adoption - Loving, devoted
couple needs your help. Do you
know someone considering
adoption for their baby? If so.
please give them our number.
Call anytime. Marlene and Clayton,
18889602500
Successful Businessman Seeks
Female Companion - for weekend
in Paris. All expenses paid! Please
reply to: Sam. P.O. Box 1106.
Dayton. VA 22821.
• a Classified Ad In
The Breeze
Come to the basement of
Anthony-Seeger

outdoors?

$2.50 for the first 10 words
($2 for each additional 10)

Do you enjoy working

5686127

with a variety of people?

Are you up for a
challenging position?
We are currently seeking
certified Supervisors,
Community Pool Managers,
Lifeguards, and Pool Operators
for the 1999 summer season.
FT/IT Sub positions available Flexible schedules
Pools located throughout
Northern Virginia, Prince
William Co and Fredricksburg
area.

Competitive Wages - Paychecks
delivered on time.
Red Cross Certification
classes offered.
Call toll free

1-888-378-2105

URGENT: Police Reporter needed ASAP to write for The Breeze.

Subscriptions to

The Breeze
are available!
For only $30 for third
class, or $75 for first
class mail, you can
receive a full year of

The Breezel
/
Please send your name,
address & money to:
The Breeze
Anthony-Seeger Hall
MSC 6805
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

Will cover police issues and write twice weekly. Contact News, x6699.

»

CQ

Port Rd / CISAT
22 Tern Drive

433-3111
JMU Campus
S. Main St / EMU

31 Miller Circle

433-2300
LARGE MOPPING!

MEDIUM l-TOPPING!

Not valid with any other often No coupon necessary.

M PIZZA PANIC
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MEDIUM 2-T0PPING
PIZZA & 2 Free Cokes

OR

2 for $10 after 10 (p.m.)
Get 2 Medium Cheese Pizzas
for just 10 bucks!

Cheesybread! M
Medium Order
(16 Sticks)

BreadSTIX

7.

99

After 10pm
ONLY

C99
«■•

Free Dipping
Sauce!

CO

-

- - -

